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Part I
Big Data and Cloud Computing



Efficient MapReduce Framework Using
Summation

Sahiba Suryawanshi and Praveen Kaushik

1 Introduction

BigData can be defined as huge quantity of data, in which data is beyond the normal
database software system tool to capture, analyze, andmanage. The data is within the
limits of three dimensions which are data volume, data variety, and data velocity [1].
Primary analysis data contains surveys, observations, and experiences; and secondary
analysis data contains client information, business information reports, competitive
and marketplace information, business information, and location information that
contains mobile device information. Geospatial information and image information
contains a video and satellite image and provides chain information containing rating
and vendor catalogs, to store and process this information that is done by BigData.
To process this variety of data, the velocity is incredibly necessary.

The major challenge is not to store the big datasets in our systems, but, to retrieve
and analyze the large data within the organizations, that too, for information stored
in various machines at completely different locations [1]. Hadoop comes in a picture
in these situations. Hadoop has been adopted by many people leading companies,
for example, Yahoo!, Google, and Facebook along with various BigData programs,
for example, machine learning, bioinformatics, and cybersecurity. Hadoop has the
power to analyze the info very quickly and effectively. Hadoop works best on semi-
structured and unstructured data. Hadoop hasMR andHadoop distributed file system
[2]. The HDFS can provide a storage for clusters, and once the info is stored within
the HDFS then it breaks into number of small pieces and distributes those small items
into number of servers that are presentwithin the clusters, wherever each server stores
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these small pieces of whole information set and then for each piece of information
a copy stored on more than one server, this copied information set will be retrieved
once the MR is process and within which one or a lot ofMapper or Reducer fails to
process [3].

MR appeared as the preferred computing framework for large processing because
of its uncomplicated programming model and the execution is done in parallel auto-
matically. MR has two computational phases, particularly mapping and reducing,
that is successively carried through many maps and reduce tasks unalike. The map
reads input data and manages to create <key, value> pairs depending on the input
data. This <key, value> pairs are the intermediary outputs within the native machine.
Within themap phase, the tasks begin in parallel which generates <key, value> pairs
of intermediate data by the input splits. The <key, value> pairs are kept on the native
(local) machine and well ordered into various data partitions as one for each reducer
phase. Reducer is liable for processing the intermediary outcomes which receive
from various mappers and generating ultimate outputs within the reducer phase.
Every reducer takes their part of information from data partitioning coming from all
themapper phases to get the ultimate outcome. In between themapper phase and the
reducer phase, there is a phase, i.e., shuffle phase [4]. During this, the info created
at the mapper phase is ordered, divided, and shifted to the suitable machine execute
the reducer phases. The MR is performed over a distributed system composed of the
master and a group of workers. The input is split into chunks that are allocated to the
mapper phases [5]. The map tasks are scheduled by a master to the workers, which
consider the data locality. The map tasks provide an output which will be divided
into a number of pieces according to the number of reducers for the job. Record with
the similar intermediary key should go to the same partition so that it will guarantee
the correctness for the execution. All the intermediary <key, value> pairs’ partitions
are arranged and delivered with the task of reducer that needs to be executed. By
default, the constraint of data locality does not take into considerationwhile doing the
scheduling tasks for the reducer. As the result, the quality of data at the shuffle phase,
which needs to transfer via a network, is significant. Using tradition, a hash-based
function which is used for partitioning the intermediary data in reducer tasks is not
traffic-efficient because topologies of network and size of data corresponding to each
key are not considering it. Thus, this paper proposes a scheme which sums up the
intermediate data. The proposed scheme will reduce the data size that has to be sent
to the reducer. By reducing the size of data, the network traffic at reduce functionwill
minimize. Even though the combiner also performs the same function, the combiner
operates on the generated data by map task individually which thus fails to operate
between the multiple tasks [4]. For summing up the data, it put summation function.
Summation function can be put in both either within the single machine or among
different machines. For finding the best suitable place for summation function, it
uses distributed election algorithm. At the shuffle phase, the summation function
will work simultaneously, and then it removes the user-irrelevant data. In this, the
data of volume and traffic is reduced up to 55%, and then it sends to the Reducer.
It is more efficient way to process the data, for those jobs which have hundreds and
thousands of key ends, and each of the keys is associated with number of values.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we review recent related
work. Section 3 provides the proposed model. Section 4 analyzes the result. Finally,
Sect. 5 concludes the paper.

2 Literature Survey

In this section, different techniques for optimization generally applied in theMapRe-
duce framework and BigData are discussed. The paper also discussed the attributes
of various techniques for optimization and how BigData processing is improved by
these techniques.

In [6], the author examined that whether the network optimizing can make a bet-
ter performance of the system and realize that utilizing the high network and low
congestion in a network; good performance can also be achieved parallel with a
job in the optimizing network system. In [7], the author gives purlieus, a system
which allocates the resources in MR, which will increase the MR Job’s performance
in the cloud, via positioning intermediary data to the native machines or nearer to
the physical machines. This reduces the traffic of data within the shuffle part pro-
duced in the cloud data center. In [8], paper designs a good key partition approach,
in which the distribution of all frequencies of intermediate keys is watched, and
it will guarantee that the fair distribution in reduce tasks, in which it inspects the
partitioning of intermediary key and distribution of data with the key and its respec-
tive value among all the machines of map to reducer, for the data correctness, is
also examined. In [9], the author gives two effective approaches (load balancing)
to skew the data handling for MR-based entity resolution. In [10], the author pro-
poses MRCGSO mode; it adjusts very well with enlarging data set sizes and the
optimization for speedup is very close. In [11], the author relates the parallel and
distributed optimization algorithm established on alternating direction method of a
multiplier for settling optimization problem in adapting communication network.
It has instigated the authorized framework of the extensive optimization problem
and explains the normal type of ADMM and centers on various direct additions and
worldly modifications of ADMM to tackle the optimization problem. In [12], the
author pays attention to accuracy using cross-validation; the paper gives sequential
optimize parameters for plotting a conspiracy of accuracy. In [13], the author gives a
method to initiate Locality-Sensitive Bloom Filter (LSBF) technique in BigData and
also discusses how LSBF can be used for query optimization in BigData. In [14], the
author initiates the optimization algorithms using these rules and models can deliver
a moderate increase to the highest productivity on inter-cloud and intra-cloud trans-
fers. Application-level transfer adapts parameters just like analogousness pipelining,
and concurrency is very needful mechanisms for happening across data transfer bot-
tlenecks for scientific cloud applications, although their optimal values juncture on
the environment on which basis the transfers are generally done. By using actual
models and algorithms, these can spontaneously be optimized to achieve maximum
transfer rate. In [15], the author offers an algorithm for cache consistency bandwidth
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optimization. In this perspective, the user data shift is optimized without considera-
tion of the user expectation rate. The debated algorithm differentiates with trending
data transmission techniques. In [16], the author recommends improved computing
operators focused on smart grids optimization for BigData through online. This set-
tles a problem of generic-constrained optimization by utilizing amodule based on the
MR framework, which is a trending computing platform for BigData management
commenced at Google. Online answer to urged optimization problems is a necessary
requirement for a secure, reliable smart grid operation [17]. Many authors proposed
methods for optimizingMR, but very less work is done for optimizingMR by reduc-
ing the traffic generated, while the data is sent to reducer phase. So we proposed a
method which is based on distributed summation.

3 Proposed Method

In Hadoop MR, normally the reduce task resides in different machines/racks. As
the massive intermediate data goes to reduce task, it will create heavy traffic in the
network. By analyzing the intermediate output, we saw that there are redundant <key,
value> pairs. So we can sum up all the similar <key, value> pairs before sending it to
the reducer, which will minimize the quantity of intermediate data. The summation
can be done in both either within the machine or among different machines.

Summation at single machine: The summation function can put at each machine
in which it will sum up the similar <key, value> pairs within the samemachine before
it is sent to the reducer. As a result, the data from each machine will minimize by
summation function that will minimize the traffic too.

Summation among different machines: When the summation function put at each
machine, it will reduce the size of data. But for massive data, it needs manymappers
and reducers. There may chances that at reducer there might be number of inputs
even though the inputs are already minimized by summation. But due to number
of map functions, it will also create traffic at reducer. For that, it will sum up data
among different machines.

In Fig. 1a, it needs to send three rows of data, wherein Fig. 1b it needs to send
two rows of data to the summation function reside in different machines. As a result,
if the position of node where the summation is done will change, the traffic cost will
also change; it is the extra challenge to handle.

Architecture: Hadoop has a master node (Job Tracker), and number of slave nodes
(Task Trackers) located on remaining nodes. The job tracker handles all the submitted
jobs and takes the decision for scheduling and parallelizing the work across the
Hadoop cluster. And the task trackers do the work in parallel, allotted by the job
tracker. For summating the intermediate data, it needs two things; one piece of code
for summation, i.e., summation phase, and a manager who will handle the location
of that code. The manager resides in job tracker, which has the information where
the summation code will place for more efficient processing. This architecture will
minimize the network traffic in shuffle phase.
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Fig. 1 MapReduce using summation among different machines

Summation phase: In the framework, the summation phases are located between
shuffle phases and reducer phases. All the intermediate data acts as input to this
and generated output is sent to the reducer. It performs the summation of similar
<key, value> pairs in such a way that each key has single summated pair value. After
that, output of summation phase along with the similar key has to be delivered to a
single reducer. In the architecture, the execution of summation is managed by the
task tracker at each node. When the manager who is placed in job tracker sends the
request to generate the summation code at task tracker, task tracker will initialize
the instance and specify the tasks attached to the request. Finally, when the task is
completed, the summation code is removed by task tracker and conveys the message
to the manager.

Manager: The manager has two main issues—where the summation code resides
and routes so that the summated intermediated data will generate less amount of
traffic.

Summation code placement—Number of summation codes will be generated to
reduce the traffic alongwith the path; the pathwill define fromwhere the intermediate
data will go among different machines. To do this, manager has two main questions;
by answering that, it will minimize the traffic during shuffle phase:

• On which machine the summation code will generate for minimum traffic?
• To which machine the intermediate data come from different machines, i.e., what
is the route?

For answering these questions, manager needs the whole information about the
map and reduce function along with the positions and the frequency of intermedi-
ate data (volume). Furthermore, manager also requires the information about the
resources of slave nodes, i.e., the availability of memory and CPU for processing
of summation. All these information will be sent by the task tracker to job tracker
with the heartbeat. It is sent by task tracker to job tracker so that job tracker has
knowledge of whether the task tracker alive or not; here, alive means its working
condition. According to that information, the manager will send the info about the
summation code and the route. The manager has information about the positioning
of all the task trackers, so it will send the request to find the central node for summing
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up the data in different machines by creating small clusters. As the slave nodes get
the request, one of them elects itself as the central node and finds whether any of
other is interested, finds the central node, and informs the manager. Algorithms 1
and 2 are as follows:

Assume the clusters are connected to each other in a ring form; each node can
send information to its next node only so that all nodes have the information and it
will create less traffic. But if there is any node failure, then it will bypass it.

Distributed algorithm does not assume the existence of the previous central node;
every time according to the requirement, it will change which depends on the fre-
quencies of <key, value> pairs and the availability of resources. It will choose a node
among a group of different nodes in different machines as a central node.

Assume each node has their own IDs, and the priority of node Ni is i, which
is calculated according to the availability of resources and the frequency of <key,
value> pairs, i.e., volume.

Background: Any node Ni(among the nodes to which manager sends the function
for processing data) tries to find any other active node which is more suitable, by
sending a message; if no response comes in T time units, Ni tries to elect itself.
Details are as follows:

Algorithm 1 for sender node Ni that select suitable node

1. Ni sends an “Elect Ni” with Pi
2. Ni waits for time T

a. If Pi < Pj it receives “elect Nj ”
i. update central node as Nj

b. If no response comes then Ni will be
selected as the central node.

Algorithm 2 for node receiver Nj

1. Nj receive “elect Ni”
2. If Pj > Pi 

a. Send “
3. Else forward “

elect Nj”
elect Ni”
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4 Implementation

The performance baseline is provided by the original scheme (i.e., no summation is
provided) and by the proposed method. We create an Oracle VM virtual machine;
we configure it with the required parameters (here we use two processors, 3 GB
RAM, 20 GB memory) and settings to act as a cluster node (especially the network
settings). This referenced virtual machine is then cloned as many times as there will
be nodes in the Hadoop cluster. Only a limited set of changes are then needed to
finalize the node to be operational (only the hostname and IP address need to be
defined). We have created pseudo-cluster. Our prototype has been implemented on
Hadoop 2.6.0.0.

In Fig. 2, it gives output sizes of mappers on nodes for respective actual sized.
It executes the proposed algorithm using the same data source for comparison in
Hadoop environment. It shows the data size for different files of size 250 MB,
500MB, 750MB, and 1 GB are minimized after applying the summation and the file
size reduced to 180 MB, 220 MB, 335 MB, and 450 MB, respectively. As a result,
the reduction ratios are 28%, 32%, 48%, and 55% for file size of 250 MB, 500 MB,
750 MB, and 1 GB, respectively. The proposed method will work more efficiently
as the size increases, and thus it will work well for BigData.

To compute, the capability of the proposed algorithm by comparing traditional
hash-based function is shown here. Hash-based partition without summation, as
default method in Hadoop, makes the traditional hash partitioning for the intermedi-
ate data, which are sent to reducers without summing up intermediate data. And our
proposed method is summation within same machine and summation among differ-
ent machines, in which before sending to reduce function the intermediate data will
be summed up so that it will minimize the size (traffic); sometimes, after summing
up, intermediate data at each machine data at reducer will be huge because of many
mappers, so it can be minimized if the summing up will be done among different
machines also as per requirements. In Fig. 3, the performance is shown which takes
the same file and performs the traditional method, summation on single machine and
summation among different machines. Here, if the number of keys is increased, the
traffic in shuffle phase also increases. For example, for 20 keys, traditional, summa-

Fig. 2 Data size at reducer
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Fig. 3 Traffic cost

tion in single, and summation in different machines generate 0.6 * 10ˆ5, 0.4 * 105,
and 0.3 * 105 bytes, respectively.

5 Conclusion

The significance of proposed scheme is discussed, i.e., summation in Hadoop MR
to process the BigData that minimizes the network traffic produced by intermediate
data: intermediate data is output of map function. For verification, we have given an
architecture where summation functions can be easily attached to the existing MR
framework. How the positioning of summation code among various machines will
affect the size is also shown, for which we give a distributed election algorithm that
fills to find the best suitable positions for the central summation function among
various machines. By applying the proposed method, it will reduce the size of data
up to 55%.

The implantation for the proposed scheme is in a pseudo-cluster for computing
the behavior; it can compute on heterogeneous distributed clusters.
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Secret Image Sharing Over Cloud Using
One-Dimensional Chaotic Map

Priyamwada Sharma and Vedant Sharma

1 Introduction

Cloud computing has consistently enabled the infrastructure providers to move very
rapidly toward new facilities. Such movement has attracted the world toward “pay as
you go”model defined by cloud service providers.Almost every task that a userwants
to perform is now available over cloud. Such an advancement in cloud computing
has made organizations and professionals to migrate their business models and tasks
over cloud. However, such swift growth of data toward cloud computing has been
raising security and privacy concerns. The users can send their data over cloud for
processing and storage without any difficulty at their end, but how secure is the data
to be stored over cloud? Such questions are raising amajor difficulty in the realization
of cloud computing and it is needed to be considered solemnly.

Cryptography is the science of converting plain text to another form which is
hard to understand [1]. Communication of encrypted messages such that only willful
recipient can decrypt is the main objective of cryptography. Cryptography involves
communicating parties, each with a secret key shared between them. Complex com-
putations are used to attain encryption in such a manner that only the anticipated
recipient can decrypt the data. Data can be anything and especially in today’s world;
most of the data is shared in the form of digital images. Hence, when storing the
images over untrusted third parties, there is a need arised to secure them from unau-
thorized access andmodifications. Oneway to secure digital images is image encryp-
tion. The secret image is encoded using complex mathematical formulations such
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that a distorted random-like structure can be obtained in the form of an encrypted
image.

On the other hand, visual cryptography is emerging as a new way to secure the
images where shares of the plain secret image are generated. Secret image is recov-
ered when all the shares are stacked together. Both image encryption and visual
cryptography sound quite the same, but they are different in the sense they realize
security to the image. Partitioning of the plain secret image into multiple shares such
that no image information is revealed from any of the shares is the primary objective
of visual cryptography [2]. The shares can then be transmitted through any untrusted
medium. At the receiving side, all the shares are stacked and plain secret image is
reconstructed. Introduced byNaor and Shamir [3], visual cryptographywas proposed
as an easy and feasible approach for secretly sharing the images without needing any
difficult cryptographic operations. The concept of visual cryptography can be used
to securely store the secret image over untrusted cloud infrastructure. Secret image
shares can be generated such that no information can be revealed and stored over
cloud.

Simple illustration of visual cryptography is shown in Fig. 1 in which the plain
secret image is divided into n shares. After the concept of visual cryptography came
to light, several schemes have been proposed. In order to achieve more security of
image shares, Shankar and Eswaran [4] proposed a schemewhere individualmatrices
of red, green, and blue channels of the secret image are created by considering the
true color band RGB of the secret image pixels. Every value of R, G, and B channels
is minimized to further create the submatrices. Division operation is used for the
purpose and floor and ceiling functions are used to create two matrices from a single
one. In [5], the authors proposed a scheme that uses cellular automata (CA) for
visual cryptography. Cellular automaton is a model constituting parallel entities that
cooperate with each other and manipulate their progress in a discrete way. If cellular
automaton is to be represented in a way that each entity has the state of either 0 or 1,
such cellular automata are known as binary cellular automata. A set of rules is used
to define state of the cells of cellular automata and acts as secret key for encryption
as well as decryption of the plain secret image. Visual cryptography is considered
amongst one of the modern cryptographic techniques to share plain secret image.
However, the received image size is doubled or more than the original secret image
which usually limits the technique.

Additional works other than visual cryptography include share generation using
certain polynomial function or any other medium. A secret sharing algorithm to
securely transmit the plain image was proposed in [6]. The scheme reduces size of
the image shareswhilemaintaining their security. Shamir’s secret sharing polynomial
was used with pixel values as random coefficients. The scheme was good to share
a secret image while reducing amount of traffic on the network. However, it was
claimed in [7] that security of the scheme [6] has a limitation of dependency on the
permutation stage. In [7], the authors presented a scheme to overcome the limitation
of permutation stage. But the scheme [7] still has a limitation of revealing secret
image in initial shares. Therefore, further improvements are presented in [8] by
repeatedly modifying the share numbers using modulo prime function.
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Plain image 
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Share 2 
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Fig. 1 Visual cryptography

In this paper, a simple and efficient secret image sharing scheme is presented
such that a plain secret image can be stored over cloud infrastructures. The proposed
scheme uses one-dimensional chaotic logistic map to generate image shares which
can be further stored on the cloud. Rest of the paper is organized as follows: chaotic
logistic map and bifurcation of one-dimensional chaotic logistic map are described
in Sect. 2. Proposed scheme is discussed in detail in Sect. 3. Section 4 presents results
and security analysis. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes the paper.

2 Chaotic Logistic Map

Chaoticmaps are used as a newway of cryptography. Due to essential properties such
as unpredictability, ergodicity, and sensitivity to primary conditions, chaotic systems
are emerging very rapidly in building the cryptosystems [9]. A one-dimensional
chaotic logistic map is defined as follows:

xn = µ ∗ xn−1 ∗ (1 − xn−1) (1)
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Fig. 2 Bifurcation of
one-dimensional chaotic
logistic map
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whereµ is the systemparameter. Bifurcation of one-dimensional chaotic logisticmap
depicted in Eq. (1) is shown in Fig. 2, and it can be observed from Fig. 2 that chaotic
map possess high random behavior around µ = 3.999. Due to such a high random
behavior, we have used 3.999 as value of the system parameter. Chaotic systems
require initial conditions to generate random sequences and a slight modification
in initial values or system parameter leads a major change in the generated chaotic
sequences. Due to such a high random behavior of chaotic maps, a number of chaos-
based image encryption schemes have been proposed during the last decade [9–16].

3 Proposed Scheme

In the proposed scheme, secret image is divided into two shares using chaotic
keystream derived from one-dimensional chaotic logistic map. Two main phases
of the proposed scheme are described as follows:

3.1 Computation of Initial Value of Chaotic Map Using
Secret Key

At the sender’s end, 132-bit secret key is used to compute the initial value of the
chaotic map. The steps are as follows:

(1) Let hexadecimal representation of the secret key is
k = k0, k1, k2 … k32
where k represents the hexadecimal value.

(2) Now, convert the key into binary form as
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b = b0, b1, b2 … b131
where b represents the binary value.

(3) Calculate the value x01 as
x01 = b0× 2131 + B1× 2130 + B2× 2129 … + B131 × 20

(4) Now evaluate the initial value x1 as
x1 = (x01/2132) mod 1
This initial value is used to execute one-dimensional chaotic logistic map
depicted in Eq. (1).

3.2 Image Encryption and Transmission of Shares
to the Cloud

Here, we assume that the two cloud infrastructures are unaware of each other such
that there should be no possibility of collision attack.Once initial values of the chaotic
map are computed, secret image can be encrypted to form the shares such that the
shares can be transmitted for storage on cloud. First of all, execute the chaotic map
to get key matrix as follows:

initialize n=1; 
while (true) 

end

where g is the highest gray-level value of the secret image and n represents the chaotic
sequence number. A chaotic key matrix x of the same size as of the secret image is
obtained when the complete loop is executed. After executing the chaotic map for
rows * columns times, perform the following:

initialize m=1; 
while (true) 

end

The resulting image e and chaotic key matrix x can be transmitted to the cloud
now [18]. In other words, it can be said that e and x are the shares of secret image
and without knowledge of both the shares, secret image cannot be recovered. No
information about the secret image is revealed and can be clearly observed from
Fig. 3. Complete workflow of the proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3 a shows the plain image, b and c show the non-revealing image shares generated by the
proposed scheme

Fig. 4 Block diagram of the
proposed scheme
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4 Experimental Results

In this section, we can simulate proposed scheme in Matlab 2012b. This section can
be categorized into number of subsections such as key space analysis, key sensitivity
analysis, Histogram analysis, and correlation coefficient analysis. After simulation,
we can compare the result of proposed scheme with existing scheme in Table 1 and
Fig. 7.

4.1 Key Space Analysis

Sensitivity to the secret key is very important for a good image encryption algorithm,
and the key space should be large enough to make brute force attacks infeasible. Key
analysis for the proposed image cipher has been performed and carried out with
results summarized as follows: The proposed image cipher has 2132-bit secret key.
An image cipher with such enormous key space is adequate for resisting all kinds of
brute force attacks.

4.2 Key Sensitivity Analysis

For an ideal image cipher, a slight change in secret key should produce a completely
different encrypted image. In order to perform key sensitivity test, we encrypted
secret image with secret key k1 as “67D5EA180B4CF3FA3BF4AD1E27CF2 D7B”
and then again we encrypted the same secret image with a slight change in secret
key as k2 “67D5ED180B4CF3FA3BF4AD1E27CF2D7B”. The results are shown in
Fig. 5.

Table 1 Correlation
coefficients of two adjacent
pixels of the plain image
“Lena” and corresponding
encrypted shares

Encrypted shares by
the proposed scheme

Encrypted image by [17]

Share 1 Share 2

Horizontal 0.0137 0.0098 −0.01516

Vertical −0.0189 −0.0114 0.01396

Diagonal 0.0109 0.0134 0.02180
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Fig. 5 Key sensitivity analysis: a plain image;b–c shares generated by key k1;d–e shares generated
by key k2; f decrypted image using modified key

4.3 Histogram Analysis

Histogram is the graphical representation of an image. It exemplifies how pixels in
an image are distributed by plotting the number of pixels at each color intensity
level. For good image cipher, histogram should be uniformly distributed such that
no information about the secret image can be revealed spatially. Histogram analysis
of the plain and encrypted shares by the proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 6, and
it can be clearly observed that histogram of the image shares is fairly uniform and
significantly different from the respective histogram of the plain image.

4.4 Correlation Coefficient Analysis

Correlation between adjacent pixels is usually high in the plain image Fig. 7. On the
contrary, correlation between adjacent pixels should be as low as possible for the
encrypted image. Horizontal, vertical, and diagonal adjacent pixels are considered
for computing the correlation coefficients. The correlation coefficient of two adjacent
pixels is calculated as:
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Fig. 6 Histogram analysis: a shows the plain image “Lena”. b–c show the corresponding image
shares. d–f show histograms of images shown in a–c, respectively
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rxy = cov(x, y)√
D(x) × √

D(y)
(5)

where x and y are the values of two neighboring pixels of the image and, cov(x, y),
D(x) and E(x) designates the covariance, variance, and mean.

5 Conclusion

Rapid growth of multimedia applications in today’s world has raised security issues
for communication and storage of digital images. The situation becomes more com-
plex when the images are to be stored on untrusted third parties like cloud infrastruc-
tures. Hence, security of such image data is very important and should be considered
primarily. A technique to securely store and transmit digital images over cloud is
presented in this paper. One-dimensional chaotic logistic map is used to divide the
secret image into two obfuscated shares. Experimental results showed that image
shares do not reveal any information about the secret image. Various tests includ-
ing keyspace, key sensitivity, histogram analysis, and correlation coefficient analysis
have been performed which demonstrates that the proposed scheme is good to resist
various attacks.
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Design and Development
of a Cloud-Based Electronic Medical
Records (EMR) System

Victoria Samuel, Adewole Adewumi, Benjamin Dada, Nicholas Omoregbe,
Sanjay Misra and Modupe Odusami

1 Introduction

Movement of bulky files down a hospital corridor is gradually becoming a thing of the
past in the developed and developing countries of theworld. ElectronicHealthRecord
(EHR) systems have been built to solve this problem to an extent. The adoption
rate is slow, however, due largely to the low level of awareness on the standards
of Health Level 7 (HL7) for the creation of interfaces to communicate with other
software. Electronic Medical Records (EMR) can be seen as a streamlined version
of an Electronic Health Record (EHR) system. Change is constant in the health care
sector and recent advances in technology are piloting this change. The application
of technology in healthcare can help to; increase access to healthcare; make patient
records more accessible; increase professional communication; create global health
networking; and improve efficiency [1]. One Veteran Health Administration research
rates its electronic medical record system can improve overall efficiency by 6% per
year, and the monthly cost of an EMR may (depending on the cost of the EMR) be
offset by the cost of only a few “unnecessary” tests or admissions [2].

Implementing and hosting electronic health records or electronic medical records
using cloud technology can help to improve efficiency of medical centers especially
in the Nigerian context where paper records are more often used than electronic
records. It can offer benefits such as the ability to monitor data over time, recognize
patients who are due for preventive visits and screening, watch how patients mea-
sure up to certain parameters such as blood pressure reading and vaccinations, and
improve the overall quality of delivery in the Nigerian health care causing less delay
in information retrieval [3]. Presently, many medical centers move patients’ files
manually, which is susceptible to destruction and/or defacement of very important
pieces of information that can be used for analysis [4, 5]. Furthermore, due to the
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large number of patronage these medical centers receive, the number of files could
get bulky which could lead to loss-in-transit [6]. Storage space is also becoming
a source of concern as many health centers have been around for some time, and
have amassed a large number of records. Lastly, the unthinkable amount of time
taken to dig up an old patient’s record for processing has in time past led to the
loss of lives [7]. The aim of this work, therefore, is to address the aforementioned
challenges by designing and developing a cloud-based EMR system. The rest of this
paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 discusses related works while Sect. 3 describes
the methodology adopted in developing the proposed system. In Sect. 3.1, the pro-
posed system is implemented as a web application and deployed to a cloud-hosting
platform. Section 4 analyses the results obtained while Sect. 5 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

Existing studies in this area can be classified into studies proposingmodels for cloud-
based EHR, studies proposing systems, as well as existing systems.

2.1 Studies Proposing Models for Cloud-Based EHR

The study in [8] proposed cloud-based solutions for two separate implementation
layouts of EHR systems. The first is for a large hospital while the other is for pri-
mary care centers through a network. Similarly, the study in [9] presents the archi-
tecture for cloud-based health information systems targeted at two departments of
a hospital—the Pediatrics and Obstetrics as well as the Gynecology departments.
In addition, the study in [10] proposes a data exchange mechanism that emphasizes
interoperability betweenHISs and e-health applications across a cloud-based service.
The studies in this category mostly provide design models and do not necessarily
provide any form of implementation.

2.2 Proposed Systems

Anumber of proposed systemshave beenput forth in various studies.We refer to them
as proposed given the fact that they have not been widely adopted for use in hospitals.
These studies often adopt cloud technology for a number of reasons. For instance,
the study in [11] adopted cloud technology so as to address interoperability issues
in EHR systems. The results from the study showed that the cloud-based approach
offered significant advantages over the typical client–server architecture used in
implementing EHR systems. The studies in [12] and [13] sought to address issues
bordering on EHRprivacy in the cloud by allowing for efficient storing and sharing of
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personal health records while also providing a systematic access control mechanism.
The study in [14] introduced palm vein pattern recognition-based medical record
retrieval system using cloud computing in order to manage emergency scenarios
where patients are mentally affected, disabled or unconscious. The study in [15]
specifically presents a cloud-based electronic medical record system for maternal
and child health outpatient setting.

2.3 Existing Systems

OpenEMR [16] is a free and open-source EHR and medical practice management
application. It has features such as patient demographics, patient scheduling, pre-
scriptions, billing, and patient portal. It has the goal of providing community support
and access to medical records. The system CareMedica introduced in [17] is a web-
based electronic health records system that enables a platform for other medical
professionals and doctors to collaborate for effective patient care. It gives the loop
between the diversity of information needed for optimized diagnoses and the cre-
ation of treatment plans. Though it is free and easy to set up, it is not cloud-based
making it platform-dependent. FASMICRO introduced in [18] offers reliability, effi-
ciency, and ease-of-use and is aimed atmanaging records andmaking themaccessible
through mobile devices. However, it is not cloud-based. Allscripts Wand introduced
the native iPad application for professional electronic health records system and
enterprise, and enables a complete approach to how clinicians practice medicine. It
gives themobile healthcare professional the flexibility tomove between their desktop
and iPad for patient consultations andmanagement [19]. The study in [20] introduced
fully integrated modules that can operate on multiple platforms and offer both web
and client–server models while [21] designed an Enterprise Electronic Cloud-Based
Electronic Health Records System (E2CHRS). The system was designed, imple-
mented, and tested for recording, retrieving, archiving, and updating of patients and
other medical records such as electronic medical records, digital medical imaging,
pharmacy records, and doctor’s notes are all consolidated and accessible in real
time. Data analytics on the E2CHRS cloud structured data was proposed to lead to
better treatment options, optimal insurance programs, and the possibilities of truly
personalized healthcare.

3 Methodology

The proposed EMR system was designed using the Unified Modeling Language.
Figure 1 depicts the deployment diagram for the proposed EMR. It consists of a
layered architectural pattern that has three layers—the user, workstation, and server.
The user represents the persons that will interact with the system through the web
browser. The workstation consists of the client, which is the web browser with which
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Fig. 1 Deployment diagram of the cloud-based EMR System

the user has access to the system. HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript are the languages
used for the client side.

The server layer refers to the layer from which the EMR system can be deployed
as a web application. It houses the Heroku cloud (which comprises of the application
itself and the database layer) where the application was hosted [22]. Apache web
server was used to host the application while MySQL was used as a database [23].

3.1 System Implementation

This section describes the implementation of the EMRSystem, which was developed
using PHP as the server-side scripting language and Git Bash as the development
tool [24, 25]. It comprises of both the application and the cloud service.

Upon authentication and authorization of a user, a dashboard is being loaded
from which the user can easily navigate, in order to carry out the duties of his/her
department/role. The interface in Fig. 2 represents the admin dashboard. The system
essentially offers role-based access to medical records. The admin is the superuser
that is able to view all registered users in the hospital.

Some other views that can be accessed include the front desk view of patients,
which is accessible to hospital receptionists. This view allows new patient records to
be added, edited, or searched by the desk front officers. In addition, the doctor view
allows a physician to view a patient’s vital signs, enter consultation notes, request
lab tests, and prescribe drugs after consultation.

4 Discussion

A number of existing Electronic Medical Records have been mostly implemented
as web applications [26]. This project, thriving on the recommendation of earlier
researchers have decided to take it into the cloud, hence making it easily accessible
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Fig. 2 Interface showing users’ role-based access to the system

at once to all the hospital staffs, it would help improve scalability of theEMRSolution
in the event of an increase in number of users (hospital staff) [27].

Unlike the studies in [8–10] that only propose models for cloud-based electronic
medical records, the present study also goes ahead to demonstrate design models
through a proof-of-concept prototype. This present study employs role-based access
to medical records as against the use of biometrics in [14]. Furthermore, this present
study is developed as a web-based application that can be hosted on different cloud
platforms making it platform-independent unlike the study in [17]. In addition, the
hosting company manages the entire infrastructure necessary to deploy such a solu-
tion thus allowing the hospital to focus on their primary goal, which is to deliver
quality healthcare services to patients. The project has been built with some of the
latest technologies, hence, it enjoys the security benefits that come with those time-
tested technologies [28].

5 Conclusion

This study has both designed and implemented an electronic medical record using
cloud technology. Key among the contributions of this study is that the system
employs role-based access to medical records. In addition, it replaces the exist-
ing approaches to keeping medical records in the Nigerian context, which is largely
paper-based or does not utilize cloud computing technology. The application of
technology in the medical and healthcare service sectors is constantly increasing and
practically unending. Deploying an Electronic Medical Record System to meet a
specific hospital’s need might be daunting, but the use of agile methodologies can
help the hospital quickly adapt to changing circumstances in its environment. The
use of a cloud-based EMR would lead to easy accessibility, better patient manage-
ment, and reduced waiting time at healthcare service delivery points. This project has
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been deployed as a cloud application to allow easy access by hospital staff. However,
with the rapid growth in the use of mobile devices, it would be profitable for such
platforms to be exploited. This would bring about greater portability and access to a
wider range of persons.
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Log-Based Approach for Security
Implementation in Cloud CRM’s

Madhur Patidar and Pratosh Bansal

1 Introduction

Customers are one of the most valuable assets for an organization. As a result, depen-
dency on customers for an organization and developing customer’s trust becomes a
key issue for a company’s business process. Not only retaining the existing customers
but attracting new customers is also vital. So understanding the customer’s needs and
customer satisfaction plays a crucial role. Hence, for increasing customer’s lifetime
value with the organization and improving business processes, a proper understand-
ing of the current business trends and keeping a track of customers association with
an organization acts as an important metric.

E-commerce is a similar process that deals with buying and selling of products,
wherein the transactions are performed through the web which comprises many
categories such as B2B, B2C, C2B, C2C, etc. Business-to-Consumer (B2C) is an
important part of e-commerce, wherein the consumer is the final customer. Several
techniques are developed so that the shoppers turn into buyers efficiently for an
organization. B2C marketing has evolved over the time on account of knowing the
audience in a better way, analyzing the online contents generated by users, building
brand loyalty, etc. Also, these involving best practices for the promotion of products
and services have many CRM solutions built for them.

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) plays a vital role when it comes to
keeping track of a company’s interactions with its customers and activities such as
emails, website accessed, etc. It is mainly used for providing better services to the
customers and helps the sales teams to work effectively and focused. One of the
main benefits of CRM applications is that data from heterogeneous departments are
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stored centrally and can be accessed anytime whenever required. Improved relation-
ships with the existing clients help ensure better sales, identification of customer
requirements in an effective and planned manner, and also determining which of the
customers are profitable. Satisfaction of customers is focused upon largely. CRM
applications have been one of the crucial factors for an organization’s motivation
toward moving over cloud and one of the leading application hosting investments
[1].

Cloud-based CRM’s are becoming increasingly popular today on account of sev-
eral benefits over the traditional CRM’s as discussed in Sect. 3.1 ahead. Being a
cloud application, these are also susceptible to attacks and other security concerns
as discussed in Sect. 3.2 ahead. We followed a log-based approach to overcome and
minimize these concerns as discussed in Sect. 4 ahead.

The motive behind this paper is to identify certain loopholes with respect to
security and privacy over the cloud-based CRM solutions and to design a system
that monitors and alerts such undesired issues through a proper log management
mechanism.

The paper is structured as follows. The current section gives a brief overview of
the paper. The next section subsequently deals with the literature review followed
by significance of cloud CRM’s in enterprises, the security concerns associated,
logs’ overview, and approaches for log management. The next section includes the
methodology and outcomes followed by the conclusion and future work at the end.

2 Literature Review

Works related to identifying security concerns in cloud-based CRM applications and
approaches to minimize them have been proposed by various authors. Huei Lee, Kuo
Lane Chen, Chen-Chi Shing, and Marn-Ling Shing highlight the security concerns
with cloud CRM’s in their papers [2]. S. Xiao and Genguo Cheng gave a research
based on cloud CRM’s [3]. Rajiv R. Bhandari and Nitin Mishra focused on cloud
implications in context to CRM applications and implementation of auditing tech-
niques to achieve the level of security in cloud-based applications. At the end, the
author also mentions the significance of log management in cloud-based enterprise
applications such as CRM’s [4]. Raffael Marty in his paper considered log as an
important metric for forensic purposes. The author further highlights the necessity
for log management in the cloud applications and elaborates various kinds of log
records [5]. Mahdi Seify emphasized security through risk management for cloud
CRM solutions [6]. Julia Vuong and Simone Braun provided a secured design-based
solution for ensuring security for multi-tenant cloud CRM’s. Also, the authors pro-
vided security algorithms for encryption that focuses on optimizing the performance
of the system [7]. Miguel Rodel Felipe, Khin Mi Mi Aung, Xia Ye, and Wen Yong-
gang proposed a cloud CRMmodel which is based on full homomorphic encryption
of database to provide a secured solution [8]. M. Vanitha and C. Kavitha emphasized
secured encryption algorithms for encrypting data at the client and the network ends,
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helpful for enterprise applications such as CRM’s dealing with lots of transactional
data [9].

So by studying the above research papers, we inferred that the authors identified
the main problems with cloud CRM’s as the security concerns which may com-
promise the sensitive data stored of the users. Also, by the authors’ review over
the importance of log management in cloud-based enterprise applications, we got a
motivation toward adopting a log-based approach for eliminating the security issues
concerned with cloud CRM’s.

3 Research Background

3.1 Significance of Cloud CRM’s

CRM’s can be traditional also known as on-premise or it can be hosted on cloud.
These are the two broad categorizations for CRM’s.

Traditional CRM’s refer to those where the management is done by the in-house
IT department with the organization’s control over the data. CRM, being sales driven,
is based on direct feedback from the customers and is often automated. Although the
flexibility for customization is more here, these CRM’s usually have higher upfront
costs. Also, it is time-consuming in fully integrating it into the business environment
of client. So, these are suitable for businesses withmore complex needs and technical
expertise. Hence, due to its high maintenance and costs, alternative CRM’s such as
cloud-based CRM’s are increasingly becoming popular [10].

Cloud-based solutions provide better services on account of benefits such as IT
cost savings, reliability, scalability, availability, and disaster recovery features which
ensures business continuity. The management is being looked upon by the service
providers, and the SLA conditions lead to a proper delivery and maintenance of the
services. Hence, the flexibility provided by cloud solutions encourages more and
more business organizations to adopt the same.

Following are some of the statistics which proves that enterpriseswill adapt cloud-
based solutions at a rapid pace in near future.

• By 2018, cloud-based platforms will host more than half of the infrastructure of
more than 60% of enterprises [11].

• By 2019, cloud apps will be a part of 90% of the total mobile data traffic which
will subsequently be attaining 60% compound annual growth rate (CAGR) [11].

Theuse of cloudCRM’s is increasingdaybyday,wherein the services are provided
through a remote-based location. CRMapplications based on cloud have a significant
proportion among other cloud applications as per the CSA Survey Report 2016 as
shown in Fig. 1.

Some of the key benefits of cloud CRM’s can be summarized below:
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Fig. 1 Cloud applications’
ratio as per CSA survey
report 2016

• Based on real-time and updated data of the customers, it saves time involved for
uploading, backup, and maintenance purposes.

• Data analysis process became faster and smoother as keeping track of business
emails, user’s activities including the mails forwarded, and other interactions have
greatly enhanced.

• Integration of cloud CRM with big data platforms, which being cloud-friendly,
helps in processing huge volumes of data.

• Synchronization with mobile and tablet devices helps in better functioning.
• Focuses on a proper training of the employees by offering free trials for the solu-
tions, documentations, and ongoing support.

• Better organization of data, integration of data from multiple sources, and proper
visualization of data which helps in faster decision-making process.

• Cost reduction is one of the main factors as cloud CRM’s are based on subscrip-
tion, thereby eliminating hardware and license purchase costs, installation and
maintenance processes, etc.

• Being accessible from anywhere and at any time andwith use of additional features
such as mobile apps, it increases employee productivity and hence the business
growth and optimization.

• Features such as easy deployment help cloud CRM solutions as a preferred one for
the small- and medium-sized businesses even with small expertise in technology.

IT environment is greatly affected by the increased adoption of social, mobile,
analytics, and cloud (or SMAC). Preference for Software as a Service (or SaaS) by
ERP and CRM software companies like Oracle Corp. (ORCL), IBM Corp. (IBM),
andMicrosoft Corp. (MSFT) forces them to invest billions of dollars in cloud-related
products, solutions, and initiatives. Several cloudCRMsolutions are available inmar-
ket today. Salesforce.com is the most popular among them. Figure 2 shows popular
cloud CRM vendors.

Hence, we can say that there is a great requirement for maintaining the data
associated with cloud CRM’s as more and more organizations are getting associated
with the same. But, on the other hand, there are some risk factors involved too as
discussed in the next section.

http://Salesforce.com
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Fig. 2 Cloud CRM software
vendors with their proportion
in market [12]
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3.2 Security Concerns in Cloud CRM’s

Security of data is one of the major concerns as far as storing data on the cloud is
concerned. CRMapplications are no exception to it.Multiple CRM records aremain-
tained by the service providers. So authorization, safety, and access control of CRM
data are of utmost importance for an organization. Data breaches can have unpre-
dictable effects on an organization. Today, for various advertising purposes, personal
data of customers is being taken through the social media. A single instance for a
cloud CRM contains large amount of confidential and proprietary details regarding
the customer. Hence, data privacy issues are vital for both corporate and the con-
sumer. Although CRM vendors try to provide measures for safeguarding our data,
still vulnerability of data leakage cannot be fully stopped, hence, giving rise to frauds
and cybercrimes too.

There are number of security concerns possible with the data stored over cloud
CRM’s. Some of the main concerns include:

• Improper activities at network, client, and server ends: This includes any vul-
nerable and abnormal activities observed, e.g., servers being compromised, change
in the host activities or any other manipulations over the network end, bulky traffic
and multiple packets over the network, intrusion attempts, machines not respond-
ing, etc.

• Downtime/outages: Even short and infrequent CRM outages can affect business
to a great level incurring huge losses.

• DDOS attacks: These are the attacks that cause the cloud services to be disrupted,
thus making it inaccessible. The targeted components may be network bandwidth,
disk storage, RAM, etc.

• Malware attacks: Security mechanisms must be implemented in order to avoid
malicious intends and to save the systems from halts, loss of data, damages caused
to the hardware components and the software or the applications, any system inop-
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erability issues, etc. An example of such attack isZeus Trojan that has been known
to be spotted on Salesforce.com, the leading CRM solutions provider in the world.
The malware’s main purpose was to gather sensitive business data [13]. Similarly,
variant known as Dyre or Dyreza has been known to target Salesforce.com.

• Data breaches: Data stored on cloudCRM’s is vulnerable to breaches if the proper
designing of databases is not done. Users’ data can be targeted for attacks even if
there may be flaw in any one of the client’s applications. As a result, other client’s
data may also get exposed. As the users no longer have control over their data,
so any of the cryptographic techniques to protect the integrity of their data proves
ineffective.

• Data-in-flight: The data that is being transmitted is susceptible to cyberattacks,
risks of being transmitted to wrong locations, etc. A strong encryption mechanism
needs to be applied to protect the sensitive data along its motion.

• Masquerade attacks: These are the attacks that focus mainly on obtaining per-
sonal data by misusing an individual’s identity. The attackers, by taking into trust
the customers through false image of a company’s representative, can actually sell
data to other parties which can further use it for identity theft purposes.

• Service providers’ dependencies: The users are not sure how is their data being
managed by the service provider. As the data can be sensitive and private, issues
concern the security of the same arises.

• Improper designing of SLA’s: Policies regarding deleting the traces of data after
the contract, planned maintenances from downtimes, backups, and disaster recov-
eries might not be properly formulated in the SLA’s.

Looking at these attacks, we can infer that people cannot rely exclusively on their
SaaS providers for securing data inside their CRM applications.

3.3 Logs in Cloud CRM’s

Logs refer to the events or activities by users and entities within the networks of
the system. Being an important aspect of analytical data, logs are very useful to
monitor business processes and faults in infrastructural components and applications.
Log records help in identifying error conditions, unauthorized access of resources,
patterns of user behavior, incidents alerting, any nonprivileged access, etc. Presently,
for collection of logs over cloudCRM’s for any forensic investigations, there are some
cloud simulation tools available which eliminate dependency on the CSP. Examples
of some simulators include CloudSim, Cloud Analyst, Green Cloud, etc. Evaluation
and monitoring of logs are very important in context to cloud forensic investigations
as privacy of customers’ information is directly linkedwith the business and financial
perspectives of an organization [14].
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3.4 Log Management Approaches

Several approaches helpful in managing logs have been proposed to effectively min-
imize security concerns over cloud CRM’s. Some of the useful approaches are as
follows:

• SIEM—It refers to security information and eventmanagement. This includes user
activities monitoring, using log correlation to track malicious events, aggregation
of log data, real-time analysis of alerts generated by applications, analysis of log
files, reporting through dashboards, etc. [15].

• SANS logs’ reports—This includes some critical log reports that help in deter-
mining the techniques to be followed for log management, e.g., authentication
and authorization report which includes login failures and successes by users,
suspicious network traffic patterns, etc. [16].

• SOC—It refers to security operations center where the main focus is upon detect-
ing, analyzing, and responding to cyber incidents through 24/7 monitoring pro-
cesses by analyzing the activities across networks, servers, and databases of an
organization.

4 Proposed Methodology

Enterprise data comprising of customers records, business records, chats, emails,
phone records and tracks, last sales records, timestamps, and past records act as
an important source for security and IT operations and therefore motivates us for a
systematic log management process.

In order to maintain the security principles, the following methods are being
focused upon by us:

• Log monitoring process: A continuous monitoring process of generated logs in
order to detect any suspicious or malicious threats over the privacy and security
of data report the same through dashboards (identifying abnormal activities not
adhering to standard patterns). To keep a track of the packet flow, web-based
activities, the type of request by the client, IP of client, date/time, browser type,
and other recorded instances at the server from the requests sent through the
browser. For achieving the same, we will follow the approaches as mentioned in
Sect. 3.4.

• Predictive analysis through alerting: Reporting of security issues analyzed
through log monitoring by a well-defined automation of events or alerts.

• Log mining and aggregation techniques: Log management measures include
data aggregation from various sources such as servers, networks, databases, etc.

• Post-attack identifications/Forensic analysis: In case of any suspicious attempts
for security breaches, analyzing the causes of attacks through the symptoms
observed will help us in preparing and safeguarding our systems from attacks
in future.
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Fig. 3 Proposed methodology

• Appropriate troubleshooting: Based on the log analysis and forensic procedures
applied, it will be easier to identify and solve the potential faults and other flaws
in the application.

• Fault tolerance techniques: In order to ensure 24 * 7 business operations or
business continuity, strategies such as backups and fault tolerance techniques to
be focused upon are covered here.

The work also focuses on the following concerns with respect to logmanagement.

• Log centralization.
• Log integrity preservation.
• Log records retention and maintenance.

Themethodology followed is as shown in Fig. 3 and focuses on analyzing different
instances of the log records such as timestamps, logged in user entries, browser used,
IP addresses used, reasons for access denials, etc. To achieve the same, we use a
cloud simulator CloudSim for creating a cloud environment and generating the logs
as shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4 Log generation through cloud simulator

5 Proposed Outcomes

The resulting outcome will mainly help in retaining the security principles and busi-
ness continuity aspects with respect to cloud-based CRM firms, and hence will help
in achieving the following:

• The faster recovery and troubleshooting processes along with the 24 * 7 continued
business operations will help in maintaining a smooth relationship of a company
with its customers.

• Log analyses from different domains such as application, network, and interface
are quite useful.

• Aproper, secure, reliable, andprompt cloud service in combinationwith systematic
log management generation process will result in a fast growth sector particularly
for CRM and ERP applications.

• Faster data analysis through dashboards.
• Enhanced customer satisfaction for organizations on account of no issues concern-
ing security and privacy regarding CRM-sensitive data.

• Systematic monitoring process to keep track of activities helps in assisting regard-
ing logs’ identification and analysis processes.

• Useful in all web-based domain areas such as organizations involving keeping a
track of large number of customer records where customer trust regarding privacy
of their data acts as a vital element.

• Useful for system administrators, security analysts, etc. where the job profiles
require strict monitoring and auditing processes.

• Helpful in protecting the sensitive data stored in different governmental, commer-
cial, and industrial organizations.
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6 Conclusion

The rate of enterprises moving toward the cloud suggests the need for systematic
security measures and for that purpose log management is a worthy of consideration.
The paper provides a roadmap to provide a secured solution by maintaining logs
for cloud-based CRM applications. This work mainly concentrates on monitoring
and alerting process, troubleshooting, and forensic procedures in case of any abnor-
malities observed with context to cloud CRM’s. The resulting outcomes are quite
beneficial for organizations as discussed in Sect. 5.

7 Future Work

In future, we will be working to broaden the areas of the current project to cover
majority of the areas of time cloud environments. The project can be further utilized
for log management in case of large-scale organizations dealing and maintaining big
data. Other works will include analyzing the results after performing live attacks,
generation of large number of data sets, and working on the security requirements on
the same and performing the results on live data centers used for server requirements.
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Performance Analysis of Scheduling
Algorithms in Apache Hadoop

Ankit Shah and Mamta Padole

1 Introduction

Prevailing variety of applications are generating huge amount of data every day,
which is much beyond our imagination. Knowingly or unknowingly, we are gener-
ating or working with big data. Data these days is no more static in nature, but it is
very dynamic. Therefore, the challenge lies not just in processing big data but also in
storing, transmitting, and securing big data. Thus, big data application opens a new
door for technology and identifies betterment of humanity.

The term big data refers to colossal and complex set of data that cannot be pro-
cessed in a traditional way [1]. Apache Hadoop [2] is the most suitable open-source
ecosystem for processing big data in a distributed manner. Google’s MapReduce [3]
is the best proposed programming framework for big data processing solution under
the umbrella of Hadoop. Hadoop is not just software but it is a framework of tools
for processing and analyzing big data.

Big data not only demands faster processing, but it also demands better analy-
sis, security, authenticity, scalability, and more. One of the important aspects of any
processing tools is to process it faster. MapReduce satisfies most of the big data
processing demands such as scalability, fault tolerance, faster processing, and opti-
mization.However,MapReduce has some limitationswhile considering performance
and efficiency of big data. By considering this fact, many researchers and industries
have worked on to overcome the limitation of MapReduce model. The goal of this
study is to measure the performance of various scheduling algorithms on differ-
ent big data applications. The paper discusses big data processing performed using
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Hadoop/MapReduce model. This study aims to identify better scheduling model
depending upon big data application that needs to be processed.

2 Hadoop Ecosystem

Hadoop is open-source software comprising of framework of tools. These tools pro-
vide support for executing big data applications.Hadoophas very simple architecture.
Hadoop 2.0 version primarily consists of three components as shown in Fig. 1.

1. HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System): It provides distributed storage of data
over Hadoop environment. It stores data and metadata separately.

2. YARN (Yet Another Resource Negotiator): YARN is responsible for managing
the resources of Hadoop cluster.

3. MapReduce: It is the programming model on top of YARN responsible for pro-
cessing of data in the Hadoop environment. It performs the computation.

2.1 HDFS

HadoopHDFShasmaster/slave architecture.Master node has two components called
resource manager and namenode. Slave on each node of a cluster is having node
manager and datanode. Namenode and datanode are under the umbrella of theHDFS,
while resource manager and node manager are under the umbrella of YARN.

The big data applications inHadoop first assign the task to themaster node.Master
node will distribute the task among multiple slaves to perform computation, and end
result will be combined and given back to the master node.

Fig. 1 Hadoop 2.0
architecture
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In case of distributed storage, it is important to give indexing for faster and efficient
data access. The namenode that resides on the master node contains the index of data
that is residing on different datanodes. Whenever an application requires the data, it
contacts the namenode that routes the application to the datanode to obtain the data.

Hardware failures are bound to happen, but Hadoop has been developed with
efficient failure detection model. Hadoop has de facto fault tolerance support for
data. By default, Hadoop maintains three copies of file on different nodes. Therefore,
even in case if one datanode fails, system would not stop running as data would be
available on one or more different nodes.

Fault tolerance does not handle the failure of just slave nodes, but it also takes
care of failure of master node. There is no single point of failure in case of master
node. Hadoopmaintains multiple copies of namenode on different computers as well
as maintains two masters, one as a main master and other as a backup master.

Programmers need notworry about the questions likewhere the file is located, how
to manage failure, how to split computational blocks, how to program for scalability,
etc. Hadoop implicitly manages all these efficiently. It is scalable, and its scalability
is linear to the processing speed.

In Hadoop 1.x version, MapReduce manages both resources and computation.
However, Hadoop 2.x splits the two responsibilities into separate entities by intro-
ducing YARN.

2.2 YARN

YARN is a framework to develop and/or execute distributed applications. As shown
in Fig. 2, components in the YARN-based systems are Global Resource Manager
(RM), Application Master (AM) for each application, Node Manager (NM) for each
slave node, and an application container for each application running on a node
manager.

Resourcemanager has twomain components: Scheduler and applicationmanager.
The scheduler schedules the tasks based on availability and requirement of resources.
The scheduler schedules the task based on capacity, queues, etc. The scheduler allo-
cates the resources by taking consideration ofmemory, CPU speed, disk capacity, etc.
The applicationmanager accepts the job from client and negotiates to execute the first
container of the application. The application manager provides the failover mecha-
nism to restart the services, which might have failed due to application or hardware
failure. Each application manager tracks the status of individual application.

2.3 MapReduce Programming Model

MapReduce is Google’s programming model for processing the colossal amount
of data. This model consists of two important phases, i.e., maps and reduces. As
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Fig. 2 YARN architecture

Fig. 3 MapReduce model [4]

shown in Fig. 3 in “map” phase, it takes input as key–value (k, V) pair and produces
intermediate key–value pair (k1, V1) → {(k2, V2)} as a result, while in “reduce”
phase, it takes a key and a list of the keys and values and generates the final output
as key/value (k2; {V2}) → {V3} pair. In distributed processing, it is important to
take consideration of data locality. If data to be processed is located near, then it can
reduce the time of transmission and can achieve better performance. MapReduce
can use this functionality during MapReduce function. In MapReduce, each map
function will take place on local data and output will be stored to temporary storage.

A master node coordinates the input data only after an input is processed. In the
next phase, i.e., shuffle phase, it randomly generates values assigned and then sorts it
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according to the assigned values. Now in reduce phase, it processes the intermediate
key–value data and produces the final output.

3 Hadoop Schedulers

Hadoop supports three scheduling schemes inMapReduce framework: FIFO, Capac-
ity [5], and Fair [6] scheduler. MapReduce1 (MR1) comes with all three with FIFO
as default scheduler, while MR2 comes with capacity and fair scheduler, which can
be further configured with delay scheduler to address the locality issue.

3.1 Capacity Scheduler

This is the default scheduler, which comes with the MR2 or YARN. The capac-
ity scheduler’s configuration supports multiple queues, which can be allocated to
multiple users based upon tasks or organization. This scheduler is designed with an
idea that same cluster can be rented to multiple organizations and resources may be
divided into several users. Thus, the organization can divide their resources across
multiple departments or users depending upon their tasks or the cluster can also
be divided among multiple subsidiary organizations. Each queue can be configured
with fix portion of resources, which can be soft or hard. Generally, resources are soft
having elastic allocation but can also be configured for hard approach.

Capacity scheduler makes use of First-In First-Out (FIFO) scheduling if multiple
jobs are in the same queue. Suppose a job comes into the queue “A” and if queue “A”
is empty, then it allocates all the resources to the first job. This would utilize more
resources and then configured capacity of queue, particularly if queue allocation
is elastic and job requires more resources. When a new job comes in queue “B”,
assuming that the first job is still running and using the resources more than its
allocated capacity, then tasks of first job will be killed to free up the resources and
allocate that resources to second job. Suppose if another job comes to the queue “A”
or “B”, the capacity scheduler will process it like FIFO or FIFO with priority. There
are many features available like capacity guarantee, elasticity, security, etc. that can
be customized as per requirement.

3.2 Fair Scheduler

Fair schedulers have similar queue configuration as discussed in capacity sched-
uler. Jobs would be submitted to the queue, which is termed as a “pool” in case
of fair scheduler. Each job will use the allocated resources to their pools. As in
capacity scheduler, in FIFO approach, the jobs which are coming late have to wait
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till the time first job finishes or resources made available, so this problem is solved
in the fair scheduler that the jobs which have waited in the queue would be picked up
and would be processed in parallel with the same amount of resources shared by the
applications which are in the same queue. Fair scheduler supports three scheduling
policies, that is, FIFO, Fair, and Dominant Resource Fairness (DRF).

In FAIR-FIFO scheduling policy, if multiple jobs are in the same queue, then
resources will be allocated to the job, which enters first in the queue, and each job
will run serially. However, fair sharing is still being done between the queues.

In FAIR-FAIR scheduling policy, the fair amount of resources will be shared by
the jobs that are running in the same queue.

FAIR-DRF scheduling policy is devised by Ghodsi et al. [7]. In FAIR-DRF
scheduling policy, DRF evaluates the resources shared by each user, finds out the
maximum of it, and calls it as a dominant resource of the user. The idea is to make
uniform resource sharing among the users through equalizing the resources like CPU
and Memory.

4 Experimental Environment, Workload, Performance
Measure, and Queue Configuration

In this paper, we evaluate the performance of two Hadoop schedulers by using three
built-in scheduling policies (i.e., FIFO, Fair, and DRF) and test it in context to
different queue settings. The performance metrics include six dimensions, which
is the data locality, latency, completion time, turnaround time, and the CPU and
memory utilization. For our experiment, we implemented Hadoop (2.7.2) cluster.
The cluster consists of 1 master node and 11 slave nodes. The important information
of the cluster configuration is shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Hadoop cluster configuration

Configured parameter Master node Cluster nodes

Nodes (in cluster) 1 (Namenode) 11 (Datanode)

Network 1 Gbps 1 Gbps

CPU Pentium Dual-Core CPU @
3.06 GHZ * 2

Pentium Dual-Core CPU @
3.06 GHZ * 2

Cache L1—64 KBL2—2 MB L1—64 KBL2—2 MB

RAM 4 GB 22 GB (11 Nodes * 2 GB per
node)

Disk 500 GB SATA 500 GB SATA

Block size 128 MB 128 MB

CPU cores 2 22 (11 Nodes)

OS Ubuntu 14.04 LTS Ubuntu 14.04 LTS
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Table 2 Total workload
information

Job #Maps #Reducers Job Size

WordCount 24 10 2 GB

WordMean 24 1 2 GB

TeraSort-1 15 10 2 GB

TeraSort-2 25 10 3 GB

Pi-1 20 1 1,00,000 samples

Pi-2 50 1 1,00,000 samples

Six big data jobs are chosen for this experiment. Those are WordCount, Word-
Mean, TeraSort, and PiEstimator. Here, WordCount, WordMean, and TeraSort are
CPU-intensive jobs, while PiEstimator is more memory-intensive job.

WordCount calculates the total n of words in a file, while WordMean calculates
the average length of words in a given file. TeraSort performed on data generated by
TeraGen, and PiEstimator estimates the value of Pi. Our workload is combination
of CPU and memory-intensive jobs to check the performance of Hadoop schedulers
under the experiment environment in very effective way. Details of each job are given
in Table 2.

The performance of the Hadoop schedulers has been evaluated by considering the
following parameters:

Locality: HDFS maintains the copy of the data splits across the datanodes. When
any job is executed, MapReduce divides the job among multiple tasks, which is
submitted for execution on multiple datanodes. Each mapper requires the copy of
data to process, if the data is not available on the same datanode, it will find and
bring the copy of data from other datanode over the network, to the node where it
is required. So if the data is available on the same node, it is called data local; if
it is available on the same rack, it is called rack local; and if both scenarios fail,
then it will be copied from the different rack data. So if job finds most of the data
locally, then completion time of job would be better compared to the rack local or
different rack data (The data found on another node but within same cluster is known
as data on same rack. If data is residing on a datanode in a different cluster, it is
referred as a different rack).

Latency: It is the time that the job has to wait, until getting scheduled, after the
job is submitted.

Completion Time: It is the difference of finish time and start time of the job. It
is the sum of actual execution time of the job and the waiting time, if any.

Turnaround Time: It is the total amount of time elapsed between submission of
the first job and until the completion of the last job, in the queue.

CPU and memory utilization: Hadoop counters provide the time spent by the
job on CPU and total memory bytes utilized by the job.

For experiment purpose, three types of job queues have been configured: (a) single
queue, (b) multi-queue, and (c) mixed multi-queue.
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Table 3 Workload
assignment to the queue

Multi-queue Mixed Multi-queue

Queue Jobs Queue Jobs

A WordCount A WordCount

A WordMean A TeraSort-1

B TeraSort-1 B Pi-1

B TeraSort-2 B TeraSort-2

C Pi-1 C WordMean

C Pi-2 C Pi-2

Single Queue
In single queue, all the resources of a cluster will be used by one queue only. All jobs
will be entered andwill be scheduled according to the scheduling policy and resources
available. Capacity scheduler will be configured with FIFO, while fair scheduler can
be configuredwith FIFO, FAIR, orDRFpolicy. These four schemes (Cap-FIFO, Fair-
FIFO, Fair-FAIR, and Fair-DRF) will be evaluated based on discussed six variables
using workload listed in Table 2.

Multi-queue
Here for our experiment, we have considered three queues where each queue will
be running similar kind of application. Three queues named “A”, “B”, and “C” is
configured with 30%, 40%, and 30% resources, respectively, of the total resources
available. These queues have been kept soft so that each queue can use 2 times of
their configured capacity for elasticity purpose. Jobs are allocated to the queues as
per given in Table 3.

Mixed Multi-queue
In this case, to test the performance variation, we change the jobs to different queues.
If we put different types of application in the same queue, then what will be the effect
on to the performance and under that circumstance performance is measured. For
our experiment, mixed jobs are allocated to the queues as per Table 3.

5 Performance Evaluation

For our experiment, each application has been executed 5 times to validate the results
of the evaluated performance. Performance evaluation is carried outwithout changing
its default settings except for the queue settings of the schedulers.
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Fig. 4 a Average total time, b Average turnaround time

5.1 Single Queue

All six big data application entered in a single queue with normally 2 s of delay.
By looking at the results in Fig. 4a, we can say in Cap-FIFO scheduler job waiting
time and completion time are comparatively very high as compared to other three
scheduling policies. Fair-FIFO has less waiting time as job gets scheduled by fair
policy but completion time is more compared to Fair-Fair and Fair-DRF policies.
While Fair-Fair and Fair-DRF perform better, it has an almost similar job waiting
time and completion time. As shown in Fig. 4b in terms of turnaround time, also
Fair-Fair and Fair-DRF outperform other scheduling policy.

As shown in Table 4 in terms of data locality, 74.40% tasks are data local in
Fair-DRF, which means Fair-DRF finds maximum data task as data local out of the
total tasks launched.Moreover, Fair-DRF gives more resource efficiency as total task
launched by Fair-DRF is less compared to others. In terms of CPU time and memory
usage shown in Fig. 5, Fair-Fair is better as it utilizes less CPU time and effectively
uses the physical memory.

5.2 Multi-queue

As shown in Fig. 6a, we can say in Cap-FIFO scheduler job waiting time is less but
completion time is comparatively very high as compared to other three scheduling
policies. Fair-FIFO performs better in terms of the job waiting time and completion
time in comparison toFair-Fair andFair-DRFpolicies.As shown inFig. 6b in terms of
turnaround, also Fair-FIFO is more efficient than Fair-Fair and Fair-DRF scheduling
policies.

In terms of data locality, as shown in Table 4, 76.33% tasks are data local in Fair-
Fair, which means Fair-Fair finds maximum data task as data local out of the total
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Table 4 Data locality (percentage shows how many % of data found data local out of total task
launched)

Capacity Fair-FIFO Fair-Fair Fair-DRF

Single queue locality

Average Total_Launched 201 179 176 168

Average Data_Local 126 112 114 125

Percentage 62.69% 62.57% 64.77% 74.40%

Multi-queue locality

Average Total_Launched 211 178 169 172

Average Data_Local 93 121 129 119

Percentage 44.08% 67.98% 76.33% 69.19%

Mixed Multi-queue locality

Average Total_Launched 196 173 169 166

Average Data_Local 85 122 122 120

Percentage 43.37% 70.52% 72.19% 72.29%

Fig. 5 CPU and memory usage

tasks launched also Fair-Fair gives more resource efficiency as total task launched
by Fair-Fair is less compared to others. In terms of CPU time and memory usage
shown in Fig. 7, Fair-FIFO is better as it utilizes less CPU time and effectively uses
the physical memory.
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Fig. 6 a Average total time, b Average turnaround time

Fig. 7 CPU and memory usage

5.3 Mixed Multi-queue

As shown in Fig. 8a, we can say in Cap-FIFO scheduler job waiting time is less but
completion time is comparatively very high as compared to other three scheduling
policies. Fair-Fair and Fair-DRF perform similar in terms of the job waiting time but
if we consider total time, then Fair-DRF performs better than rest of all scheduling
policies. As shown in Fig. 8b in terms of turnaround, also Fair-DRF is more efficient
than Fair-Fair and Fair-DRF scheduling policies.

As shown in Table 4 in terms of data locality, 72.29% and 72.19% tasks are data
local in Fair-DRF and Fair-Fair, respectively, which means Fair-Fair and Fair-DRF
find maximum data task as data local out of the total tasks launched also Fair-DRF
gives more resource efficiency as total task launched by Fair-DRF is less compared
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Fig. 8 a Average total time, b Average turnaround time

Fig. 9 CPU and memory usage

to others. In terms of CPU time and memory usage shown in Fig. 9, Fair-Fair and
Fair-DRF perform similarly.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, various Hadoop scheduling algorithms have been evaluated based upon
latency time, completion time, and data locality. For experiment purpose, six big data
applications have been implemented using three different scheduling queue config-
urations such as single queue, multi-queue, and mixed multi-queue. Various exper-
iments were conducted by fine-tuning scheduling policy for Hadoop environment.
The results of the experiments are presented here which may be useful in selecting a
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scheduler and scheduling policy depending upon application that one wants to run.
Based on the results, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. In single queue, Fair-DRF outperforms in terms of execution time and effective
resource usage capacity as compared to other three. The only factor that it lacks
is that CPU usage time is a bit high compared to Fair-Fair scheduler.

2. In multi-queue, Fair-FIFO is the best option if we consider workload waiting
time, completion time, turnaround time, and CPU usage. Fair-Fair is better only
when resource utilization is important.

3. In mixed multi-queue, Fair-DRF is the most appropriate choice with respect to
resource utilization and workload execution performance.

The results which are drawn here can be application dependent and future
researcher can test the same with different application types. The future enhance-
ments can include testing the impact of delay scheduler on capacity and fair scheduler.
It is presumed that delay scheduling may make a significant impact on the perfor-
mance of the scheduler.
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Energy-Aware Prediction-Based Load
Balancing Approach with VM Migration
for the Cloud Environment

Durga Patel, Rajeev Kumar Gupta and R. K. Pateriya

1 Introduction

In the IT field, a new technology is emerging regularly and adoption of these tech-
nology demands several investments on infrastructure that is no’t possible for all
the enterprises. Cloud computing has resolved these issues by providing services
on-demand basis that may be accessed through web on pay-per-use basis. The cloud
is one of the most demanding technologies in IT industries [1, 2]. The cloud has cre-
ated a new look to align IT and business visions. It is providing Software-as-Service
(Saas), Platform-as-Service (Paas) and Infrastructure-as-Service (Iaas) in a very vir-
tualized cloud atmosphere. The cloud computing power is created through distributed
computing and the advanced communication networks. Cloud works on the principle
of virtualization of resources with on-demand and pay-as-you go model policy. It is
originated from the large-scale Grid atmosphere. It is a technology of computing that
is extensively utilized in today’s business moreover as a society. Applications run
within the cloud, the user will access it anywhere at any time through an associate
Internet-enabled mobile device or a connected PC.

Due to some attractive features, demand for the cloud resources are increasing
gradually. In order to fulfill this demand huge number of servers are used which runs
several VMs. These servers consume large amount of energy for their operational
and cooling function, which leads to emitting large amount of CO2. This energy
consumption can be minimized by reducing the number of running server in the data
center [3]. The key thought of the cloud computing is Virtualization. Virtualization
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has become a very popular valuable and standard technology for cloud comput-
ing environment. Virtualization is the concept that abstracts the coupling between
the hardware and the operating system and enhances the computing power without
installing additional hardware infrastructure. Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) is a
great tool for administrator which is responsible for the separation between software
and hardware and add the flexibility to migrate the VM from one PM to another. Vir-
tual Machine Migration allows load balancing which leads to increase the resource
utilization and energy saving [4]. VM migrations techniques are classified mainly
into three categories:

i. Energy-Efficient Migration Techniques
ii. Fault-Tolerant Migration Techniques
iii. Load Balancing Migration Techniques.

i. Energy-Efficient Migration Techniques
The energy consumption of data center is mostly estimated by the utilization of
the servers and their systems. The servers usually went up to 70% of their highest
power consumption, even at their low utilization level. Hence, there is a necessity for
migration methods that preserves the energy of servers by ideal resource utilization
[5].

ii. Load Balancing Migration Techniques
The main goal of load balancing migration technique is to distribute the load across
the physical server to enhance the scalability of servers in a cloud environment.
Load balancing helps in evading bottlenecks, minimizing resource consumption,
enhancing scalability, implementation of fail-over, over-provisioning of resources,
etc. [4].

iii. Fault-Tolerant Migration Techniques
Fault tolerance gives the authority to the virtual machines to do its job continuously
if any part of system failure occurs. In this technique, virtual machine migrates from
one physical server to another physical server and the migration is done based upon
the prediction of failure. The advantages of the fault tolerance migration technique
are to avoid performance degradation of applications, improve the availability of the
physical server [5, 6].

This paper presents an energy-aware VM migration-based load balancing
approach for the cloud, which will reduce the energy consumption and minimizes
number of VM migration while keeping efficient utilization of resources. In order
to minimize the number of migration due to the temporary peak load forecasting
approach is used.

2 Literature Survey

Shivani Gupta et al. (2015) proposed a load balancing approach based on Dynamic
Threshold [7] in cloud computing. Depending on the systems, current state load
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balancing problem can be categorised into two approaches namely: Static approach
andDynamic approach. In the static approach, value of the lower andupper thresholds
are fixed based on the server configuration whereas in dynamic threshold approach
value of the threshold changes with time. Static threshold is more suitable for the
cloud due to dynamic nature of the cloud services.

Raj Kumar Buyya et al. (2010) proposed Modified Best-Fit Decreasing (MBFD)
algorithm for the efficient utilization of the cloud resource [3]. This paper introduced
server consolidation approach for reducing the energy consumption. Fixed lower
and upper thresholds are used to find the status of the PM. If the status of the PM is
underloaded, all VMs are shifted or migrated to the other PMwhereas if the status of
the PM is overloaded then of the Best-Fit Decreasing (BFD) algorithm finds the VM
where power difference between after and before allocation of VM is minimum. This
approach seems good not mitigate the migration due to the temporary peak load.

Akshay Jain et al. (2013) proposed a load balancing approach, which is based on
the threshold band [8]. Instead of using single upper threshold, this approach uses
the threshold band to define the overloaded status of the PM. The decision of VM
selection for the VM migration is depending on two factors: threshold value and
mean deviation of all hosts. The value of the threshold band is different for each
host depending on the type of application running on it. This approach had not used
any prediction approach, which leads to increase in the migration due to the tempo-
rary peak load. Iniya Nehru et al. (2013) proposed prediction-based load balancing
approach for cloud. In this technique, Neural Network based prediction approach
is used to predict the load on PM, which uses past historical load data of each PM
[9]. Nada M. Al Sallami et al. (2013) proposed technique for load prediction based
on the artificial neural network. For Workload distribution across the nodes back-
propagation learning algorithm is used and trained, feed forward Artificial Neural
Network(ANN). This proposed technique is very efficient and simple when effective
training or learning data sets are used. Artificial Neural Network uses prediction
policy and in advance it predicts the demand of resources than start allocating the
resources according to that demand [9].

S.K.Mandal et al. (2013) proposed an energy-efficientVirtualMachine placement
algorithm for on-demand access to infrastructure resource in cloud computing which
reduces the VM allocation time and optimize the resource utilization. In order to
improve the resource utilization instead of directly sending the VM requests to the
host machine, this algorithm creates the binary search tree of requested VM and then
send it to the VM scheduler. To implement the best-fit strategy, the PM’s are also
organized in binary search tree.NowVMscheduler selects themaximumrequirement
VM from the VM tree and searches for the host that would be best fit in requirement.
By using the binary search tree data structure, the host searching time will take
average O(log N) where N is the number of physical machines [10]. Main limitation
of this approach is that it is a single-dimensional best-fit approach, which is suitable
for the single-dimensional cloud computing environment, but in cloud computing
user can requests for multiple resources simultaneously. Moreover, in this algorithm
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hosts are organized in binary search tree if binary search tree is left skewed or right
skewed then it will takeO(n) search time inworst case to find the best-fit host because
best-fit host will be in the leaf node, i.e., the last node of the binary search tree [10].

3 Proposed Methodology

Cloud is the commercial model where proper utilization of physical resources is the
prime requirement of the provider. This paper proposed a load balancing approach,
which optimizes the cloud services by increasing the resource utilization. The main
components of cloud are data center, server (PM), and VM where each data center
can have multiple PM and each PM can run a number of VMs. When user demands
for the resources hypervisor (VMM) creates a VM and assigns to the user. Since
in cloud, resource requirement of the VM change dynamically so it may lead to a
situation where PM is unbalanced. In order to balance these PM and increase the
resource utilization an efficient load balancing approach is required that takes the
decision according to the situation.

This paper proposed double threshold based dynamic load balancing approach,
where thresholds are calculated based on the host utilization. VMs are migrated from
one PM to another based on these threshold values. Since the number of migrations
affect the performance of cloud services so to minimize the number of migrations
is also one of the prime requirement of the cloud provider. In order to achieve this
proposed approach, we use the prediction model. Table 1 shows the symbol used in
the proposed approach.

Following steps are involved in the proposed load balancing approach:

i. Calculate load on the PM and VM.
ii. Calculate the upper and lower threshold to find the overloaded and underloaded

condition.
iii. Use prediction model to minimize the number of migrations
iv. Select suitable VM for the migration by using optimization technique.

Table 1 Description of the
various symbols

PMload Load on the host or server

VMcpu CPU utilization of the VM

VMbw Bandwidth utilization of the VM

VMram RAM utilization of the VM

VMload Load on the VM

n Number of VMs running in single PM

M Number of PM in the data center

PMupper Upper threshold of the PM

PMlower Lower threshold of the PM
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v. Select suitable host to place the selected VM.

3.1 Load Calculation for PM and VM

One of the challenging tasks in the cloud is to calculate the load on physical and
virtual machine because of its dynamic nature. Load on the PM mainly depends
on the three parameters namely CPU, memory, and bandwidth. CPU utilization,
RAM utilization and Bandwidth utilization can be calculated by using the following
formulae.

VM cpu � Total RequestedMips

TotalMips of PM

VM bw � Bandwidth used byVM

Total Bandwidth of host

VM ram � Ramused byVM

Total RAMof host

Since each PM can have a number of VMs and each VM running some appli-
cations, so total load on the PM is the summation of load of all VM running in the
server. This paper considers only CPU utilization of the VM for calculating load on
the PM. Hence,

VMload � VM cpu

Total load on the host is given by

PM load �
∑n

i�1 VM cpu
i

Total MIPS of the PM

Where n is number of running VM in the ith PM.

3.2 Lower and Upper Threshold

The performance of the PM depends on its load, which decreases with increase in
load. So to define the amount of resources that can be used lower and upper thresholds
are used. These thresholds define the overloaded and under loaded situation. A PM is
underloaded if PM load is lower than its lower threshold and if the load is more than
upper threshold than PM is called overloaded. Thresholds can be Static as well as
dynamic. In case of static threshold, lower and upper thresholds are fixed thus, these
value does not change with time, while in the dynamic threshold, value of the lower
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and upper thresholds keep changing (usually lower threshold value is kept constant
because it is pre-decided according to system configuration. Due to this reason, the
proposed approach uses fixed value of lower threshold, i.e., 20. Appropriate value
of upper threshold plays a vital role in the load balancing and highly influence the
number of migration.

The lower value of upper threshold will increase the resource wastage whereas
higher value will lead to higher number of migrations. Hence, to balance the tradeoff
between resource wastage and number of migration is a challenging task. In order
to find upper threshold, the proposed approach takes the average of all PM load
available in the data center. The main component of the PM is the CPU, RAM and
bandwidth, but the previous studies say that CPU is the core element of the cloud
resources and performance of the cloud services mainly depends on the CPU. Due
to this, proposed approach considers only CPU load for evaluating the performance.
In this approach, upper load on the PM is propositional to the average load of the
data center. To ensure the high performance, upper threshold should not be less than
70% and not exceed 95% of the total capacity of the PM.

PMupper �
∑m

i�1 PM
load

m
,Hence

PMlower � 0.2

PMupper � 1 − x ∗ Tavg

PMupper � 1 − 5 ∗ Tavg
100

70 <PMupper < 90

3.3 Load Prediction Using Artificial Neural Network

Due to the dynamic behavior of the cloud environment, if the VM is migrated on the
basic of lower and upper threshold then it will lead to the unnecessary migration due
to the temporary peak load. This migration can be avoided by using some forecasting
method. Our proposed approach uses a prediction approach, which is based on the
ANN for prediction the future load on the PM. In ANN backpropagation algorithm
is used with Multi-layer perceptron model for finding the predicted load. In neural
network, a basicmodel of three layerswith input nodes are used for implementation of
ANN. The load prediction of each PM is done by training the perceptrons, for training
these perceptrons backpropagation algorithm is used. In order to make effective
prediction of load the ANN is trained with a data set. The training is finished by
implementing the set input and target data (Fig. 1).

After training the network, load of each host is given as input to ANN, which
gives the predicted load in the output layers. ANN is divided into three layers first,
the input layer, second, the hidden layer, third is the output layer. Each layer has their
own calculations and in combination produces an optimized result which is near to
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Fig. 1 ANN architecture
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the real result. The input layer takes the CPU utilization value in terms of MIPS and
number of VM available at the host. These two values are given and we make an
activation function in order to activate the ANN for functioning.

input layer: i � g

(
n∑

i�0

xiwi + b

)

Hidden layer of ANN implements an exponential function in order to get trained
and circulates the data from input layer to hidden layer and vice versa.

Output layer contains the neuron, which produces the output using following
formula:

output layer � 1

1 + e−i

The output layers give the predicted load, which is used to trigger the VMmigra-
tion polices.

3.4 VM Selection Algorithm

When the status of the PM is overloaded or underloaded some/all VM need to be
migrated to balance the PM. Since each host runs a number of VM and these VM
change their resource requirement dynamically, so VM selection is the critical job in
the cloud. A wrong VM selection may lead to increase the total migration time and
downtime. When the status of PM is underloaded all VM running on that PM has
to be migrated to save energy whereas if the status of PM is overloaded proposed
approach migrate the VM till the PM is balanced. In the overloaded case, we migrate
the VMwhose size is greater than or equal to the difference between upper threshold
and host utilization. VM with higher VMsize will be chosen first.
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VMsize � PMupper − PM load

VM Selection Algorithm when the PM is Overloaded

      Algorithm 1 VM Selection Algorithm 
      Input - VmList,HostList 
      Output - MigrationList 

1. Arrange host into decreasing order according to utilization 
2. for each h in hostList do 
3. hostUt ←host.util() 
4. bestVmUt←Utilization of first VM 
5. whilehostUt>host.upThresh do 
6. for each vm in vmList do 
7. diff ← hostUt ─ host.upThresh 
8. if vm.util() > diff then 
9. Tavg ← vm.util() 
10. if Tavg<bestVmUt then 
11. bestVmUt  ← Tavg
12. bestVm   ←vm 
13. else 
14. if bestVmUt= First VM  then 
15. bestVm ←  vm 
16. break 
17. hostUt  ← hostUt ─ bestVm.util() 
18. migrationList.add(bestVm) 
19. vmList.remove(vm)

VM Selection Algorithm when the PM is Underloaded (VM Consolidation)

1. if hotUtil < lowThresh() then  
2. Migrate all VM from the host 

3.5 Select the Host to Place the Selected VM

Final PM Selection is the most critical step in the VM migration, because it affects
the overall performance of the system. Wrong selection of the PM may increase the
number of VM migration as well as resource wastage. A VM needs to be placed in
two different situations either for the new VM or migrated VM. In both cases, the
proposed approach chooses VM in such a way it will minimize energy consumption
and resource wastage. In the proposed algorithm, first we find the overloaded host
and underloaded host by the use of upper threshold and lower threshold after that
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selection of VM and migration is done after this load balancing by using DDT
algorithm and then data sent to the ANN, it gives predicted host CPU utilization
list and this CPU utilization list is used for calculating upper threshold and finding
the overloaded host. So, in second iteration VM migration is done according to the
predicted load given by ANN and this process is continued.

PM Selection Algorithm to Place New VM

Algorithm 3 HostSelection for VM 
Input - HostList, vmList 
Output -  Allocation of VMs 

1. Sort all PM according their utilization  
2. for eachvm in vmList do  
3. for each host in hostList do 
4. if Host_Load<=H_UTD &&Host_Load>=H_LTD  
5. Assign VM to the host where less increment in the power 
6. else 
7. Activate new host and assign VM to that host 

Energy-Aware Optimized PM Selection Algorithm to Place Migrated VM

    Input: Host CPU Utilization List., Output: Minimizing VM Migration
1. Host_Utl_List in MIPS 
2. if (Host_Utlgreater thanH_LT &&Host_Utl  less than H_UT) then 
3.   Wait for time t sec  
4. elseif(Host_Utl  > H_UT) then 
5. Select VM from VM Migration List-1 &migrate VM with Host_Utl between UT and LT and
  (UtliAfterAlloc greater than PrvUtli this Host ) then 
6.       Migration successful 
7.        if  
8.            successful then 
9.             wait for time t 
10.        else  
11.             repeat  
12. elseif (Host_Utl <  H_LT) then 
13.       Select VM from VM Migration List-2 & migrate VM with Host_Utl > LT and        
  (UtliAfterAlloc > PrvUtli this Host ) then 
14.       Migration successful 
15.       if  
16.         successful then 
17. send the data to ANN 
18.      else  
19.             repeat 
20.     ANN gives predicted Host CPU Utilization List 
21.   repeat  
22. form step-1 
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4 Performance Evaluation

4.1 Experiment Setup

For performing experiments physical machine has a 2.40 GHz Intel(R) core(TM) i5
processor, 8 GB RAM, 1 TB hard disk, and 64-bit Operating System Windows 10
Professional. In our experiment latest version of CloudSim toolkit, CloudSim 3.03
[10–12] is used to for simulation of Cloud computing scenarios andMATLAB 2015a
is used for implementing ANN.

4.2 Experimental Results

We have analyzed different scenarios by taking different numbers of hosts, differ-
ent numbers of virtual machines and various number of cloudlets (tasks), i.e., load
to evaluate the performance of proposed algorithm. It is essential to use workload
traces from real system. In this simulation, we have taken different work load. We
have plotted different graphs based on different workloads between two strategies,
proposed method DDT with ANN and the existing method DDT (Dynamic Dou-
ble Threshold). The performance and accuracy of the proposed approach is calcu-
lated for two parameters (i.e., Energy Consumption(Energy_Con), Number of VM
migrations(VM_Mig)). These results can vary according to the different time slots
(Table 2).

Figure 2 represents a comparison betweenVMmigration and energy consumption
for dynamic double threshold and double threshold with ANN. It is evident from the
graph that as the number of VM migration increases energy consumption increases

Table 2 Performance of the various approaches for different number of PM

No. of hosts No. of
VMs

No. of
cloudlets

VM_Mig
(DDT)

VM_Mig
(ANN)

Energy_Con
(DDT)

Energy_Con
(ANN)

5 10 20 3 3 0.12 0.12

10 20 30 16 16 0.26 0.26

15 30 40 28 26 0.34 0.30

20 40 50 33 31 0.48 0.40

25 50 60 54 50 0.62 0.52

30 60 70 57 50 0.77 0.54

35 70 80 66 62 0.90 0.81

40 80 90 77 77 0.98 1.00

45 90 100 101 81 1.12 0.01

50 100 110 107 85 1.23 1.20
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Fig. 2 Comparative graph between VM migration and energy consumption using DDT and DDT
with ANN

in both of the load balancing algorithms. The graph between VM migration ver-
sus energy consumption is plotted by continuously increasing the number of hosts,
VM and cloudlets. Analysis shows that number of VM migration is less for double
threshold with ANN, consequently energy consumption will also be less.

Figure 3 represents number of VM migrations and energy consumption with the
condition of increasing number of cloudlets at constant number of hosts and VMs.
In this case, number of VM migration and energy consumption for dynamic double
threshold is greater than double threshold with ANN. There is one outlier with the
trend,with number ofmigration equivalent to 16. This condition arises due to external
factors existing in cloud (Table 3).

Figure 4 represents comparison between number of VM migration and energy
consumption for dynamic double threshold and double threshold with ANN, keeping
number of hosts and cloudlets constant. Both algorithms perform equivalently in this
situation (Table 4).

Figure 5 represents a comparison betweenVMmigration and energy consumption
for dynamic double threshold and double threshold with ANN. The above case is
considered for different time intervals keeping number of hosts, VMs and cloudlets
constant. Dynamic double threshold’s performance is poorer than double threshold
with ANN.

The workspace area shows in Fig. 6 the variables and parameters related to ANN
implementation. The values of different parameters are also known to us. From here,
we can plot graphs for different parameters available like value of input and output,
Root Mean Square Error rate, etc. (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 3 Comparative graph between VM migration and energy consumption using DDT and ANN
(Number of host, VMs are constant and cloudlets are increased constantly)

Table 3 Performance of the various approaches for 10 number of PM

No. of hosts No. of
VMs

No. of
cloudlets

VM_Mig
(DDT)

VM_Mig
(ANN)

Energy_C
(DDT)

Energy_C
(ANN)

10 5 50 0 0 0.06 0.06

10 10 50 8 8 0.13 0.13

10 15 50 12 12 0.18 0.18

10 20 50 13 13 0.25 0.25

10 25 50 21 21 0.36 0.36

10 30 50 20 20 0.42 0.42

10 35 50 28 25 0.45 0.43

10 40 50 30 26 0.51 0.47

10 45 50 28 28 0.46 0.46

10 50 50 30 29 0.48 0.47
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Fig. 4 Comparative graph between VM migration and energy consumption using DDT and DDT
with ANN (Number of host, cloudlets are constant and VMs are increased constantly)

Table 4 Performance of the various approaches for 20 number of PM

No. of hosts No. of
VMs

No. of
cloudlets

VM_Mig
(DDT)

VM_Mig
(ANN)

Energy_Con
(DDT)

Energy_Con
(ANN)

20 35 35 32 27 044 0.41

20 35 35 27 25 0.45 0.45

20 55 35 27 26 0.41 0.40

20 35 35 29 27 0.45 0.41

20 35 35 28 29 0.40 0.41

20 35 35 22 24 0.45 0.40

20 35 35 33 28 0.43 0.41

20 35 35 28 27 0.41 0.41

20 35 35 33 26 0.41 0.40

20 35 35 30 28 0.42 0.41

By using ANN, the percentage of accuracy is “94.5555%” which is better predic-
tion and this accuracy level will increase more and more to nearly about 100%, i.e.,
99.9999%. This much of accuracy will be achieved as many input values are passed
through ANN.

The result shows that proposedmethod Energy-Aware VMMigration-based Load
Balancing Approach for the Cloud Computing give the result better than existing
method in all scenarios. It gives less number of migrations as compared to existing
method in all conditions. It is achieved by future load prediction by using ANN.
ANN shows 94.5555% accuracy of load prediction.
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Fig. 5 Comparative graph between VM migration and energy consumption using DDT and DDT
with ANN in different time slots with constant parameter

Fig. 6 Parameters related to
ANN

Fig. 7 Accuracy of ANN
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5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this research work, we proposed an Energy-Aware VM Migration-based Load
Balancing Approach for the Cloud Computing. Our work implements ANN with
Dynamic Double Threshold algorithm for calculating VM migration and energy
consumption with CPU utilization as a parameter. It not only minimizes number
of VM migrations but also reduces energy consumption. The comparative graphs
between VM migration and energy consumption explains that, if we integrate ANN
with existing load balancing algorithms then the number of VM migrations and
energy consumption reduces marginally but it saves lots of power consumption of
cloud service providers, as the time pass on. The RMS value for calculating the
output by ANN shows maximum accuracy rate.

In the future, we can extend our implementation from CPU utilization as a param-
eter to CPU, bandwidth, RAMaltogether as a parameter. This will improve efficiency
of load calculation which minimizes VMmigration and energy consumption. Since,
ANN is a learning machine and gives optimized result after each iteration, we can
integrate ANN with Cloud server for continuous monitoring of load during different
times slots. Consequently, by using real cloud data into ANN, we can improve the
efficiency of load balancing approach in future. This approach can be integrated with
other existing load balancing algorithms for the best result which any algorithm can
get.
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Part II
Network and Securities



Authentication Process Using Secure
Sum for a New Node in Mobile Ad Hoc
Network

Praveen Gupta and Pratosh Bansal

1 Introduction

Wireless MANETs are deployed by using many independent nodes. These nodes
are self-organized nodes. The network has nodes with high mobility. Nodes com-
municate either directly (when they are in the communication range) or indirectly
(using intermediate nodes for data forwarding). MANET can be created at the time
of requirement. These networks can easily be established in such areas or situa-
tions, where deployment of a wired network is not feasible. With these advantages,
a MANET has several disadvantages like node transfers data over an open channel,
highly mobile nature of node requires up-to-date location information, nodes are
having less computing resources like processing power, less battery power, lesser
bandwidth, and may have short life span [1–4].

These features make aMANETmore vulnerable. Amalicious node tries to access
resources without permission. It is the responsibility of the network establisher to
design a network with security features. Some MANET does not need high-level
security while some may need high security [5]. It depends on the situation for
which a MANET is deployed.

Rest of the paper is covered in the following sections. Section 2 describes the
security issues in mobile ad hoc network. Section 3 is a literature review. Section 4
explains the proposed algorithm, result, and analysis of results. Section 5 concludes
the work.
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2 Security Issues in Mobile Ad Hoc Network

Various attacks are possible in MANET. Attacks may occur either from inside or
from outside of the network. An intruder is either part of the system or a stranger. It
compromises legitimate nodes to get the information [6]. The format of their attack
is to access information or data actively or passively. In passive format, an attacker
only listens to floating information. In active format, an attacker steals information
and either deletes or modifies it. In all the cases, tampering or loss of any data is
crucial to complete the goal for whichMANET is set up [7]. Sometimes these attacks
are done to choke the network activities so that network can be unavailable to its
users. This can be done by sending many requests to a genuine node and keep it
busy to reject other service requests. It is termed as Denial of Service (DoS) attack
[4, 8]. A malicious node does packet flooding in the network and all other nodes
waste their resources in the processing of these packets. Many such DoS attacks like
jamming, packet injection, blackhole, wormhole, etc., are possible in the network.
In some other attacks, malicious node targets routing information. They misguide
other nodes in the network by providing false, old or modified route details.

All security features: privacy, authentication, integrity, non-repudiation, and avail-
ability cannot be achieved at once. Each system has its pros and cons. Various tech-
niques have been proposed by researchers for the security breaches. Security mea-
sures can be applied at all levels of the network. Security measures can be applied
either as preventive measures or as reactive measures. It is better to have preventive
security measures in the network to avoid the attacker’s initial attempt to get the entry
or to access the resources in an unauthorized manner.

This paper is focused on one of the security feature authentications to prevent
unauthorized entry of node in network and access to resources. Though a legitimate
user in the network may get compromised later and perform malicious activities.
Authentication in a network assures entry of genuine node. Various ways are used
to allow a node in the network. A node can show its credentials and gets an entry
in the network. It is easily possible in wired and planned wireless network. For an
unplanned mobile ad hoc network, authentication mechanism should be devised in
such a manner that it does not put a load on network activities and does not require
additional devices.

3 Literature Survey

Security issue in a MANET is a critical issue. The major question is how and where
to apply security measures to create a fully protected network. Researchers have
contributed their work on various types of attack and their countermeasures. In the
newborn stage of MANET, researchers were paying attention to general problems
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like resources availability, channel limitation, and routing issues. Threats were clas-
sified in two classes, viz., attacks and misbehavior. Routing attacks like modifica-
tion, impersonation, fabrication are possible in the network.Authentication, neighbor
detection, and its monitoring are somemajor solutions [1, 2]. Attacks in theMANET
were classified as external and internal, attacks at protocol stack layer, cryptographic
primitive attacks. Encryption and authentication are the preventive mechanisms and
the intrusion detection system is a reactive mechanism [3, 5].

MANETs are used for such situation where quick set up of a wired network is
not possible. The set up of MANET also needs security protocols accordingly [7].
Wireless MANET can be deployed using various types of devices. It can be designed
in various forms like mesh networks, sensor network, vehicular network, etc. All
these networks share common properties of MANET and face common security
problems [4, 6].

Secure communication in any network is a challenging job. Authentication is one
of the preventive mechanisms that can be achieved by either using encryption or
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), such things need additional set up of special nodes.
Authentication can be done in the limited area using key exchange program. It uses
the pre-authentication concept to prove the identity of each other in a small area
located network [9].

MANET can be developed for its communication between available nodes or it
can be developed with a network that connected with the Internet. For this, it requires
two levels of authentications, level 1 for the network working without the internet.
The node present at one hop count distant of each other and level 2 authentication
for a network with the Internet is used when it has a centralized server [10].

The same level of security cannot be achieved in a MANET as available in the
wired network. Environmental situations, where network deployed, also give its
impact on network working. It raises the question of Quality of Services (QoS) [5,
11].Major two security factors, authentication, and confidentiality provide high secu-
rity to a MANET. These factors may be affected by limited resources, node mobil-
ity, and no central control nature of MANET. Some techniques for authentication
are symmetric cryptography, asymmetric cryptography, threshold cryptography that
requires huge resources for computation. Similarly, confidentiality can be attained
by using symmetric, asymmetric encryption, and stream cipher [12].

Themethods suggested by researchers need additional infrastructure, a centralized
server in case of PKI, and extra resources to run heavy encryption algorithms for
authentication. This paper concentrates on developing an algorithm that does not
need extra infrastructure or resources for short-span unplanned MANETs.

4 Proposed Algorithm

Generally, a MANET is always set up in a situation where users do not have enough
time to deploy the wired network. The main implementation area of a MANET is an
emergency situation. The life span of such a network is very less. It is crucial for an
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administrator to set up the network with the full plan instead it is important to send
readily available nodes to start the work.

Network security is the major concern during its deployment. A MANET is vul-
nerable to security threats. Threats are ranging from various types of attacks like
unauthorized access to network resources, data modification, data deletion, etc. It is
required here to secure the flow of information in the network.

Amischievous node tries to obtainfloating information either for itself or to deliver
it to other nodes. Initially, it is almost impossible to say which node is legitimate
or unlawful. There are various ways to save the network from threats. The best
preventive mechanism is to restrict such node at the entry level. Authentication of a
new node at the entry point of network assures that only legitimate node will work
in the network.

The currentwork proposes an algorithm to authenticate a newnode. The algorithm
is named as Algo_Authenticate_Node. The main assumptions for this algorithm are:
It is designed for small life span of the MANET. It is devised for an unplanned
MANET that is deployed for rescue operations like the flood, fire, earthquake, etc.
Small life span networks also include conference or meeting. The MANET can
start with the minimum of three “key” nodes. These key nodes are used for the
authentication process. Other nodes can also be deployed for other tasks.

4.1 Algorithm details

This algorithm uses the minimum of three key nodes for authentication. Each node
is assigned a large number. Any key node does not have knowledge of what number
is assigned to the other two nodes. A secured “sum” (it is the sum of three large
numbers) is given to every key node.

When a new node wants to join the network, it must contact the nearest key node.
The key node will provide a number to new node, which is the sum of its own large
number and a random number “r” (only known to key node). The new node will go
to the next available key node and give this sum to it. Next key node will add its own
large number to sum and give the new sum to the new node. The same process is
done by the third key node.

New node gives the total sum to again the first key node. The first key node will
minus the random no “r” from the total sum. If the remaining value is equal to “sum”
then the new node has cleared its authentication process and it can be allowed on
probation to participate in networks initial activities.
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Algorithm Description:

Algo_Authenticate_Node 

This algorithm authenticates the request of a node Na by method secure sum.
Assuming key nodes Ki are at least three. 

Algo_Authenticate_Node 
Step 1: Start; 
Step 2: go to key node 1; 
Step 3: r=random ( ); //generates a random big number 
 sum = r; 
Step 4: for i = 1 to n; 
 {  

sum = sum + kir  

} 
Step 5: go to node 1; 
Step 6: sum = sum-r; 
    n 
Step 7: if sum !=  ∑ ki 

 i=1 
then   
discard the node 
otherwise 
insert the node 

Step 8: Stop; 

Advantages of the algorithm: first, it does not require many nodes for authentication.
The network must have minimum 3 key nodes for authentication. (If two nodes can
be used they may easily guess the opponent number). Even, number of nodes will
increase the authenticity in the network; second, it is lightweight algorithm and does
not require heavy resources and time to compute the process. Third, it is used for
a network of a short-span time period. Fourth, it is difficult to guess the individual
number as well as the secured sum. Fifth, the algorithm takes three large numbers,
which is not possible to break in a short span of time.

The above algorithm has its limitations. First, it is used for short lifetime of the
network. Second, if anyone of the key node dies, authentication activity stops. Third,
for high mobility of the node, a new node may have to wait to get a response from
the key node.
Working: It is assumed that a node may take variable time for authentication process
it is denoted by Tmin, Tavg, and Tmax. It is also assumed that when a new node sent
a request to the nearby key node, a key node gives the response to its request in the
time limit of 0.1 to 1 ms.
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Table 1 Processing time for authentication [key nodes � 3]

Number of new
nodes for processing

Avg process time �
Tavg (in ms)

Number of nodes Total time � Tavg
*nodes (in ms)

P10 1.571 10 15.71

P20 1.629 20 32.58

P30 1.75 30 52.5

p40 1.752 40 70.08

p50 1.651 50 82.55

p60 1.7 60 102

p70 1.557 70 108.99

p80 1.724 80 137.92

p90 1.768 90 159.12

p100 1.732 100 173.2

Fig. 1 Average processing
time by 3 key nodes

Each key node will process authentication request within this time limit. The
given below tables are created for 3 key nodes. Table 1 is comprised of columns that
have values for a number of new nodes wants to enter into the network. This range
is from 10 to 100. Next column gives the average processing time taken by 3 key
nodes for the authentication process of one node in the range of 10–100 nodes. The
last column gives the total average time taken for all nodes of a group or range, i.e.,
10–100.

Initially, the analysis is done by keeping the number of key nodes fixed whereas
the number of new nodes varies from 10 to 100. Figure 1 gives the average processing
time taken by three key nodes, where the number of new nodes varies from 10 to 100.
Figure 2 gives the comparative chart for average processing time taken by key nodes
(3–6) for the group of 10–100 new nodes. In another variation where the number
of new nodes is kept fixed, i.e., 50 and key nodes vary from 3 to 6. Figure 3 gives
the average processing time for a given combination. From the above figures, it is
observed that the time taken by key nodes for varying new nodes is almost linear
in nature. It can say that average processing time is proportional to the number of
nodes.
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Fig. 2 Comparative total
processing time for the node
(range 10–100)

Fig. 3 Processing time for
50 nodes (key nodes 3–6)

5 Conclusion

Authentication techniques forwirelessMANETare implemented using existing rout-
ing protocol or using encryption or PKI. These techniques need additional infrastruc-
ture, a centralized server in case of PKI, and huge resources to run heavy authentica-
tion algorithms. The paper has proposed an algorithm that is designed for authentica-
tion of new node who wants to join the network. The algorithm requires a minimum
of 3 key nodes for the authentication process. It is found that the average processing
time increases linearly as more number of nodes entered into the network and it is
also found that as the number of key node increases, the processing time increases
linearly. The later algorithm will be enhanced with the work of monitoring on nodes
activities so that a malicious node may be excluded from the network.
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Certificate Revocation in Hybrid Ad Hoc
Network

Anubha Chaturvedi and Brijesh Kumar Chaurasia

1 Introduction

Vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) is a hybrid ad hoc network. The main aim of
VANET is to help a group of vehicles to establish a communication network among
them without support by any fixed infrastructure [1]. Similarly, vehicles can also
communicate with fixed infrastructure roadside units (RSU ). There are two types of
communication: vehicle to infrastructure (V 2I ) or infrastructure to vehicle (I2V ) and
vehicle to vehicle (V 2V ) in broadcast and peer-to-peer modes. Vehicles are equipped
with the on-board unit (OBU ), global positioning system (GPS), microsensors, etc.
[2]. Transmission ranges of a vehicle and RSU are 100–300 m and 500–1000 m,
respectively [2]. Vehicles share road conditions, safety messages, location-based
services, etc. VANET has hundreds of millions of vehicles distributed on the road.
It is densely deployed and characterized by a highly dynamic topology with vehi-
cles moving on the roads/highways [3]. A vehicle sends out erroneous messages
along with certificates, whether intentionally or unintentionally; other vehicles of
the VANET should ignore such messages to protect its safety. However, public-key
cryptography (PKC) is used for authentication to protect attackers from causing
evils. A certificate is a proof that a public key belongs to a certain vehicle and used
as a proof of identity. In general, certificates have a time period for which they are
valid, defined by a start time and an end time (lifetime), identity of issuer and sender,
etc. [4]. The trusted third party or certificate authority (CA) may create a certificate
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upon a request from an individual user. The size of the certificate can be either 64 or
80 bits according to IEEE 1609.2 after using SHA-256 [5, 6].

Certificate revocation list (CRL) is the most common approach for certificate
revocation. In the PKI-based approach [7], each message from a vehicle is signed
using its private key, and the certificate received from a trusted authority (CA) is
also attached with the message. To reduce the overhead, the elliptic curve cryptog-
raphy is used. However, it is recommended that only critical messages should be
signed by a vehicle. Three mechanisms are proposed for compromised certification
revocation. The first approach is revocation using compressed certificate revoca-
tion lists (RC2RL), distributed to vehicles with information on revoked certificates
using Bloom filters. The second approach is revocation of the tamper-proof device
(RT DP); the trusted third party or CA encrypts a revocation message by vehicle’s
public key and sends it to the subsequent vehicle which then deletes all the keys and
returns an ACK to the CA. However, the base station is required for communica-
tion. The third approach is distributed revocation protocol (DRP), which allows a
temporary revocation of an attacker until connection to the CA is established. How-
ever, it runs on each vehicle while neighbors can revoke the certificate of a vehicle
when any misbehavior from the malicious vehicle is detected [8]. To increase and
preserve the anonymity, pseudonym-based certificate scheme is addressed in [9, 10].
A pseudonym is a short-lifetime certificate provided by CA at the request of the
user. However, to achieve anonymity, lack of pseudonyms required in a year, it is not
very practical and incurs huge overhead on the CA [11]. Certification revocation at
the time of reporting when any vehicle having valid certificate sends wrong infor-
mation is presented in [12]. Coding and priority based on message application are
also suggested for certificate generation and revocation. In this scheme, RSU will
replace the valid certificate by new invalid certificate after verification. However, the
connectivity of infrastructure is required. To store and revoke the certificate, Bloom
filter is used in [13]. By Bloom filter mechanism in certification revocation insert-
ing, searching time is half with respect to other tree-based data structure techniques.
However, it may give wrong information due to its probabilistic function approach.
To achieve the anonymity, authentication and confidentiality of the vehicle may use
millions of certificates. It incurs huge overhead on CA. We address this problem to
reduce the storage and access overhead by using TRIE tree. The paper is organized
as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe the proposed mechanism. We evaluate them in
Sect. 3. Finally, we conclude in Sect. 4.

2 Proposed Mechanism

Certificates are data structures that bind a public key that belongs to a certain user.
Figure 1a, b shows the format of certificates and certificate revocation list of X.509
format [14].

In VANET, the certificate authority (CA) generates certificates for every vehicle.
In our proposed work, city-level transport authority (CT A) and RSUs are a trusted
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Signature
Algorithm
Identifier

period of
validity

revoked
certificate

Subject’s
Public key
info

Revoked
Certificate

Signature

Signature (b) X.509 CRL Format

(a)  X.509v3 Certificate Format

Fig. 1 a X.509 certificate and b CRL format

source that cryptographically signs a user’s public key, thus creating and revoking a
certificate for the vehicles. However, revocation of the certificate using RSU from
the huge database is an issue of VANET. We are proposing TRIE data structure
to manage and revoke the certificate in VANET. TRIE is the fastest tree-based data
structures for managing certificates (strings) in memory, but are space-intensive [15].
The retrieval and deletion are faster in TRIE, as shown in Fig. 2. This is also known as
digital trees and is purposely used for storing and manipulating strings. The worst-
case complexity for retrieval is O(

√
logM) and worst-case memory space usage

O(N
√
logM2

√
logM) (where M is the specified bound defined initially) [16].

In Fig. 2, TRIE data structure is a structure used especially to store andmanipulate
strings. It is used here to store the certificate IDs according to their category. For
example, the keys down to MPSUZUKI store all the vehicles of type Maruti Suzuki
registered in Madhya Pradesh (MP) and Scorpio registered in Uttar Pradesh (UP).
UP stores the entire certificate IDs of vehicles type Scorpio registered in UP. The
vehicle’s certificate IDs are stored according to their categories. This is done to make
the revocation process much faster than traditional systems used nowadays. Using
this data structure, the revocation process would be faster. For example, if we need to
revoke a vehicle type, TATA registered inMPwith a unique certificate ID attached to
it, and then usingTRIE, it will be a faster process as entire vehicle range is categorized
systematically.
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Fig. 2 The TRIE data
structure
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A. Proposed Revocation Algorithm

Step 1: Every vehicle will receive certificate from CTA to
use secure communication. However, vehicle may 
misuse the certificate. If, vehicle finds 
conditions regarding vehicle and RSUs such as RSU 
is malicious, RSU is switched off or there is 
excessive delay in response time and vehicle 
misuse certificate.

Step 2: Vehicle informs the CTA RSU in the encrypted 
portion of message forwarded to the CTA using
RSU.

Step 3:   After receiving the certificate revocation 
requests from RSUs.

RSU CTA. 
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CTA will verify  the revocation request. How it 
will verify, it is out of scope the work. But, 
after taking request, CTA will revoke the 
certificate using TRIE data structure.

Step 4: CTA will send revocation certificate list to 
respective RSU and if RSU is malicious then RSU
may come under malicious list or certification 
revocation list or may create new security 
credentials for the same RSU.

RSU CTA

Step 5: Vehicle may receive the information of malicious 
certificates of from RSUs.

3 Results and Discussion

In this section, simulation and results for the proposed scheme are presented. Sim-
ulation is conducted to verify the efficiency of the proposed TRIE data struc-
ture with C/C++ library [17]. The computation platform was a desktop (CPU
speed—2.50 GHz, RAM—2 GB). We have considered that certificate size is 16
B [18, 19]. Figure 3 shows the certificate revocation delay of 200 certificates at a
time. It is observed that delay is very less and suitable for VANET environment.
We have also compared the proposed TRIE-based data structure with the binary tree
data structure in Fig. 4 which clearly shows that the revocation delay of certificates
is lesser when using TRIE data structure. The traditional method takes a long delay
for the revocation process.

We have taken 200 certificates, and then the delay is around double in the binary
tree data structure. The proposed scheme is more suitable when certificates are in
huge numbers. However, the evaluation of more than thousands certificate is the
future scope.

4 Conclusion

We have made two contributions to this work. First, we have proposed a certifi-
cate generation method by CTA, where certificates are generated for a vehicle(s).
To revoke the certificates, TRIE data structure is also analyzed. Results are shown
that the proposed scheme has a relatively small memory and computational power
requirements.
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Fig. 3 Computation delay
of TRIE data structure
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Fig. 4 Comparision
between TRIE and binary
tree
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NB Tree Based Intrusion Detection
Technique Using Rough Set Theory
Model

Neha Gupta, Ritu Prasad, Praneet Saurabh and Bhupendra Verma

1 Introduction

Recent years have witnessed proliferation and computers and various computing
devices in our lives. In past few recent years the number and severity of attacks have
spiked up, due to two facts, first availability of attack knowledge and value of the
resource. Intrusion is an attempt to gain access of any resource maliciously while
intrusion detection (ID) is an activitywhich attempts establish the difference between
normal and attack, precisely it works in order to find what can be potentially harmful
[1]. In order to mark any activity or packet as legitimate/attack, an IDS investigates
that respective activity or packet and then compares it with the established norm
[2]. In the recent past detection of invasive behaviors/activities has been possible
due to use of resource exhaustive intelligent algorithms and use of recent advance
computing power [3]. But, somehow all this advancement falls flat in the current
scenario where new and more lethal attacks have been evolving daily [4, 5].

Lately, Rough set theory (RST) has surfaced as an important concept and tool that
brings intelligence for knowledge discovery from loose, inaccurate, uncertain facts
through recognition of redacts (feature subset) that symbolizes utmost information
of the given problem space [6]. This paper presents an approach based on rough
set theory and uses NB tree classifier for intrusion detection (NB-IDS) [7]. This
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proposed approach combines rough set theory to identity intrusions more efficiently
and effectively with fewer false alarms. This paper is organized in the following
manner, and Sect. 2 of this paper covers the related work, while Sect. 3 put forwards
the proposed work followed by experimental results and their analysis in Sect. 4 with
conclusion in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

Essence of network and computer security to keep information, secure from non-
intended recipients, to preserve its integrity and availability at the same time. Intru-
sions can be explained as “…the actions that tries to compromise the basic princi-
ples of security ranging from confidentiality, integrity, availability of a resource” [8].
Consequently, the principles around which a too can be constructed strives to attain
availability, confidentiality, integrity of that resource to legitimate users. There are
various tools to accomplish security that includes Firewall, Intrusion detection sys-
tem, Intrusion prevention system [9]. Firewalls are considered as first line of defense,
it examines all the packets for malicious content, and then based on the input defini-
tion takes action so that spread of malicious content to the network is curbed [10].
Firewalls are not always competent against different and novel attacks as it does
not have a proactive approach to counter any new attack. Intrusion detection system
(IDS) can be explained as the processes, and methods that facilitate identification,
assess and report unauthorized network activity [11]. It worked on the principle that
behavior of intruder will be different from a legitimate user [12]. It monitors network
traffic and if there is substantial deviation beyond the normal behavior then it alerts
the system/network administrator and marks the packet/behavior as an attack given
in Fig. 1. Since, IDS only notifies any attack that’s why it is frequently implemented
along with other mechanisms that has the potential to take preventive measures and
eventually prevents any large damage and henceforth prevents and protects the infor-
mation systems [13].

IDS can be broadly classified on the basis of its technique and placement. On
the basis of working IDS can be classified into two, Misuse detection and Anomaly
detection. Misuse detection also called Rule based detection or Signature detection
technique. This technique is based on what’s incorrect. It contains the attack patterns
(or “signatures”) [14] and match them against the audit data stream, for detection of
known attacks. Second one, is Anomaly based detection is also referred as profile-
based detection, these systems on the assumption that attacks pattern will be different
from normal behavior. Anomaly based detection technique compares desired user
behavior and applications with actual ones by creating and maintaining a profile
system. This profile flags any event that strays from the normal pattern. It models
the normal behavior of the system and flags deviations from normal as anomalous.
Different techniques and tools over the years are developed to overcome threat per-
ception [14]. But, these developed systems are either based static methods or have a
slow reaction, lack of adaptability. In recent times, Saurabh et al. and Saurabh and
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Fig. 1 Intrusion detection system

Verma introduced immunity based models [13, 14]. Moreover, lack of self-learning
capabilities further lowers its competency in detection and prevention of unknown
attacks.

Rough set was confirmed by Pawlak [4], is an obstinate approximation of a crisp
set (i.e., conventional set) in skepticism of a couple of sets which study the lower and
the upper approximation of the beginning of the set [4]. Its advantages are as follow:

(i) It does not prefer any preview or additional information close but no cigar
story–savor probability in statistics, study ofmembership in the fuzzy fit theory.

(ii) It provides both feet on the ground methods, algorithms and tools for finding
nowhere to be found patterns in data.

(iii) It allows to abbreviate hot off the press data, i.e. to clash minimal sets of data
mutually the same development as in the original data.

Meanwhile, multiple researchers furthermore visualize conflict detection as a data
mining cooling off period as it employs pattern matching and filters out the wrong
pattern. A decision tree is a graph that consists of internal nodes to symbolize an
attribute and branches which indicate culmination of the test and leaf node which
suggest a class label [13]. The tree is created by identifying attributes and their
associated values that second-hand to study input data at each average node of the
tree. The moment tree is made it configures new incoming data by traversing starting
from a root node to the leaf node and thereby visiting generally told the internal nodes
in the line depending upon the confirm conditions. Therefore, different techniques of
data mining have the force and can act as a catalyst in pursuit of developing efficient
IDS.

In recent work Gauthama et al. [3] compared offbeat classifiers including C4.5
data tree [13], Random forest, Hoeffding tree and any oldway tree for intrusion detec-
tion and link the confirm result inWEKA. In their expressionHoeffding tree declared
best results bounded by the disparate classifiers for detecting attacks. In a similar
work, authors [5] levied up on ten diverse categorization algorithms a well known
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as Random Forest, C4.5, Naïve Bayes, and Decision tree and thereafter simulated
these classification algorithms in WEKA mutually using KDD’99 dataset. All these
classifiers are analyzed by metrics one as precision, accuracy, and F-score. Results
showed that random tree illustrated marvelous results when compared by all of all
the distinct algorithms. In a work, concept of rough set is applied to commemorate
features and then on these features, genetic algorithm is employed to evaluate the
consequences. Results furthermore overwhelmingly released that hybrid IDS with a
discriminative machine learning approach showed enormous improvement in detec-
tion rate compared to machine learning approach and shows further improvement
compared to IDS in isolation. Results also indicated that the eventual system reported
lowest false alarm rate compared to machine learning approach and IDS in isolation.

3 Proposed Work

This section presents the proposed NB tree based intrusion detection using rough set
theory (NB-IDS).

This proposed NB-IDS work is comprised of two key concepts, first, generation
of desire rough dataset and second classification based on rough dataset using NB
tree. Figure 2 presents the proposed work with two kinds of the data in rough dataset.
First dataset belongs to the normal category and another belongs to attack category.
In the first phase cleaning process is applied to make the dataset consistent, this
process find the frequency of each attribute and calculate the threshold value if it is
greater than or equal to threshold value then update the rough data set and finalize
new rough data set for training and testing. Under training phase the classifier gets
train and ready for the testing of any new attack. In testing generate data features with
NB Tree classifier for the analysis of the performance. While the proposed process
is done on the basis on the following concepts:

• Data Cleaning.
• Prepare data for Training the Classifier with NB Tree.
• Prepare data for Testing of the dataset.
• Evaluate performance using result.

The algorithm for IDS based on NB tree is given below:

KD � Kyoto Network Intrusion Detection Dataset

A. Input KD
B. Scan, select data and hold
C. Change it to mat and save
D. Convert numeric class to strings
E. Rough Set
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Input Dataset

If
fiav>Threshold 

Performance Evaluation

Apply Rough Set Theory

Select data features classify with NB Tree 

Select
Attributes Next

Find Frequency Fi for each 

Update Rough Data Set 

Finalize New Rough Dataset

End

Fig. 2 Proposed architecture

1. Select all features
2. Calculate each feature average (fiav) value
3. If fiav > 1 select it
4. Else, reject
5. KD optimized

F. NB Tree

1. For each feature fi, consider the utility, u (fi), a distribute on feature fi. For
unending achievement, a threshold is besides evaluated at this stage

2. Let J =AttMax (fimax). The feature with at the cutting edge utility (Maximum
utility)

3. If fj is not significantly better than the utility of the current node, fuse a Naive
Bayes classifier for the contemporary node and return

4. Partition T according to test on fj. If fj is continuous, a threshold split is used;
if fj is diversified, a multi-way distribute is made for all possible values
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Table 1 Accuracy
comparison with variation in
training set for existing work
and NB-IDS

Dataset% Accuracy
existing work (%)

Accuracy
NB-IDS (%)

10 0.87 0.93

20 0.88 0.94

30 0.88 0.95

40 0.89 0.95

50 0.9 0.96

5. For each child, request the algorithm recursively to the portion of T that
matches the test leading to the child.

G. Optimized and classified dataset.

4 Experimental Results

This section covers the experimental work to evaluate NB tree based intrusion detec-
tion systemusing rough set theorymodel. Experiments are carried usingKyoto 2006+
network intrusion dataset. Kyoto dataset contains a total of 14 columns along with
the class discrimination attribute. Results are calculated on accuracy and F-measure.

• Accuracy: It is a measuring quantity which to the closeness of a measured value
to a standard or known value.

ACC � TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(1)

• F-measure: It is a value which shows the true positive rate of the solution.

F-measure � 2PR

2TP + FP + FN
(2)

4.1 Experiment to Calculate Accuracy Between Existing
and Proposed Method

This experiment is carried to evaluate accuracy of the existing and proposed NB
tree based method. Experiments are performed with variation in dataset from 10 to
50%. Increasing value of dataset indicates how much value of self data is available
for training. The results in Table 1 and Fig. 3 very clearly shows that the proposed
NB-IDS using NB tree outperforms the existing method and remains more accurate
in detecting anomalies even in the cases of low training set size.
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Table 2 F-measure
comparison with variation in
training set for existing work
and proposed NB-IDS

Dataset% Accuracy
existing work (%)

Accuracy
NB-IDS (%)

10 0.89 0.93

20 0.86 0.94

30 0.84 0.95

40 0.8 0.95

50 0.9 0.96

These results show the impact of new integrations and the proposed NB-IDS
reports higher accuracy as compared to the existing IDS. In best condition NB-IDS
reports 96% accuracy while in the same condition existing work reported accuracy
of 90%.

4.2 Experiment to Calculate F-Measure Between Existing
and Proposed Method

This experiment is carried to evaluate F-measure of the existing and proposed NB-
IDS method. Experiments are performed with variation in dataset from 10 to 50%.
Experiments are carried with increasing value of dataset that indicates how much
value of self data is available for training. The results in Table 2 and Fig. 4 very
reveals that the proposed method using NB tree disclose the existing method and
reports more F-measure even in the cases of low training set size.

The results show that the proposed NB-IDS recorded a F-measure of 96% while
existing work reported accuracy of 90% in the experiments where training set was
50% of the dataset. These results also substantiate the role played by newer incor-
porations in refining IDS.
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5 Conclusion

Intrusion detection systems strive to identify the anomalies bymonitoring the incom-
ing traffic but due to overgrowing and evolving attacks somehow it fails in certain
conditions, also it suffers from problem of low training set size and update. This pro-
posed approach combines rough set theory to identity intrusions more efficiently and
effectively with fewer false alarms. The proposed integrates rough set theory in IDS
to facilitate better identification of potential malicious contents. Experimental results
clearly indicates NB-IDS with rough set reports better detection rate and lower false
positive, subsequently outperforms the existing state of the art.
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An Energy-Efficient Intrusion Detection
System for MANET

Preeti Pandey and Atul Barve

1 Introduction

Mobile ad hoc network (MANET) [1] refers to a decentralized network. It has a
number of stations that are free without any supervision of authority. This network
structure depends on the number of movable nodes and thus it is infrastructure less.
This structure does not have any access points or cables, routers and servers. In
MANET, nodes are capable to move without restraint. So, these may alter their
locations as required. A node can act as a source or as a destination at a time and
one of them may possibly become a router. It performs every task and forwards
packets to the next nodes. Mobile ad hoc networks have several features such as
restricted bandwidth; inadequate power supply for all nodes and dynamic topology of
network, etc., the important reason is the steady change in the network configuration
because of high degree of mobility of nodes. Mobile network plays a vital role for
communication among the troops in military operation. Some of the applications of
MANET are medical surveillance, traffic control, disaster management, etc.

MANET is used in various places and has much importance. In MANET, for
routing when AODV is used [2] or minimum intermediate hop count, if DSR is
applied [3] the sender sends actual data through particular link after receiving the
path but simultaneously many senders use the same link. Thus, overcrowding occurs
in the network and it is a major concern of MANET. The control of congestion
is the major trouble focused on mobile networks. To manage congestion means
minimizing the traffic entering a communication network. To neglect congestion or
linking disabilities of the in-between nodes aswell as to enhance speed of transferring
packets, the technique to control the congestion is appliedwidely. Somany researches
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are done in this area that are intended for reduction of overcrowding from the network.
This paper is focusedon congestionminimization byusing the concept ofmulti-track-
based routing. It can be done by transport-layer technology.

The transport-layer technology has multiple data routing. It sends via many routes
to the recipient node of the future that enhance congestion control, network perfor-
mance in the way of an action then the data rate of the sender is also analyzed if the
sender transmission rate is greater than the future node rate then the transmission
rate is reduced based on the transport layer technology. Discovery of several routes
between the different sender and receiver processes at an instance of discovery of
only track is compatible with the multipath directive [1]. At MANET, you can tackle
the prevailing problems such as portability, security, age of network, etc., through
multi-track routing protocols [4, 5]. The protocol increases the delay, performance
and provides balancing of the load over the traffic inMANET.Multi-track orientation
has a few limitations.

1.1 Inefficient Route Discovery

Avoid some multiple track routing practices and in-between node redirecting
response of the cache path to establish the link of separate paths. Therefore, the
sender waits for a response to obtained from the receiver. Therefore, the discovery
of the path carried out by multiple routing protocols needs more time.

1.2 Route Request Storm

It creates many demands through a multi-track interactive routing protocol. When
the node requires duplicate applications to handle intermediate messages, there is
the possibility of creating unnecessary packets over the network. These additional
packets decrease the availability of bandwidth for transmission of data, delay of time
increases in each packet transmission and utilize extra power to send and receive
network. Because of the way the request routing propagates, it is complex to limit
the deployment of unnecessary packets.

2 Intrusion Detection System

Intrusion is the set of actions that attempt to modify the privacy, integrity or avail-
ability. Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is an application that observes the network
traffic and it informs to the system or network administrator when any abnormal
actions are found. Intrusion detection requires a carefully selected arrangement of
Bait and Trap. The task of IDS is to distract the attention of the intruder. IDS carries
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out different tasks from which recognizing the intruder activity is the primary one.
Various intrusion detection systems have been planned for wired network in which
all traffic goes through the switches, routers or gateway so that IDS can be easily
implemented on these devices.Whereas on the other hand,MANET does not include
all such devices and any user can easily access it because of its open medium. Thus,
the IDS technique onwired network cannot be preferred overMANET. IDS performs
various tasks but the most important is recognizing the intruder activity.

The activities mainly focus on the analysis part to discover possible intrusions
in the network by monitoring nodes and exploring the pattern of traffic passing.
Accordingly, give response to the system. These activities are shown in Fig. 1. The
rapid development of MANET increases the significance of security in the network.
The central challenge with computer security is to develop systems, which have the
ability to correctly identify an intrusionwhich represents potentially harmful activity.
Thus, the purpose of IDS is like a special-purpose device to both detect and prevent
the anomalies and also avoid illegal access of data. In the current scenario, users look
for the complete security of data at any cost, since security of data become prime
requirement for everyone. The new challenges need several modifications in existing
IDS system so as to make better correlation of alarm; the prediction and detection
of false detection rate should be low. In modern period, neural networks and genetic
algorithms are using the modeling and resolving computational problems and also
proved successful.

To improve the efficiency of intrusion detection system (IDS) these conditions
must be followed:

i. The prediction and detection of false detection rate must be low.
ii. The success rate in intrusion detection systems must be high.

Fig. 1 Activities performed
by IDS
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iii. The residual energy should be as more as possible.
iv. The routing load must be low.

3 Related Work

This paper provides the pertinent on the presented effort in the area of protocol
MANET orientation and congestion control. Many papers have been studied but
some of them are presented here. The researchers as well as the intruder both have
to understand the routing mechanism to defend or to fake the network. This means
that the attacker applies the same type of attack on different protocols using different
ways; and hence the researchers use different types of intrusion detection techniques
on unusual routing protocols to guard against similar or dissimilar type of attacks.
Ali and Huiqiang [1] Suggested Nkalpr, a protocol for dealing with load balancing
in MANET. They used the basic structure and Oudw. In this approach, only delay
in saliva packets over a fixed time is done and then transmitted. It also uses greeting
messages periodic increases in addition to directing the public expenditure gener-
ated throughout the network. Liu et al [4] Combines the quality of multi-service
mechanism of pregnancy restriction to discover the satisfactory link for a node and
the predicted equilibrium scheme node. The key idea of researchers is to build up a
load balancing. It can record every change in the case of the strategy of the biology
of pregnancy and capable to decide methods loaded with the information of the sit-
uation surrounding pregnancy. Okougl protocol makes an extension in Oudw uses
biodegradable information and loads network distribution loads of bandwidth nodes
that may avoid the network to form the place of congestion, and neglect the power
of node full of people who must wear out. Yi et al. [5] in the algorithm gain highly
flexible and extend through the use of dissimilar link metrics and cost functions.
The ring application detects process and restores the track in the MP-Ooser with the
aim of increasing the quality of service with regard to Ooser system. It formulates
multiple routing protocols for MANET routing, scalability, safety, time of networks,
and the lack of transmission stability, and adaptation. Vijaya Lakshmi and Shoba
Bindhu [6] suggested tailing mechanism and thus improve the network, such as the
general productivity of network rules, and reduces the road delay, overhead and the
possibility of traffic. And, this approach is created by directing the ad hoc network
diagram. Narasimhan and Santhosh Baboo [7] proposed the development of hip-hop
congestion using the routing protocol that uses the value of the guideline to measure
the weight of routing combined, based on data rate, the delay in the queue, the quality
of the link and Mac costs directly. Among the paths discovered, the path is selected
with the minimum cost index, based on the load of every node within the network.
Tawananh [8] developed congestion-control algorithm in the OTCBB multi-track
power science, called Akmtkp. Ecosystems and transmits Internet Protocol traffic
(Akmtkp) frommore tracks to the more heavily loaded higher activity tracks, as well
as from the top tracks the cost of energy to the lower tracks and improving the energy.
Jingyuan Wang, Jiangtao Wen and others. In his work proposes a new algorithm to
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control the congestion, called Tkvi that can lead safely in the wireless networks and
of high AP. The algorithm of the parallel TCP program was inspired but with signif-
icant differences in the single contact without OTCBB a window and a jam of every
TCP session, there are no changes in other layers (such as applications) layer in the
system of a party in a party that needs to be done. This work was done only to control
congestion transport by the method of improving the OTCBB layer but also conges-
tion occurs in the direction of time thus work increases through congestion control
technology base. Kai suggested Chen et al. [9] “Clear control based on the flow rate
scheme (called Akestekt) MANET network.” And correctly, the allowable transfer
stream explicitly from the intermediate routers to terminate hosts in each particular
control header in the packet data. Aksakt reacts rapidly and accurately to route and
bandwidth difference, making it particularly appropriate for the dynamic network.
Kazi Rahman suggested Chandereyma et al. [10] “Average-based congestion control
explicitly (Ksark) for multi-media transmission in dedicated mobile networks.” The
Committee deals with TCP issues when engaged on dedicated networks, demonstrat-
ing a significant improvement in performance in the technical cooperation program.
Although circa reduces the dropping of packets. It is caused via overcrowding com-
pared to the OTCBB congestion control technique. He suggested Hong Qiang et al.
[11] “a new control system on traffic from one party to other party” (Rbisk).

4 Game Theory

Neighbor discovery protocol (NDP) is mainly used for neighboring nodes discov-
ery. Game theory is used to enhance security in mobile ad hoc network (MANET).
Game theory helps in checking the reliability of neighbor node. Every node veri-
fies its neighboring nodes that are within its communication range. This node stores
the trust values of all verified nodes. Each node changes in a timely manner as per
the trust parameter. After that nodes interchange the reliability rate with its corre-
sponding neighbor nodes. Once the exchange process is done, if any specific node’s
successful transmission rate (trust value) is less than average successful transmission
rate of network, then the node is declared as attacker. On the other hand, node which
has greater successful transmission rate as compared to other transmission rates of
network will be included as the member of the cluster.

Reliability of node = R ≥ T

R is successful transmission rate of node.
T is average successful transmission rate of network.
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5 K-Means Clustering

K-means is a technique used to divide the different patterns into various groups [7],
if the data is categories in different patterns then n be the different types of patterns.
Then the objective function is given by

min Sw � min
k∑

j�1

n∑

i�1

aij
∥∥∥Yi − Z2

j

∥∥∥. (1)

Here, Yi indicates the ith pattern and k be the number of clusters, aij ∈ {0, 1} is
cluster assignment, Zj is the clustering point of the jth cluster and given by

Zj �
∑n

j�1
aij ∗ Yi/

∑n

j�1
aij (2)

where
n∑

j�1
aij � 1

When intra-cluster compactness is decreased then the objective function also mini-
mizes. Suppose n samples are taken, pick k location as an original clustering center,
next coming sample is allotted to its nearby center. Now calculate the average and
the fitness cost of each cluster, again following this procedure until the results do
not vary. The clusters have centroids, which are formed using K-means algorithm.
It takes the input as the features of the nodes like total number of RREQ sent by
each node or total number of RREP received by each node etc. K-means clustering
having the initial clustering centers gives a grand outcome and become responsible
toward the local optimum. Taking the outer node as the center of cluster is the wrong
choice, besides, inter-cluster partition is not effectively used. In the next section of
this paper, these problems are solved by constructing a new model. PSO algorithm
is presented, to optimize this model.

6 Proposed Cluster-Based Game Theory

Various techniques have been projected to identify unauthorized user, misuse of
systems by either insiders or external intruders. Due to the rapidly increasing unau-
thorized activities, Intrusion Detection System (IDS) as a component of defence-
in-depth is very necessary because traditional technique is unable to supply total
security from intrusion. Along with that, mobile nodes operate on the limited power
of battery, therefore, it becomes very necessary to develop techniques which can
successfully maintain lesser complexity. To maintain the mobile ad hoc network it is
necessary to divide the whole network into small and different groups called cluster.
Every cluster is different from the other. Such a network becomes more manageable.
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Clustering is a technique which combines nodes to form a group. These groups in
the network are known as clusters.

The main idea behind clustering algorithm is to first create and then maintain
the cluster. The cluster should be capable of adding different nodes in the cluster
according to the behavior. In most clustering techniques nodes are preferred to play
different function according to a certain criteria.

According to different roles performed by the nodes, types of nodes are defined:

i. Member node: It is also called Ordinary node. This node is neither a Cluster
Head nor the gateway node. Each member node belongs exclusively to cluster.
They are free from their neighbors that might exist in a different cluster.

ii. Gateway: Nodes with inter-cluster links, these nodes are useful in forwarding
the information between different clusters at the time of communication.

iii. Cluster Head: A node in a cluster which is associated to all the members of
the cluster. There is only one cluster head in every group who controls all the
activities of cluster.

6.1 Responsibility of Cluster Head

Cluster head maintains the activity of a group of nodes or cluster so that the com-
munication can execute securely over the network. Cluster head is said to be trusted
node. Cluster head is in charge for the overall management of its own cluster and
also communicate with other clusters. A cluster head can communicate to the other
by communicating its cluster head. If the outside node tries to communicate any
node of the cluster then cluster head authenticates the outside node and then allow
accordingly.

The cluster head selection may differ according to such factors like geographical
position of the node, its stability, energy efficiency, trusted nodes, etc. Cluster Head
node is a special mobile node with additional functions. Cluster head verifies the
behavior of embedded nodes and if the previous records were verified then a certifi-
cation is given to the node as shown in Fig. 2. As the new node entered to the cluster
or any member node leaves the cluster head verify the authentication service.

Searching of new cluster head before time out on the basis of following parameter

i. New node should have minimum work load responsibility.
ii. New node should be easily reachable over cluster area.
iii. New node should be energy efficient.
iv. Existing cluster head hand overs their responsibility and remain the cluster head

during swapping.
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Fig. 2 Roles of nodes in cluster

6.2 Algorithm (Cluster Game Theory)

Assumption:
Ni

MANET = Mobile adhoc network having i mobile node
M � {Xi|Xiis ithmobile node ∈ Ni

MANIT},Set of Mobile node
NNXi � {Yi|Yi is ith neighbour node of Xith mobile node ∈ Ni

MANIT}
Algorithm:

{

Step 1: If anySource node (XS)wants to communicatewith their desired destination
(XD) then destination (XD) authenticates the Source node (XS)

Step 2: Initially Source node (XS) send Hello packet to their destination (XD)
Step 3: Destination (XD) check whether Source node (XS) belong to same cluster

If yes Go to step 4 else go to step 5
Step 4: Destination (XD) verifies and allows communication with Source node (XS)
Step 5: Destination (XD) forwards their hello packet to their cluster head (CH) to

authenticate Source node (XS)
Step 6: CH node applies game theory to authenticate Source node (XS) via broad-

casting authentication packet for Source node (XS)
Step 7: If Source node (XS) is successfully authenticated then it becomes the mem-

ber of their cluster and go to step 3, otherwise regret the communication.

In this process, it is possible that one node becomes the member of one or more
cluster and their communication system over respective cluster has been control by
their cluster head. In the proposed work both inter-cluster and intra-cluster authen-
tication is carried out with the help of cluster head (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3 Proposed flowchart
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7 Result Analysis

Proposed methodology gives the better result in various factors. The factors are
packet delivery ratio, battery power consumption, and control packet overhead.

7.1 True Detection Rate

Proposed methodology use K-means which return high TDR Rate as compared with
existing approach by using Machine Learning Technique.

The working of an intrusion detection system is measured by TD (True Detection)
rate and FD (False Detection rate) rate. If we calculate the ratio of strange patterns
noticed by the system and the number of strange patterns then it will give TD rate.

Here A represent attack and I represent Intrusion

TDR = P (A | I) (3)

Similarly, TD (True negative) rate can be calculated as

TDR = P (−A | I) (4)

Fig. 4 True detection rate comparison
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Figure 4 shown true detection rate here red line shows proposed method detection
ratewhereas green line shows existingmethod. For any efficientmethod, it is required
to have higher true detection rate. As shown in Fig. 4 proposedmethods having higher
true detection rate.

7.2 False Detection Rate

It means if a system wrongly identifies the normal pattern as abnormal patterns. In
this experiment, FD rate is written as the fraction of False Detection recognized by
the system and total number of intrusion.

Figure 5 shows false detection rate where red line shows the proposed method
detection rate, whereas green line shows existing method. For any efficient method,
it is required to have lower false detection rate. As shown in Fig. 5, the proposed
methods have lower false detection rate.

Fig. 5 False detection rate of the proposed protocol and existing protocol
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7.3 Monitoring Node

For any ideal routing protocol, it is required that it has lower Monitoring Node,
whereas existing approach by using Game Theory have required higher Routing as
compare to proposed methodology by using Cluster-based IDS with AODV.

Figure 6 shows the Routing load where red line shows the proposed method
of detection rate whereas green line shows the existing method. For any efficient
method, it is required to have lower Routing load. As shown in Fig. 6, the proposed
methods have lower routing load as compare to existing one.

7.4 Resident Energy

Energy saving routing protocol tries to move lower energy node towards less traf-
fic and higher energy node towards high traffic and reduce retransmission whereas
existing approach only minimized redundant path and increase Resident energy.

Resident Energy �
n�m∑

n�1

En − E(rp + tp + cp) (5)

Fig. 6 Monitoring node of the proposed protocol and existing protocol
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Fig. 7 Resident energy of network in the proposed protocol and existing protocol

where En � Intial Energy of Node N
where rp � Number of recived packet via node N
where tp � Number of transmit packet through node N
where cp � Number of control packet through node N

Figure 7 shows resident energy of network where red line shows the proposed
methoddetection rate,whereas green line shows the existingmethod. For any efficient
method, it is required to have higher resident energy. As shown in Fig. 7 the proposed
method have higher resident energy as compare to existing one.

8 Conclusion

This energy efficiency protocol paper play block proposed to guide IDS over network
security inMANET. It has suggested different techniques, but there is a lack of power
consumption. In order to overcome all these deficiencies proposed on the basis of
game theory, it has been suggested for IDS that the integration of game theory and
K-means. The methodology proposed uses the theory to calculate the degree of
reliability in which the scope of K-means provides reliability to Cluster head of a
specific mass. In future work, we can improve the theory of gaming, taking into
account the standards related to quality of service and time. Here, in all proposed
works, a homogeneous network is assumed in a way that all the nodes have the same
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capacities in terms of their computational and energy resources. We wish to extend
our model to support a heterogeneous network.
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DDoS Attack Mitigation Using Random
and Flow-Based Scheme

Bansidhar Joshi, Bineet Joshi and Kritika Rani

1 Introduction

Distributed denial-of-service attacks are a critical threat to the internet. DDoS attack-
ers generate a huge amount of requests to victims through compromised computers
(zombies), with the aim of denying normal service or degrading of the quality of
services [1]. Internet was primarily designed to facilitate communication and was
not designed in a way to give security to such communications. Hence, the network
has a lot of scope of being attacked. DoS attacks are growing at a rapid speed, and
they are becoming distributed and highly sophisticated. The astounding fact to know
is that a DDoS attack can be launched at a minimum of $20. With the help of botnet,
DDoS attack can be implemented by sending a few packets by each compromised
system. It, hence, becomes difficult to differentiate between legitimate and illegiti-
mate traffic. There are many schemes to tackle these attacks like DPM, PPM, FDPM,
and information theory. Several detection schemes exist. Like a technique which pri-
oritizes packets based on a score which estimates its legitimacy given the attribute
values it carries and based on this score, selective packet discarding is carried out [2].
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Another methodwas the one in which traffic is analyzed only at the edge routers of an
Internet service provider (ISP) network [3, 4]. This framework is able to detect any
source-address-spoofed DDoS attack, no matter whether it is a low-volume attack
or a high-volume attack. We will be discussing about information theory and linear
packet marking technique in this paper and its advantages over conventional DPM
and PPM.We will also talk about some of the techniques from which we can prevent
our system to be a part of the botnet. Entropy can measure the variations of random-
ness of flows on a given local router [5]. Based on such variations, a DDoS attack
can be detected. If the difference between the entropy and mean is greater than a
threshold value, then there is an attack.

2 Related Work

2.1 Node Append

This is the simplest method of marking to trace the attacker. In this method, we
continue appending the information about the router in the header of the packet.
The disadvantage is the overhead on the packet header and insufficient space to
accommodate so many routers [5].

2.2 Node Sampling

Thiswas introduced to solve the problemof storage overhead. The packets aremarked
depending on the probability chosen at random [5]. Either 0 or 1, can be chosen, so
the probability is 0.5. A node once marked is not marked again. The problem lies
when it becomes difficult to knowwhich nodewillmark the packet and a high number
of packets are required to trace back the attack.

2.3 Edge Sampling

Authors sent the packet with some probability p and overcome the shortcoming in
node sampling about the distance from the destination by introducing d. When the
packet ismarked, it is updated to 0 and is incrementally increasedwith every decrease
in ttl [5]. Once a packet is marked, it is not marked again. p(1− p)∧ (d − 1) where
d is the number of hops away from the destination.
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Let x be the number of packets then

E(X ) � ln(d)/p(1 − p) ∧ (d − 1) (1)

The disadvantage of this technique is that we need many packets to trace the route
and in case of multiple attackers, this technique is not that robust.

2.4 Probabilistic Packet Marking

This is basically the extension of edge sampling. There is not enough space in the
packet header to store the 32-bit address of the router. The value of the router in the
fields is fragmented so that it is less used by the router. It can even be applied after or
during the attack with no additional router storage problems [6] as in case of logging.

2.5 Deterministic Packet Marking

This is almost similar to PPM but as in PPM, the authors mark the packets based on
a probability, and in deterministic packet marking, we mark all the packets passing
through the network [2]. Using IP address of the router, packets are marked. The
problem occurs in case of IP spoofing, where the attackers can spoof their IP address
making it difficult to reach the correct router.

2.6 Linear Packet Marking

This scheme needs the number of packets almost equal to the hops traversed by the
packet [3]. In this trace back scheme, the ID field value is divided by the number of
hops. The remainder, thus, obtained is the value of the hop that will mark the packets.
Like all packet marking schemes, it also needs an attack to be alive and trace backing
to the source itself creates a DoS while performing the attack. In this scheme, the
authors use TTL value to decide the hop count and the value in the ID field at the
router to decide whether to mark the packet or not.
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2.7 Entropy Variation

Entropy can measure the variations of randomness of flows on a given local router
[7]. Based on such variations, a DDoS attack can be detected. In case of an attack, the
actual source can be found by submitting the requests to upstream routers and finally
reaching the source. The advantage lies in the fact that it does not require the attack
to be alive, can differentiate between legitimate and illegitimate users efficiently, and
does not require any marking. The problem in this technique comes in case of trace
back when a request is made to all upstream routers in order to identify the source.

3 Analysis of a Random and Flow-Based Model

We found out that the maximum hops that a packet travels before reaching the
destination is 25. A simulation is done using the tracert command and the same is
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The algorithm that we are using for detecting whether a
DoS or a DDoS is happening or is it a surge in the legitimate traffic is explained in
Algorithm 1, and the algorithm we are using for marking the packet for successful
IP trace back is explained in Algorithm 2.

Fig. 1 Tracing the route of Facebook.com

https://www.facebook.com/
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Fig. 2 Tracing the route of Google

3.1 Algorithm Used for This Work Are

Algorithm 1: To determine the threshold time after which we monitor if there is an
attack.

Start from 1 time unit after which we will check for an attack and increase the
time exponentially. The next time interval after which we monitor the attack will be
2 units. So the time intervals are increasing like this 1, 2, 4…

A threshold value is formed based on past experiment and trends keeping in mind
(based on different kinds of networks for different purposes like in an airline website,
No. of visits during festivals or holidays increases to many folds):

Different months
Days
Seasons (summer, winter, spring, rainy, etc.) Festivals (can be included inmonths)
Weekly

On reaching this threshold value, we start increasing the time interval additively
instead of exponentially, i.e., now, time interval increases by 1 time unit…

k, k + 1, k + 2 . . .

If there as an attack at any point, mitigate it, reduce the threshold value to half of the
time interval, and reduce the time to 1 unit again and repeat the process.
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Algorithm 2: To detect an attack due to high number of packets being sent by a few
attackers, local router is the router taken into consideration. Upstream routers are
the routers just above the local router. A flow is defined as fij <ui, dj, t>: ui is an
upstream router, dj is the destination address, and t is the current time.

The algorithm is as follows [8]:

1. Initialize C0, δ0 with some experimental value.
2. Identify the flows f1, f2, f3 … fn and set count number of each flow to zero, x1

� 0, x2 � 0, x3 � 0 …, xn � 0 (count number is basically the number of times
a particular flow (having same upstream router and timestamp) occurs in a given
time).

3. When time interval used to monitor the traffic (as described in the above algo-
rithm) is over, calculate the probability distribution and entropy variation as
follows:

pj � x j ∗ (
n∑

j�1

x) − 1 (2)

h � −
n∑

j�1

pj log(pj) (3)

4. Save x1, x2 … xn and H(F).
5. If there is no dramatic change of the entropy variation H(F), |H(F)-C| <� δ update

mean and the standard variation is

C[t] �
n∑

j�1

α j ∗ C[t − j],
n∑

j�1

α j � 1, (4)

δ[t] �
n∑

j�1

β j ∗ δ[t − j],
n∑

j�1

β j � 1, (5)

6. Go to step 2.
7. If |H(F)-C| > δ, then the attack is possible.
8. Now if pi * log(pi/qj) > 0.2 (where qj is another flow), then it is a legitimate

traffic. Otherwise, it is an attack.
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Time to Live(8) Protocol (8)

TOS(8)Versi

Identification(16)

H. Total length(16)

Header Checksum(8)

32-bit destination address

Flags Fragmentation Offset(12)

Fig. 3 IPv4 header

Algorithm 3: We are implementing the algorithm based on the assumption that a
packet on an average takes only 25 hops to reach the destination [6]. The steps of
marking are as follows: on the arrival of a packet, we will apply our packet marking
algorithm. Then, based on the algorithm, we will see to mark the packet or leave it
unmarked and finally forward it on the network [2]. We use ID field of the ipv4 to
store the unique identification number of the router, as well as the maximum hop
distance from the destination. A diagram of the complete header is given in Fig. 3.
Distance is calculated using the ttl value of the packet that tells the maximum time
the packet can stay on the network.

1.   If packet is not marked 
2.             Select random number’x’ between 1 and 25
3.             Dist away= Dist – ttl
4.          If((packet ID % x) + 1 == identification number of a router) 
5.                           Insert router address into packet header 
6.                            Set MRN = 0 
7.             Endif 
8.   Else 
9.             Increment MRN 
10. End if 

We simulated our detection Algorithm 1 using Wireshark. We edited our files by
converting them into text format using editcap,modifying the header using tcprewrite,
used multithreading to make the capturing and detection modules run together, and
tcpreplay to resend the packets. Combining all such concepts in C programming on
a Linux platform, we were able to implement our algorithm. The calculations are
shown below. The detailed algorithm is explained in Fig. 4.
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Start

Check the IP address of our 
system

Save this in a different pcap file, set 
t=1and initialize threshold th

Capture all the traffic passing through the router 
using wireshark

Use tshark to filter all the traffic having 
destination address as our ip address

Initialize the value of mean, standard deviation, alpha 
and beta and define flows based on the upstream router 
and timestamp and set Xi's(count of a flow) to 0.

a packet same as 
previously 
defined 
flow(same 
upstream router 
and timestamp) 
comes

Xi++ Define a new flow and 
set Xi=1

Find the Probablity pi=xi(x1+x2+.......+xn) && 
h+=pi*log(pi)

C(t)+= C[j]*(alpha[t-1+j]
Delta[t]+=Delta[j]*(beta[t-1-j])

h-c[t]<=delta[t] 

No Attack Attack

Resend Packets to 
eth0 

Drop the packets

Stop

YES NO

YES NO 

Fig. 4 Flow diagram

The simulation of Algorithm 2 is shown using ns2. The changes are made in
the header of the trace file. The data needed is saved in .tr file and is extracted for
analyzing using the awk script on the desired columns.
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Case 1

X1 = 5 X2 = 4 X3 = 6 X4 = 4
P1 = 5/21 P2 = 6/21 P3 = 6/21

P4 = 4/21
H+=Pi * log(Pi)
P1 * log(P1) = -0.148   P2*log(P2) = -0.155     
P3*log(P3) = -0.155       P4*log(P4) = -0.137
H = -0.595       c[0] = 0.2         delta[0] = -0.4
H - c[t] <= delta[t]
H – c[0] <= delta[0]
-0.795 <= -0.4 true

Therefore, no attack.

Case 2

X1 = 100         X2 = 4 X3 = 2
P1 = 0.943       P2 = 0.037       P3 = 0.018
H+=Pi * log(Pi)
H = -0.1083     c[0] = 0.2         delta[0] = -0.4
H - c[t] <= delta[t]
H – c[0] <= delta[0]
-0.308 <= -0.4 false

Therefore, attack.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

4.1 Conclusion

The conclusions drawn from the paper are thatDoS andDDoS attack are a great threat
to the internet. Packet marking techniques are costly to implement and are difficult to
predict at an early stage. Moreover, we need the attack to be alive to trace back to the
origin of the attack. The entropy variation technique is thus a relatively new technique
for the detection of DDoS and DoS attack and there is a steep learning curve for the
whole organization, for both users and administrators. Packet marking techniques,
on the other hand, are more mature, well documented, and easy to understand.

For the people who are not familiar with the technology used for information
theory should adopt to packet marking techniques for the reason stated above and
wait for the information theory to become more mature.
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4.2 Future Work

In future, we would like to implement these techniques on the public and private
cloud setup and compare the results of our algorithm with the results of the exist-
ing techniques. We would also check the scalability and the fault tolerance of the
algorithm in both the types of cloud that is public as well as private cloud.
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Digital Image Watermarking Against
Geometrical Attack

Sandeep Rai, Rajesh Boghey, Dipesh Shahane and Priyanka Saxena

1 Introduction

The advancement of varied networks led to the movement to packet info. On these
lines, transmission parts get to be clearly accessible to very large range of users.
Purchasers will get to information and, besides, management them in several ways
in which. Various ways for golf shot away and replicating info will disregard the
copyrights. Contingent upon the weather, any authors will decide two types of
watermarks. Digital watermarking could be a system of infusion the digital mark
whereas exchanging of sure parts. The most reasonable watermark is associate
degree clear watermark. Noticeable watermark is plainly obvious to any shopper of
the substance. The resistance of those watermarks is questionable. Manufacturing a
large range of duplicates of a selected substance will undermine or maybe obliterate
the character of the watermark. The second method is embedding the watermark so
once its consolidation it gets to be clearly impalpable. This technique is distinctive
and additionally baffled than the past one. The impalpable watermark is additionally
dependable than perceptible watermark.

Watermarking infers the existence of a mark in transmission substance that
contains the name, his signature or mark. Client of substance cannot see the inserted
watermark [1]. Algorithmic rule for embedding associate degree impalpable
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watermark depends upon the engravings of the watermark within the frequency
domain. Within the frequency domain watermarking is more durable to separate
while not abusing the character of the watched image.

The application of the three basic types of transformation: Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT), Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), and Discrete wavelet Transform (DWT)
square measure displayed within the literature [2–4]. It has been incontestable
that DWT acquires the foremost current outcomes as well as associate degree
undetectable watermark. Despite the strategy for info appropriation and also the
amount of duplicates created, the chief objective of the watermark engraving is to
accomplish validation.

The author has introduced various ways to watermark the photographs. This
paper is focused on watermark embedding supported DT-CWT and cryptography
technique. Contingent upon the connected unfold spectrum ways sure algorithmic
rule can have comparable qualities as once considering a radio framework that
applies the vital procedures of unfold spectrum. The final method for watermarking
is given by Fig. 1 (Figs. 2 and 3).

The paper is formulated star as follows. In Sect. 1, the introduction concerning
watermarking and unfold spectrum is mentioned. Digital watermarking methods

Fig. 1 Process of watermarking

Fig. 2 Classification of digital watermarking
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Fig. 3 2D-DWT decomposition of an input image using filtering approach

are discussed in Sect. 2. The planned methodology and its connected algorithmic
rule square measure best owed in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, experimental and its analysis
is between performance metrics is discussing and last remarks square measure
bestowed in Sect. 4.

2 Watermarking Techniques

There square measure several algorithms that square measure being employed to
cover the key information. These algorithms are categorized into two domains, which
are given as follows:

1. Spatial domain and
2. Frequency domain

Spatial domain watermarking slightly modifies the pixels of 1 or 2 indiscrim-
inately elect subsets of a picture. On the opposite aspect, in frequency domain
techniques the image is first remodeled to the frequency domain by the utilization
of any demodulation ways like Fourier transform, distinct circular function remodel
(DCT) or distinct rippling remodel (DWT). Currently, the knowledge is another
to the values of its remodel coefficients. Once applying the inverse remodel, the
marked coefficients kind the embedded image.
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2.1 Spatial Domain [5]

A. Least Significant bit (LSB)

During this technique, watermark is embedded within the LSB of pixels. 2 sorts of
LSB techniques square measure planned. Within the first methodology, the LSB of
the picture was recouped with a pseudo-noise (PN) sequence whereas within the
second a PN sequence was another to the LSB. This methodology is straightforward
to use, however, not terribly sturdy against attacks.

B. Patchwork Technique

In patchwork, n pairs of image points, (a, b), were indiscriminately chosen. The
image information in a very were lightened whereas that in b were darkened. High
level of hardiness against many sorts of attacks square measure provided during this
technique. However, here during this technique, terribly bit of data is hidden.

C. Predictive Coding Scheme

In this scheme, a pseudorandom noise (PN) pattern says W(x, y) is another to hide
image. It will increase the hardiness of watermark by increasing the gain issue.
However, as a result of high increment in gain issue, image quality could decrease.

2.1.1 Frequency Domain

A. Discrete Cosine Transform [6]

The high-frequency components are watermarked in frequency domain. The main
steps are given as follows:

(1) Divide the image into non-overlapping blocks of 8 × 8
(2) Apply forward DCT to each of these blocks
(3) Apply some block selection criteria (e.g., HVS)
(4) Apply coefficient selection criteria (e.g., highest)
(5) Embed watermark by modifying the selected coefficients.
(6) Apply inverse DCT transform on each block.

B. DFT Domain Watermarking

DFT Domain Watermarking DFT domain is the favorite alternative of researches as
a result of it provides hardiness against geometric attacks like translation, rotation,
cropping, scaling, etc. There square measure 2 sorts of DFT based mostly watermark
embedding techniques. In first technique watermark is directly inserted and the other
technique is an example based mostly embedding. In direct embedding, watermark
is inserted by ever-changing the section info at intervals the DFT [7].

An example could be a structure that is employedwithin theDFT domain to evalu-
ate the transformation issue. First, a change is created in image then to resynchronize
the image this example is searched, then use the detector to extract the embedded
unfold spectrum watermark.
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C. Discrete Wavelet Transform

Discrete wavelet transform is applied to decompose any non-stationary signal like
a picture, audio or video signal. The remodel is based on very little waves, referred
to as wavelets of varied frequency and restricted period. Frequency also as spatial
info of a picture is maintained throughout rippling transformation. Temporal info
is preserved throughout this conversion methodology [8]. Wavelets square measure
created by transformations and dilations of constant perform referred to as mother
rippling. DWT is accomplished by low-pass and high-pass filtering of a picture.
High-pass filter creates elaborated image pixels and low-pass filter creates coarse
approximation image pixels [9]. The outputs square measure down-sampled by two
once acting the low-pass and high-pass filtering. Second DWT is finished by death
penalty 1DDWT on every row that is thought as horizontal filtering then on every
column that is thought as vertical filtering [10].

3 Literature Review

In previous few years, a many watermarking techniques are evolved within the his-
tory of watermarking. The researchers have examined the algorithms on distinct
parameters like capability, strength physical property, etc., a number of the examina-
tions determined by the varied researchers includes associate degree algorithmic rule
that uses each digital image watermarking and digital signature to produce integrity
which will be verified by user at the network and that they have instructed a changed
algorithmic rule that aims that within the mixed hybrid transformation once the quilt
image is altered within the singular values instead of on DWT subbands, so it makes
the watermark image additionally unsafe toward various attacks, whereas PSNR
of each the image are increased. [11] at that time another researches additionally
propounded a way that increased verification for integrity of information over the
network. [12] Next few researches mentioned concerning the combined DWT DCT
transformation with low-frequency digital watermarking. The experimental outcome
holds the potential to tolerate geometric attacks and customary signal process. [13] at
that time researches planned a strong protection technique thatwas smitten by (DWT)
and visual hided theme (VHI). The outcomes were tested on parameters PSNR and
resistance against completely different attacks [14]. Additionally, at that time some
researchers instructed a way in spatial domain watermarking as well as secret writing
techniques. The results were judged on the idea of the standard of original image
and square measure thought of to be satisfactory. [15] additional enhancements and
changes is created in existing algorithms for higher performance in each field, how-
ever, still expecting that square measure algorithms will provide higher leads to each
field appears extremely tough.
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4 Proposed Methodology

This section provides temporary summary of the planned methodology DT-CWT
is discussing. The Dual-Tree complicated rippling remodel (DT-CWT) has been
introduced to beat the disadvantages of real DWT. The overall execution of the DT-
CWT style ensures the subsequent properties:

• Approximate shift invariance,
• Good directional selectivity in 2D with Gabor-like filters also true for higher
dimensionality (m-D),

• Perfect reconstruction using short linear-phase filters,
• Limited redundancy: independent of the number of scales: 2:1 for 1-D (2 m:1) for
m-D,

• Efficient order-N computation - only twice the simple DWT for 1-D (2 m times
for m-D);

The overall performance of the DT-CWT design ensures the shift invariance prop-
erty of the transformation.Moreover, it improves the directional selectivity compared
to the DWT since it produces six directional subbands at each scale oriented at±15°,
±45°, ±75°compared to the three directional subbands of the DWT. Figure 4 shows
a two-level decomposition of 1-D signal f(x) using DT-CWT (Figs. 5 and 6).

ADT-CWT transformation of 1D signal f(x) in terms of shifted and dilatedwavelet
function ϕ(n) and scaling function ∅(n) is given by the following equation:

f (x) �
∑

l∈Z
S j0,lφ j0,l(x) +

∑

j≥ j0

∑

l∈Z
c j,lψ j,l(x) (1)

where Z is the set of natural numbers, j and l refer to the index of shifts and dilations,
respectively, is the scaling coefficient, and is the complex wavelet coefficient with

Fig. 4 DT-CWT
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Fig. 5 Flowchart of watermark embedding

φ j0,l (x) � φr
j0,l (x) +

√−1φi
j0,l(x)and ψ j0,l (x) � ψr

j0,l (x)
√−1ψ i

j0,l (x)

where the superscripts r and i denote the real and imaginary parts, respectively. To
compute the 2-D DT-CWT of images, the two trees are applied to the rows and
then to the columns of the image as in the basic DWT. This operation results in six
complex high-pass subbands at each level and two complex low-pass subbands on
which subsequent stages iterate. The decomposition of 2D signal can be expressed
in the same manner like the 1D decomposition in [7] as follows:
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Fig. 6 Flowchart of watermark extraction

f (x) �
∑

l∈Z2
Sj0,lφ j0,l (x, y) +

∑
θ∈θ

∑
j≥ j0

∑
l∈Z2

Cθ
j,lψ

θ
j,l (x, y) (2)

where θ∈� � {±15°,±45°,±75°} which determine the complex wavelet direction-
ality.
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5 Experimental Results and Analysis

The tentative study of the planned methodology is finished employing a widely used
MATLAB2012A tool cabinet and also the machine configuration is Intel I3 core
two.20 Ghz processor, with 4 GB RAM, windows seven home basis. In planned
methodology, we have a tendency to apply a compression and secret writing and
watermarking for the surefire bar from geometric attacks.

5.1 Snapshots

The figures shown below are that of the original image that must be watermarked,
and screenshot of main interface is additionally shown in Fig. 7. The planned feature
image is river that is revolved, translated, and sheared concerning the angle of ten,
twenty, and thirty degree. The interface of these options is additionally shown through
figure (Figs. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16).

Fig. 7 Screenshot of main GUI
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Fig. 8 Rotation of Leena about 10, 20, and 30°

Fig. 9 Translation of Leena at value 10, 15, and 20°
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Fig. 10 Shear of Leena at value 0.15, 0.25, and 0.35

Fig. 11 Comparison of PSNR values between proposed and existingmethodology (at 100 rotation)
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Fig. 12 Comparison of NC values between proposed and existing methodology (at 100 rotation)

Fig. 13 Comparison of PSNR values between proposed and existing methodology (at value 10
translation)

Fig. 14 Comparison of NC values between proposed and existing methodology (at value 10 trans-
lation)
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Fig. 15 Comparison of PSNR values between proposed and existing methodology (at value 10
shear)

Fig. 16 Comparison of NC values between proposed and existing methodology (at value 10 Shear)

5.2 Result Analysis

The comparative study of the planned methodology is perform victimization the
transformation metrics rotation, shear, and translation and also the simulation results
of it shown in Tables 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.

6 Conclusion

In scientific method, during this analysis we have a tendency to gift a strong image
watermarking algorithmic rule against numerous geometric attacks mathematically
invariant to the cutting, translation, and rotation concerning ten, twenty, and thirty
degree. A hybrid DT-CWT and cryptography technique for digital watermarking
system wavelets was bestowed that incontestable sensible performance underneath
numerous geometric attacks. The experimental analysis is engaged on river, Baboon,
Barbara, Pills, fruits, Pepper, Butterfly, Water driblet, Leaves, Nature, and Road
feature pictures. This methodology proves to be a much better technique leading to
the many improvement in PSNR and Old North State activity parameter.
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Table 1 Result analysis for PSNR of proposed and existing method (rotation)

S. No. Images Existing Proposed

PSVR PSXR

Angle Angle

10° 20° 30° 10° 20° 30°

1 Lena 23.690442 23.723472 23.758009 26.287206 26.287386 26.294237

2 Baboon 23.834364 23.834544 23.841395 26.287206 26.287386 26.294237

3 Barbara 23.832627 23.839941 23.849818 26.285469 26.292783 26.302660

4 Pills 23.736836 23.750683 23.771723 26.189678 26.203525 26.224565

5 Fruits 23.709867 23.750487 23.783580 26.162709 26.203329 26.236422

6 Pepper 23.836499 23.839188 23.845114 26.289341 26.292030 26.297956

7 Butterfly 22.903890 23.082431 23.183102 25.356732 25.535273 25.635944

8 Water
droplet

23.765383 23.772806 23.800175 26.218225 26.225648 26.253017

9 Leaves 23.916408 23.935774 23.946373 26.369250 26.388616 26.399215

10 Nature 23.897798 23.888705 23.898559 26.350640 26.341547 26.351401

11 Road 23.951449 23.963869 23.975304 26.404291 26.416711 26.428146

Table 2 Result analysis for NC of proposed and existing method (rotation)

S. No. Images Existing Proposed

NC NC

Angie Angle

10° 20° 30° 10° 20° 30°

1 Lena 0.255750 0.200236 0.170715 0.282558 0.224462 0.194986

2 Baboon 0.164596 0,130370 0.113064 0.282558 0.224462 0.194986

3 Barbara 0.16”451 0.134933 0.117885 0,307476 0.247094 0.216201

4 Pills 0.259130 0.214548 0.18220” 0.379050 0.310941 0.266400

5 Fruits 0.184037 0.147744 0.124266 0.287316 0.231792 0.196530

6 Pepper 0.217269 0.169753 0.145467 0.340100 0.267992 0.230501

7 Butterfly 0.516316 0,409299 0.351918 0,602655 0,480336 0.414514

8 Water
droplet

0.350765 0.277955 0.241719 0.520610 0.413987 0.359411

9 Leaves 0.108027 0.086161 0.075077 0.173377 0.139036 0.121060

10 Nature 0.094880 0,074933 0.064264 0.151297 0.119007 0.102404

11 Road 0.064249 0.052124 0.044108 0.152737 0.122227 0.104145
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Table 3 Result Analysis for PSNR of Proposed and Exiting Method (Translation)

S. No. Images Existing Proposed

PSNR PSNR

Value Value

10 15 20 10 15 20

1 Lena 23.643036 23.653643 23.673332 26.095878 26.106485 26.126174

2 Baboon 23.794942 23.90812 23.785124 26.247784 26.243654 26.237966

3 Barbara 23.805621 23.808931 23.813349 26.258463 26.261773 26.266191

4 Pills 23.733215 23.734345 23.735299 26.186057 26.187187 26.188141

5 Fruits 23.659369 23.669687 23.678836 26.112211 26.122529 26.131678

6 Pepper 23.831100 23.833891 23.836433 26.283942 26.286733 26.289275

7 Butterfly 22.524690 22.536192 22.5377S9 24.977532 24.989034 24.990631

8 Water
droplet

23.769773 23.773554 23.775670 26.222615 26.226396 26.228512

9 Leaves 23.871067 23.871386 23.872758 26.323909 26.324228 26.325600

10 Nature 23.925209 23.930791 23.936176 26.378051 26.383633 26.389018

11 Road 23.909259 23.909065 23.909572 26.362101 26.361907 26.362414

Table 4 Result analysis for NC of proposed and existing method (translation)

S. No. Images Existing Proposed

NC NC

Value Value

10 15 20 10 15 20

1 Lena 0.330870 0.316915 0.302370 0.516591 0.495148 0.473483

2 Baboon 0.223106 0.219773 0.216638 0.377121 0.369314 0.361971

3 Barbara 0.234663 0.232567 0.230225 0.423452 0.417654 0.411254

4 Pills 0.354529 0.348840 0.342604 0.513315 0.504545 0.494942

5 Fruits 0.248633 0.244956 0.240612 0.386625 0.380715 0.373929

6 Pepper 0.279385 0.269843 0.261077 0.439573 0.427250 0.415598

7 Butterfly 0.698425 0.692499 0.687426 0.810145 0.802810 0.796203

8 Water
droplet

0.471893 0.464648 0.458068 0.698577 0.688885 0.679935

9 Leaves 0.149112 0.147514 0.146070 0.237602 0.235195 0.233028

10 Nature 0.133566 0.133342 0.132953 0.209118 0.207878 0.206496

11 Road 0.089387 0.089150 0.088802 0.210013 0.208578 0.207093
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Table 5 Result analysis for PSNR of proposed and existing method (shear)

S. No. Images Existing Proposed

PSNR PSNR

Value Value

0.15 0. 25 0.35 0.15 0.25 0.35

1 Lena 23.715015 23.752814 23.790334 26.167857 26.205656 26.243176

2 Baboon 23.850482 23.867665 23.879131 26.303324 26.320507 26.331973

3 Barbara 23.822617 23.845693 23.873258 26.275459 26.298535 26.326100

4 Pills 23.742306 23.765553 23.804496 26.195148 26.218395 26.257338

5 Fruits 23.715199 23.760868 23.796230 26.168041 26.213710 26.249072

6 Pepper 23.842548 23.856070 23.865659 26.295390 26.308912 26.318501

7 Butterfly 22.891702 23.084908 23.262813 25.344544 25.537750 25.715655

8 Water
droplet

23.804681 23.832581 23.851985 26.257523 26.285423 26.304827

9 Leaves 23.897107 23.920286 23.949555 26.349949 26.373128 26.402397

10 Nature 23.921532 23.927855 23.937000 26.374374 26.380697 26.389842

11 Road 23.933676 23.939348 23.948645 26.386518 26.392190 26.401487

Table 6 Result analysis for NC of proposed and existing method (shear)

S. No. Images Existing Proposed

NC NC

Value Value

0.15 0.25 0.35 0.15 0.25 0.35

1 Lena 0.254491 0.203415 0.157541 0.401799 0.312431 0.252571

2 Baboon 0.153802 0.121434 0.095522 0.276414 0.219083 0.173202

3 Barbara 0.16(5150 0.1347(56 0.106613 0.3097’3 0.250031 0.198201

4 Pills 0.262876 0.213267 0.166833 0.384710 0.311263 0.244572

5 Fruits 0.181774 0.145586 0.114336 0.286692 0.230623 0.182667

6 Pepper 0.211567 0.1(5644(5 0.119818 0.334872 0.265092 0.207252

7 Butterfly 0.515929 0.412427 0.322568 0.600815 0.482222 0.379185

8 Water
droplet

0.353313 0.231437 0.219157 0.521636 0.416736 0.326777

9 Leaves 0.110082 0.087076 0.066542 0.175870 0.139792 0.107647

10 Nature 0.093815 0.074305 0.053466 0.143694 0.118264 0.003006

11 Road 0.060782 0.040130 0.038622 0.149112 0.119493 0.093769
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Efficient Decentralized Key Management
Approach for Vehicular Ad Hoc Network

Shikha Rathore, Jitendra Agrawal, Sanjeev Sharma and Santosh Sahu

1 Introduction

With the exponential growth of cars on highways throughout [1] latest years in
India, and the great quantity of fatal injuries have allowed the researchers for the
improvement of the latest technology to assist the drivers to travel more safely on
highways. One primary purpose of traffic injuries is that drivers cannot always and
correctly reply to the converting highway road conditions. In truth, maximum of
the accidents may be prevented if drivers should gain relevant statistics of site visi-
tors that is beyond their imagination and prescient, using vehicular communication
technology fast growth and advancement of wireless technology create new avenues
to utilize those technologies with the help of vehicular safety packages. The new
Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) or IEEE 802.11p protocol 11p pro-
tocol enables a newer class of vehicular safety applications which will increase the
overall safety on the highway road, reliability, and efficiency of the current trans-
portation system.Vehicular Ad hocNetworks (VANET), which is a part of Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS), will provide a wide spectrum of applications to avoid
highway accident.

VehicularAdhocNetworks (VANET), a part of IntelligentTransportationSystems
(ITS) is referred to as the incorporated applications of the advanced technologies
in Information Technology, good judgment controls and sensor networks provide
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Fig. 1 VANET architecture

travelers and authorities essential statistics they need to make the transportation
system extra secure, efficient, effective and reliable.On the grounds of the appearance
of vehicular ad hoc networks, lots of research work for real-time transportation
system management, has been carried out. Recent advances in wireless and sensor
technologies unexpectedly sell the seamless integration of numerous varieties of
data from transportation networks, to be gain drivers and offer a big selection of
transportation-orientated services. Vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure
communicationswill be critical nearly in the close to future resulting in an operational
internet on the highways referred to as vehicular ad hoc networks (VANET) that will
revolutionize our idea of traveling [2] (Fig. 1).

2 Related Work

A review of the various techniques which used for key management in VANET is
presented in this section.

Hao et al. [3] have proposed OKD scheme which is a centralized group key
management protocol and uses periodic rekeying to decrease the communication
cost. The OKD method constructs the key tree with the unidirectional key approach
and derives the new key from the previous one to enhance the rekeying potency.
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Guo et al. [4] Author proposed dispensed key management shape, which depends
on short institution signature scheme to offer privates in VANET. Within the insti-
tution signature, public key of 1 organization is hooked up with non-public keys of
more than 1 agency.

Guo et al. [5] have proposed the technique of binary search in RSU message
verification section. Bloomfilter out is used to update hash fee in notificationmessage
for loweringmessage overhead and improving the effectiveness of verification phase.

Daeinabi et al. [6] proposed concept of learning automata and Bayesian coalition
gamewhere each vehicle cooperate with one another to share information. Certificate
authority supplies the key to vehicles and maintains certificate revocation list (CRL).

Kumar et al. [1] proposed an efficient decentralized public-key infrastructure
(PKI) using the concepts of BayesianCoalitionGame (BCG) andLearningAutomata
(LA) are assumed as the players in the game, which coordinates with one another
for information sharing.

3 Security Challenges in VANET

Safety demanding situations in VANET the demanding situations of security ought
to be taken into consideration at some point of the layout of VANET structure,
security protocols, and cryptographic algorithm, etc. The subsequent listing offers a
few protection demanding situations [7]:

I. Real-Time Constraint: Time is crucial in VANET where safety messages
are to be added with a transmission postpone of less than 100 ms. A quick
cryptographic algorithm needs to be used to reap real-time constraint. Message
and entity need to be authenticated in real.

II. Data Consistency Liability: Even an authenticated node can from time to
time carry out malicious activities inflicting injuries or disturbance within the
network. This inconsistency can be prevented by designing amechanismwhich
uses correlation amongst information received from diverse nodes on precise
information.

III. Low Tolerance for Error: Protocols are typically designed for the use of
opportunity algorithms. Statistics crucial to lifestyles are processed in very
quick period of time in VANETs. In such cases, even a small mistake in the
probabilistic set of rules can motive extraordinary harm.

IV. Incentives: Manufactures are interested in building programs preferred by
way of consumers broadly speaking. Most effective are a small fraction of
these customers may additionally agree having a vehicle that may record any
traffic rule violation automatically. Consequently, incentives for automobile
producers, purchasers and authorities pose an assignment to enforce protection
in VANET.

V. High Mobility: Because the nodes in VANET are incredibly cellular, for this
reason a low execution time of protection protocols is wanted to attain same
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throughput that stressed community produces. As a result, the security proto-
cols have to be designed the usage of procedures to lessen the execution time.
Strategies can be implementing to fulfill this requirement.

VI. Low-Complexity Security Algorithms: Protection protocols like DTLS,
SSL/TLS, WTLS, use RSA primarily based public key cryptography. RSA
algorithm uses the integer factorization on large prime no., which is NP-
difficult. Accordingly, decryption of the messages encrypted the use of RSA
algorithm becomes very complicated and time consuming.
Consequently lattice based cryptosystems and remaining cryptographic set of
rules like Elliptic curve cryptosystems may be used to lessen this complexity.
AES can be used for bulk information encryption.

VII. Transport Protocol Choice: DTLS ought to be used preferably over TLS for
secure transaction over IP, because DTLS operates on connectionless transport
layer. Use of IPSec need to be avoided because it calls for too many messages
to set up. However, both IPSec and TLS may be used collectively when cars
are not in movement.

4 Security Requirements in VANET

VANET have to fulfill a few security necessities before they are deployed. A security
gadget in VANET should satisfy the following requirements [4]:

4.1 Authentication

Authentication ensures that the message is generated by the valid person. In VANET,
a vehicle reacts upon the statistics got here from the opposite vehicle as a result
authentication must be happy.

4.2 Availability

Availability requires that the statistics need to be available to the legitimate customers.
DoS Attacks can convey down the community and for this reason, facts cannot be
shared.
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4.3 Non-repudiation

Non-repudiation approach a node cannot deny that he/she does not transmit the
message. It may be essential to decide the suitable collection in crash reconstruction.

4.4 Privacy

The privacy of a node toward the unauthorized node should be guaranteed. That is
required to get rid of the rubdown postpone assaults.

4.5 Data Verification

A regular verification of facts is required to remove the false messaging.

5 Types of Attackers in VANET

For securing the VANET, first we want to find out the forms of attackers, their nature
of assaults, and their ability to harm the device. On the premise of capacity, those
attackers can be of 3 types [4].

I. Insider and Outsider: Insiders are the existing true individuals of community
having excessive ability whereas Outsiders are the intruders and that they have
restrained capability to assault.

II. Malicious and Rational: Malicious attackers do not have any non-public
advantage at the back of the assault; they simply want to damage the com-
munity’s functionality. Rational attackers have a private advantage at the back
of the attacks, therefore, they are predictable.

III. Active andPassive: Active attackers attackwith the aid of generating indicators
or packets while passive attackers only sense the community.

6 Types of Attacks in VANET

To achieve better protection from attackers, wemust know about the types of attacks,
which can be used against VANET’s security [6] (Fig. 2):

Attacks on distinctive security requirement are given beneath [6]:

I. Impersonate: On this assault, the attacker assumes identity and privileges of a
licensed node, either to apply network assets which are not to be had generally, or
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Fig. 2 Classification of security attacks in VANET

with the rationale to disrupt the community‘s normal functioning. This assault is
carried out by means of energetic attackers; they will be insider or outsiders. This
is a multilayer assault, which means that the attacker can exploit the vulnerability
of network layer, utility layer and/or transport layer. The attack may be done in
two methods:

(a) False attributepossession:On this, the attacker steals legitimate consumer’s
residences and uses its attributes to assert that it is for who (legitimate con-
sumer) sent this message. Through the use of this type assault a regular
car can claim that he/she is a police or fireplace protector to unfastened the
visitors.

(b) Sybil: In this attack, an attacker uses multiple identities at the same time.

II. Session Hijacking: Most authentication methods are executed at the begin of the
consultation. Therefore, it will become smooth for hackers to hijack the session
after connection establishment. On this attack, the attackers take manipulate of
session between nodes.

III. IdentityRevealing: Normally a driver is itself owner of the vehicles subsequently
getting proprietor’s identity can placed the privacy at danger.

IV. Location Tracking: A vehicle’s place at a given moment or the path followed
by it for a time may be used to hint the car’s present-day place and get records
about the driving force.

V. Repudiation: The principle chance in repudiation is denial or attempt and denial
via a node involved in the verbal exchange. This is exceptional from the imperson-
ate assault. in this attack two or more entity has not unusual identity subsequently
it is simple to get indistinguishable and for this reason, they can be repudiated.
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VI. Eavesdropping: It’s far the most common assault type on confidentiality. This
attack is made on the network layer and is passive in nature. Eavesdropping is
achieved to get right of entry to personal user information.

VII. Denial of Service: It is the most common attack type on confidentiality. Right
here the attacker prevents the valid user from the use of the services.

7 Group Key Management Approaches

Group key management approaches are classified into 3 major categories:

1. Centralized [06] on this methodology key distribution capability is carried with
the aid of a single entity, which governs key generation and distributionwhenever
needed. Thus, a group keymanagement protocol looks to attentive storage needs,
computational force on both client and server sides,

2. Distributed [04] it is based totally on organization signature tomake sure privacy
in vehicular ad hoc network (VANETs). All the present organization signature
schemes are based on a centralized key control wherein the keys are preloaded
into the vehicle.

3. Decentralized [05]: This approach is amixture of former approaches (centralized
and distributed). An authorized cluster is split to some little subgroups so they
create some graded levels. This approach shares the advantage and disadvantage
that are expressed in centralized and distributed schemes. Considerately of those
reasons, this theme is a lot of enticing for using during this work (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Basic model for
group key management
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8 Mechanism of Group Key Management

8.1 Key Distribution

Data Confidentiality: Solely licensed members will access knowledge distributed
among cluster members [8].
KeyDistribution: All necessary keys ought to be distributed firmly before beginning
communication.

The safetymechanisms implemented inVANET is depending on keys. Everymes-
sage in VANET is encrypted, for this reason desires to be decrypted on the receiver’s
end either with the same key or exceptional key. Also one of a kind automobile man-
ufacturers can deploy keys in exclusive methods. Additionally, belief on CA turns
into fundamental difficulty, in public key infrastructure. Therefore, distributing keys
among automobiles becomes a primary task in designing safety protocols [9].

8.2 Key Revocation

Forward secrecy: It requires that if a vehicle user UN agency have left the cluster
can’t access any future key of that cluster thus recentmember can’t decode knowledge
when feat the cluster. To assure forward secrecy, a replacement cluster key1calculated
when feat any cluster member.
Key independence: It ensures that the revelation of 1 key should not compromise
alternative keys.
Key revoked: The keys of misbehaving nodes within the network are revoked and it
is entered into key revocation list and as a result of newly calculated key should not
match with recent key.
Service Availability: If single entity fails in key management then it should not have
an effect on or forestall operation of whole multicast session.

8.3 Key Update

Backward Secrecy: It needs that if a replacement vehicle joins the cluster, it should
not have access to recent key of that cluster. A member cannot decode knowl-
edge communicated before connecting to that cluster. To assure backward secrecy,
a replacement cluster key I is calculated when connecting a replacement cluster
member.
Local Rekeying: If a member of any cluster joins or leaves the cluster then rekeying
method of the subgroup should not have an effect on the whole cluster. This can be
conjointly called one drawback.
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Fig. 4 Figure showing
central authority for two
groups in VANET

Key Update: If any key update is finished then cluster members ought to be notified
regarding it.
Computation requirements: Because thewireless devices encounterwith limitation
in the process, they cannot stand intensive scientific discipline computation. The
quantity of cryptography (decryption) ought to be unbroken as low as possible.

9 Proposed Schemes

The diagram below shows VANET clusters, each node having 25 vehicles. CA rep-
resents the certification authority that implements “Higher Than” rule for key distri-
bution and management (Fig. 4).

Key Distribution:

Multi-group Key Generation Using Master Key

The algorithm is as follows: Consider r public–private key pairs. Let ei and di be the
ith public and private keys, respectively. Also, let pi and qi be their prime numbers,
i.e., eidi � 1 mod ϕ(pi, qi) where ϕ(n) is Euler’s quotient function. If eM and dM are
the master keys, used for the encryption and decryption, the following congruence
equations are established for any plaintext p and ciphertext r C:
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PeM =Pei(mod piqi) 
CdM = Cdi(mod pi qi)

1. Determine p1,…,pr , q1,…., qr from safe prime numbers.
2. Start For i = 1 to r
3. Compute Φi = (pi – 1) x (qi – 1);
4. Computexi = (pi – 1)/2;
5. Computeyi = (qi – 1)/2;
6. Generate a random keyei = 4 x Random + 1;
7. Now calculate decryption keydi = ei

2(xi – 1) (yi – 1)-1 mod 4(xiyi);
8. End For
9. n = 1;
10. For i = 1 to r
11. Computen = n x (xiyi);
12. End For
13. For i = 1 to r
14. ComputeM[i] = n / (xiyi);
15. ComputeN[i] = M[i] (xi – 1) (yi – 1)-1 mod (xiyi);
16. End For
17. em = 0;
18. For i = 1 to r
19. Now calculate encryption keyem = (em + (eix M[i] x N[i] )) mod n;
20. End For
21. While(emmod 4 != 1) em= em+ n;
22. sleep;
23. Interrupt(when jth key pair should be updated)
24. Generate a random keyej = 4 x Random + 1;
25. Now calculate decryption keydi = ei

2(xi – 1) (yi – 1)-1 mod 4(xiyi);
26. go to 17;

Algorithm_ Main

{ 
1. Configure mobile ad-hoc network for n nodes.
2. From a pair of clusters of n/2 nodes each. 
3. Type a certification authority (CA) for key generation and Management.
4. CA Generates multi cluster key exploitation master which can be used for digital signature.
5. Distribute key pairs to any or all mobile nodes in networks
6.Encrypt using private key of the sender

} 

Key Revocation

Algorithm node _join

{ 
1. Generate key pair for new node by using CA.
2. Public key distribution for brand new node in cluster it joined.

} 
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Key Update

Algorithm node_ leave 

{ 
1. Key revocation of the node that had left network by CA.
2. Inform all nodes in network so they'll take away that nodes public key from their list

} 

10 Flow Chart for Proposed Approach

A certification authority is formed that is positioned at the center of the road map.
Keys generated by multi-cluster key management set of rules area unit distributed to
all or any vehicles by CA. all the cars speak by suggests that of encrypting messages
before causing and messages area unit decrypted by using the public key of the
sender. In this chapter, the proposed scheme for key distribution and management
had been mentioned for VANET [10] (Fig. 5).

11 Results

Simulation Parameters

Parameter name Value

Channel Type Wireless

Propagation Ground wave propagation

Mac Type 802.11

Antenna Omnidirectional

Routing protocol AODV

No of vehicle 25

Process Time (ms)

Key generation time using ECC by RSUs 814

Key distribution to all 50 vehicles in
simulation by respective RSUs

396

Time elapsed in encryption per packet 176

Time elapsed in decryption per packet 171
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Start

Divide the roadmap into different regions

Assign a Unique ID for each region and create a vertex for the same

Is region adjacent
to two region?

Yes No

Create two cluster heads Create one cluster head

Assign unique key pair to each vehicle of corresponding region

Broadcast the public key to each member in the group

Has any vehicle
Has any

vehicle left?
joined? No

No

Yes
Update key pair

Yes
No

Fig. 5 Flowchart for the proposed approach
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Fig. 6 Graph showing ID of
packets generated in
simulation

Time (100seconds)
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0
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Number of Packets generated

Number of Packets
generated

Fig. 7 Graph showing comparison of throughput

Number of Vehicles Latency

Bayesian approach Decentralized Proposed approach
(s)

10 0.07 – 0.035

20 0.097 – 0.04

30 0.11 – 0.071

40 0.23 – 0.084

50 0.31 – 0.09

In this graph, we see that at an average of 218−220 id of the generated packet at
a given node per/second using the proposed approach (Fig. 6).

On this graph, we see that the throughput or range of packets forwarded in step
with 2nd has accelerated the use of the proposed approach. The quantity of packets
forwarded consistent with second using proposed method is at a mean of 155−165
packets in step with second (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 8 Graph showing comparison of packet drop ratio

In this graph, we see that the packet drop ratio (~0.11 per second) has significantly
decreased using the proposed approach (Fig. 8).

12 Conclusion

VANET is a subclass of MANET, but it has a fast-changing ad hoc network and
covers a large geographical area. So it requires key management scheme, which has
a high throughput and is fast enough to handle quickly changing VANET ad hoc
network. It is found that key distribution and proper key management protocol helps
to increase the efficiency of the cryptography algorithms applied on to VANET. Key
distribution and management is the backbone of VANET security. The proposed
work uses multi-group key management protocol for key generation and encryption,
and AES algorithm has been used for key decryption. Since the complexity of these
algorithms is low, it ensures a high-speed key generation, encryption and decryption
thus increasing the efficiencyofVANET.Also, the packet drop ratio is greatly reduced
due to fast and efficient key management scheme used in the proposed approach. The
experimental results show that the use of decentralized key distribution mechanism
is able to overcome the bottleneck situation and greatly increases the throughput for
the key management system in the proposed approach.
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Image Forgery Detection: Survey
and Future Directions

Kunj Bihari Meena and Vipin Tyagi

1 Introduction

One famous proverb says “A picture is worth a thousand words”. Now everybody
understands the essence of this idiom. But due to the availability of sophisticated
tools for image manipulation, it is very easy to tamper the image by anyone with
a modicum of computer skills. Hence, authenticity of image is challenged openly,
therefore somewhere the above idiom loses its essence.

According to Merriam-Webster dictionary, digital image forgery is defined as
“falsely and fraudulently altering adigital image”. Image forgery is not a newconcept;
it started way back in 1840. French photographer Hippolyte Bayard created the first
tampered image (Fig. 1) entitled with, “Self Portrait as a Drowned Man”, in which,
Bayard has professed to commit suicide [1].

More than a century ago, during American Civil War, a photo of American com-
manding general, General Ulysses S. Grant came into existence, which claimed that
General Grant was sitting on horseback in front of his troops, at City Point, Virginia
[2]. Later on, it has been found that imagewas not authentic; rather it was a composite
of three images formed using negatives of the photographs.

Almost a decade ago, Iran has been accused of doctoring an image from its missile
tests; the image [3] was released on the official website, Iran’s Revolutionary Guard,
which claimed that four missiles were heading skyward simultaneously. Recently, in
July 2017, a fake image of Russian president Vladimir Putin was circulated over the
social media related to the meeting with American president Donald Trump during
the G20 summit 2017. This faked image garnered several thousand likes and retweets
[4].
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Fig. 1 First fake image [1]

Image has remarkable role in various areas such as forensic investigation, crim-
inal investigation, surveillance systems, intelligence system, sports, legal services,
medical imaging, insurance claim, and journalism.

Substantial amount of research has been carried out in the last one decade in the
field of forgery detection. Figure 2 shows the bar chart of a number of publications
versus four types of image forgery detection techniques (copy-move, image splicing,
resampling, retouching) for last two decades, over the years 1998–2017, collected
from Google Scholar. Few observations from this bar chart are: startling growth has
been seen in copy-move forgery detection in last one decade, and a significant focus
is also given on image splicing detection in the last one decade over the first decade.
However, less focus was given on retouching detection, one reason behind this may
be that retouching is the least pernicious type forgery because generally, retouched
images are not used for illegal purposes.

Forgery detection techniques are broadly categorized into two categories; active
(non-blind, Fig. 3) and passive (blind) [5]. Active forgery detection techniques need
some prior information about the imagewhichmay have been embedded in the image
at the time of capturing the image or during image acquisition or later stages. Digital
watermarking [6–8] and digital signature [9, 10] are the examples of active forgery
detection techniques, and these approaches can be used to test the authenticity of the

Fig. 2 Number of
publications in the field of
image forensics over the last
two decades
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Active Image Forgery 

Digital Watermarking

Fragile Semi-fragile Robust 

Digital Signature

Fig. 3 Active image forgery detection techniques

Passive 
Forgery 

Tampering 
operation based

Dependent

Image splicing

Copy-move

Independent

Resampling

Retouching

Sharpening and 
Bluring

Brightness and 
Contrast

Compression

Image filtering

Source camera 
identification based

Lens abberation

CFA 
interpolation

Sensor
irregularities

Image feature 
based

Fig. 4 Classification of passive forgery detection techniques

image based on embedded information. On the basis of application, digital water-
marking further can be categorized as fragile, semi-fragile, and robust watermarking
[11]. In practicality, it is very rare that images produced for forensic investigation
like fingerprint images, crime scene images, photographs of criminals, etc., would
contain the watermark or signature, hence it can be concluded that active forgery
detection techniques are not useful for forensic investigation of digital images.

On the contrary, passive forgery detection techniques do not need any prior knowl-
edge about the image; rather these techniques identify manipulations by extracting
intrinsic features of the image on the basis of the type of doctoring or photo-capturing
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device identification. Passive forgery further can be classified (Fig. 4) as dependent
forgery and independent forgery. In dependent forgery, either tampering can be done
in the same image by copying and pasting (cloning) [12] some area within the image
or more than one image can be combined (image splicing) [13–15] to get convincing
composite. On the other hand, independent forgery is the forgery in which some
properties of the same image are manipulated. An example of independent forgery
includes resampling, retouching, image rotation, scaling, resizing, addition of noise,
blurring, image compression, etc. No involvement of prior knowledge about image
makes passive forgery more practical in real life.

2 Existing Surveys

In the last decade, many surveys have been carried out on image forgery detec-
tion. Lanh et al. [16] discussed various techniques to detect image forgery based
on camera. They have given conclusive remark that camera-based techniques are
better than other forgery detection techniques, in terms of reliability. Farid [17], cat-
egorized image forgery tools into five groups, pixel-based techniques, format-based
techniques, camera-based techniques, physically based techniques, and geometric-
based. He has elaborated each method in detail. Recently, Warif et al. [18], reviewed
copy-move forgery detection techniques. They have categorized copy-move forgery
detectionmainly into two classes: block-based and keypoint-based approach. Table 1
shows existing survey papers available on Google Scholar during 2007–2017.

Detailed classification of forgery detection methods is shown in Fig. 4, wherein
blind forgery detection techniques have been categorized as tampering detection
based and source camera identification based techniques. Tampering detection tech-
niques have been discussed in this paper. For complete survey on source camera
identification based techniques, readers may refer to [16, 23, 24].

3 Tampering Detection Techniques

In context to digital image, tampering means any manipulation or alteration in image
to change its semantic meaning for illegal or unauthorized purposes. A tremen-
dous amount of images are produced before digital image forensic for investigating
whether the image is authentic (no alteration in semantic meaning of image) or tam-
pered. Since photo-editing tools are becoming increasingly ubiquitous, anybody can
tamper with the image and may use it with malicious intention. Figure 4 shows
various tampering detection techniques.

In this section, fourmajor types of tamperingdetection techniques (image splicing,
copy-move forgery, image resampling, image retouching detection) are presented.
Out of these four tampering detection techniques, first two are exploited for detecting
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dependent forgery and the last two tampering detection techniques are used for
examining independent forgery.

3.1 Image Splicing Detection or Photo Composite Detection

In image splicing forgery, some part of image is copied and pasted on the other image
to get forged image (Fig. 5). Image splicing is a basic step to create a photomontage
from a set of images. To make composite image more realistic, postprocessing (scal-
ing, cropping, retouching, rotating, etc.) operation may be applied on each of the
components, furthermore, after performing splicing operation, again postprocessing
operation can be applied to hide any discernible effects.

Although experts can identify image splicing forgery by just looking a forged
image, in some cases. However, experienced forger can make composite image so
elegant that it is almost impossible to say anything about the genuineness of an
image, merely by looking at the image. When image splicing operation is carried
out, some image statistics get disarranged. However, these statistical changes may
not be perceptible to the human visual system. These statistic disarrangements of
an image cannot be mitigated, even when expert burglar performs blending [25] and
matting [26] operations on the forged image as a postprocessing operation.

Bicoherence features were proposed by Farid [27] to highlight the traces of tam-
pered signal. In this paper, Farid has taken the assumption that in the frequency
domain, a natural signal has weak higher order statistical correlations. Then after
applying polyspectral analysis (bispectrum/bicoherence), he showed that “unnatu-
ral” correlations are introduced if the signal is passed through a nonlinearity. Farid
has applied this technique to detect the splicing in human speech. Later on, in [28],

Post 
processing 
(Optional) 

Cropping/ resizing/ 
rotating (Optional) 

Composite image

Splicing 
Operation 

Fig. 5 Process of image splicing
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Ng et al. exploited bicoherence feature for detecting image splicing in images. They
have proposed two methods, the first method exploits the dependence of the bico-
herence features on the image content and the second offsets the splicing-invariant
component from bicoherence. Detection accuracy of their method was from 62 to
70%. In their method, features were evaluated with Support Vector Machine (SVM).
Later on, the same authors proposed [29] a newmethod to detect image spicing based
on bipolar signal perturbation. They concluded that image splicing process increases
the value of the bicoherence magnitude and phase features.

Considering lighting inconsistencies as a fundamental key feature for detecting
image splicing, Farid et al. proposed a method for estimating the direction of an illu-
minating light [30]. Hilbert–Huang Transform (HHT) based technique was proposed
in [31]. They have been exploiting SVM classifier and claimed 80.15% detection
accuracy. Further work was carried out by Li et al. [32] and they used SVM classi-
fier on moment features and HHT-based features together. They achieved detection
accuracy of 85.87%, which is higher than that of the prior work (70% as reported in
[28] and 80.15% in [31]) on the same evaluation dataset [33].

A natural imagemodel was proposed by Shi et al. [34], inwhich statistical features
extracted from the test image and 2D arrays were generated by applying multi-size
block discrete cosine transform (MBDCT). The statistical features include moments
of characteristic functions of wavelet subbands and Markov transition probabilities
of difference 2D arrays. Dong et al. [35] devised a method for image splicing detec-
tion based on the statistical features extracted from image run length representation
and image edge statistics. The support vector machine (SVM) is used as a classifier
and achieved detection accuracy was 84.36%. Wang et al. [36], have given a new
technique, using image chroma component. Hsu et al., in their research paper [13],
presented a fully automatic method to detect splicing of digital images by incorpo-
rating three features: geometry invariant CRF estimation, consistency checking, and
image segmentation. Unfortunately, the method was not robust enough and showed
recall and precision about 70% only. Kakar et al. [37], developed a new approach to
detect image forgery based on discrepancies in motion blur and spectral analysis of
image gradients. They showed that their technique outperforms other contemporary
techniques, which are applicable to motion blur. Carvalho et al. [14], designed a
new method based on inconsistencies in the color of the illumination of image, by
exploiting SVM meta-fusion classifier.

Rao et al. developed a new approach [38] to unveil splicing in image, by exploiting
motion blur cues. Authors claimed that their approach can expose splicing even under
space-variant blurring situations. A newmethod with detection accuracy of 98.2% to
detect image splicing usingMarkov features in spatial and discrete cosine transform,
invented by El-Alfy and Qureshi [39]. They further improved the performance of
the proposed approach by applying the PCA (Principle Component Analysis) to
select the most relevant features before building the detection model. Meanwhile,
two other sophisticated methods were developed for unveiling splicing, in [40, 41].
Noise discrepancies in multiple scales are utilized as indicators for image splicing
forgery detection in the paper [42] by Pun et al., they gave conclusive remark that their
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proposed method retains good detection accuracy in diverse situations like spliced
area with different noise variance.

In [43], Park et al., introduced a method for image splicing detection, using
the characteristic function moments for the inter-scale co-occurrence matrix in the
wavelet domain with accuracy of 95.6%. They have tested their method on three pop-
ular datasets, Columbia, CASIA1, and CASIA2. Concurrently, Zhang and Lu [44],
obtained an approach for unveiling image splicing by incorporating Markov model,
in the block discrete cosine transform (DCT) domain and the Contourlet transform
domain. In their illustrated method, authors have exploited SVM classifier to classify
the authentic and spliced images for the gray image dataset. Verdoliva et al. devised
an approach [45] by using autoencoder-based anomaly as a key feature.

Recently, Shen et al. [45] developed an algorithm for detecting image splicing
by exploiting textural features based on the Gray-Level Co-occurrence Matrices.
A support vector machine (SVM) is employed for classification purpose. The illus-
trated algorithm achieves the detection rates of 98% on CASIA v1.0, 97% on CASIA
v2.0 and 91.88% on Columbia Image Splicing Detection Evaluation Dataset, with
96-D feature vector. Meanwhile, Farid [46] described three geometric techniques
for detecting traces of digital manipulation in images. His proposed techniques were
based on vanishing point, reflection, and shadow’s location. Table 2 shows compar-
ison of various algorithms for image.

3.2 Copy-Move Forgery Detection

In copy-move forgery one segment of image is copied and pasted in the other part
of same image. Main intention of copy-move forgery is to hide some visual clues
or replicating the things in image to mislead peoples. The prominent reason behind
the surge in copy-move forgery is simplicity of this forgery. Good collection of
tampered images throughout the history of image processing is available in [3].
Common workflow of copy-move forgery detection techniques has been shown in
Fig. 6.

A survey on copy-move forgery detection techniques has been carried out in [18].
They have reviewed various research paper published in Web of Science (WOS)
during years 2007–2014.

Silva et al. [53] developed a method for detecting copy-move forgery based on
multiscale analysis and voting processes of a digital image. This method detects
key points by exploiting Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF) technique; Nearest
Neighbor Distance Ratio (NNDR) is used for feature matching. Illustrated method
can work under rotation, resizing or any combination of both. Unfortunately, it might
not find a sufficient amount of key points in a small or homogeneous region.

Gabor filter based approach for copy-move forgery detection has been introduced
by Lee et al. [54], which incorporates lexicographical sorting as a feature matching
technique. Time complexity of this method was (O(PNlogN) + O(2JPN)). Mean-
while, in [55], Ardizzone et al. developed a copy-move forgery detection approach
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Table 2 Comparative study of existing techniques of image splicing detection

S. n. Algorithm Features
extracted

Classifier used Accuracy Dataset

1 Ng et al. [28] Bicoherence
features

SVM 62–70% CISDE

2 Fu et al. [31] Hilbert–Huang
Transform
(HHT), and
wavelet
decomposition

SVM 80.15% CISDE

3 Shi et al. [34] Moments of
characteristic
functions of
wavelet
subbands and
Markov
transition
probabilities of
difference 2-D
arrays

SVM with
RBF kernel

91.87% CISDE

4 Chen et al. [47] 2D phase
congruency
and statistical
moments of
characteristic
function

SVM 82.32% CISDE

5 Dong et al.
[35]

Statistic
moments of
characteristic
function of
image run
length
histograms

SVM 80.46–84.36% CISDE

Wang et al.
[36]

Image chroma
component

SVM 84.2% CISDE

6 Li et al. [32] HHT and
moments
feature

SVM 85.87% CISDE

7 Hsu and
Chang [13]

Geometry
invariant CRF
estimation,
consistency
checking, and
image
segmentation

SVM 70% precision,
70% recall

CUISDE

(continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

S. n. Algorithm Features
extracted

Classifier used Accuracy Dataset

8 He et al. [48] Approximate
run length
along with
edge gradient
direction

SVM with
RBF kernel

80.58% CISDE

9 He et al. [49] Markov
features in
DCT and
DWT domain

SVM-RFE 93.55% CISDE and
CASIA v1

10 Carvalho et al.
[14]

Inconsistencies
in the color of
the
illumination of
images

SVM
meta-fusion

85–86% Dataset of 200
images taken
from the
Internet

11 Xu et al. [50] The DCT
Markov
features in
chroma
channel

SVM – CUISDE

12 Qureshi et al.
[39]

Markov
features in
spatial and
discrete cosine
transform,
Principal
Component
Analysis
(PCA)

SVM with
RBF kernel

98.2% CISDE

13 Bahrami et al.
[40]

Partial blur
type
inconsistency

Block-based
partitioning

94.6% Dataset of
1200 tampered
images

14 Zhao et al. [41] 2D noncausal
markov model

SVM 93.36% CISDE

15 Park et al. [43] Characteristic
function
moments for
the inter-scale
co-occurrence
matrix in the
wavelet
domain

SVM with
RBF kernel

95.3–95.6% CASIA1 and
CASIA2

(continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

S. n. Algorithm Features
extracted

Classifier used Accuracy Dataset

16 Han et al. [51] Markov
feature

SVM 94.87–98.50% CASIA1 and
CASIA2

17 Zhang et al.
[44]

Markov
feature in
block Discrete
Cosine
Transform
(DCT) domain
and the
Contourlet
transform
domain

SVM-RFE 96.69% Dataset of
1150 forged
color images

18 Rao and Ni
[52]

Deep learning
technique, and
Convolutional
Neural
Network
(CNN)

SVM 96.38% CASIA v1.0,
CASIA v2.0
and
CISDE

19 Shen et al. [45] Textural
features based
on the
gray-level
co-occurrence
matrices

SVM 97–98% CASIA v1.0
and CASIA
v2.0

based on matching triangles, by applying mean vertex descriptors. This approach
shows better performance in case of complex scenes; however, a lot of false matches
occur with regular background.

Cozzolino et al. devised an algorithm [56] by considering dense-field techniques
and Zernike moments as keypoint. Their algorithm utilizes nearest neighbor search
algorithm and PatchMatch as a feature matching technique. Experiments were per-
formed on copy-move forgery detection techniques in [57] by Li et al. and devised
robust method for copy-move forgery detection by employing vlFeat software as
feature extraction tool. Furthermore, Authors improved the accuracy of the obtained
results by employing RANSAC via the gold standard algorithm. Their experiment
showed the average precision as 0.86, however, method has high computation com-
plexity, hence lead to low detection speed.

Pun et al. [58] proposed an algorithm to investigate copy-move forgery by com-
bining keypoint feature and block-based feature. Experimental results show that their
proposed scheme can achieve much better detection results for copy-move forgery
images under various challenging conditions, such as geometric transforms, JPEG
compression, and downsampling, compared with the existing contemporary copy-
move forgery detection schemes. Also, they have measured precision value as 96.6%
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Input: Image to be checked Output: Forgery detected in image 

Pre-processing

(Optional)

Feature Extraction 
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Feature Matching

Phase

Visualization
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Fig. 6 Common workflow of copy-move forgery detection techniques

and recall value as 100%. Block-based technique to detect copy-move forgery was
given by Lee et al. [54], by using a histogram of orientated gradients, which can
deal with images distorted by small rotations, blurring, adjustment of brightness,
and color reduction. However, their approach fails if high rotation and scaling are
introduced by forger.

A rotation-invariant method to detect copy-move forgery based on circular pro-
jection, was presented by Gürbüz et al. [59]. Meanwhile, Zhao et al. [60] proposed a
technique to detect copy-move forgery by incorporating split-half recursionmatching
strategy to match SIFT keypoints. Method first calculates the affine transformation
between two matched regions. And then, the ZNCC coefficients are measured to
detect duplicate region.

Wenchang et al. introduced a new method [61] to detect copy-move forgery by
employing new concept particle swamoptimization (PSO) alongwith SIFT keypoint.
In their experiment, authors have employed the best bin first (BBF) algorithm for fea-
ture matching. Themethod showed the precision of 99%, but unable to detect forgery
when duplicated region is very small. Zandi et al. proposed a technique [62] based
on interest point detector. In this paper, authors first detect all the interest points and
then describe features using Polar Cosine Transform. After that, an improved version
of the adaptive matching is employed. Furthermore, falsely matched pairs are dis-
carded by an effective filtering algorithm. Moreover, to enhance the result, they have
iterated process regarding the prior information. Authors claimed that their method
can be exploited in other image processing areas, such as scene recognition or image
retrieval, etc. However, method is vulnerable to resizing attack. Behavior knowl-
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edge space-based fusion was employed for copy-move forgery detection by Ferreira
et al. [63]. In this work, they have overcome the limitations of fusing approaches
by introducing new behavior knowledge space representation. Furthermore, authors
also proposed multiscale behavior knowledge representation to deal with resizing
and noise addition issues. Drawback with this method, however, is that it does not
work well when image has several homogeneous regions.

Copy-move forgery detection technique based on scaled ORB has been proposed
by Zhu et al. [64]. Their technique first, establishes a Gaussian scale space then,
extracts FAST keypoints and the ORB features, in each scale space. Furthermore,
technique employs RANSAC algorithm to remove the falsely matched keypoints.
Experimental result shows that technique is effective for geometric transformation.
However, approach is time-consuming when operated on high-resolution images. Bi
et al. [65] designed a copy-move forgery detection technique by incorporatingMulti-
Level Dense Descriptor (MLDD) as a feature extraction method. They have utilized
hierarchical feature matching method. Further, some morphological operations are
applied to generate the final detected forgery regions. Approach work effectively
with geometric transforms, JPEG compression, noise addition, and downsampling.

Ustubioglu et al. devised an algorithm for copy-move forgery detection by uti-
lizing DCT-phase terms to restrict the range of the feature vector elements and also
employed Benford’s generalized law to determine the compression history of the
image. The method uses element-by-element equality between the features. The
method was also robust against postprocessing operations.

A new keypoint-based copy-move forgery detection for small smooth regions was
developed by Wang et al. [66] by introducing the superpixel content based adaptive
feature point detector. They also employed robust EMs-based keypoint features and
fast Rg2NN based keypoint matching. However, serious limitation of method was
the high computational complexity. Copy-move forgery detection technique has been
devised by combining cellular automata(CA) and local binary patterns(LBP) by
Tralic et al. [67]. The combination of CA and LBP allows a simple and reduced
description of texture in the form of CA rules that represents local changes in pixel
luminance values.

Recently in [68], a copy-move forgery detection method based on CMFD-SIFT,
has been proposed by Yang et al. In their method, keypoints are detected by using a
modified SIFT-based detector. This method improves the invariance to mirror trans-
formation. Table 3 shows pros and cons of various algorithms for copy-move forgery
detection based on several components such as feature extraction techniques, feature
matching techniques, performance of algorithm and dataset used.

3.3 Image Resampling Detection

Resampling is mathematical technique to change the resolution (number of samples)
of image, mainly for the purpose of increasing the size of image (upsampling) for
printing banners and hoardings, etc., or for minimizing the size of image (downsam-
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Table 3 Comparative study of existing techniques of copy-move forgery detection techniques
published between 2015 and 2017

S. n Algorithm Feature
extraction
technique

Feature
matching
method

Performance Pros/cons Dataset

1 Silva
et al.
[53]

Multiscale
analysis
SURF

NNDR CPU time
1.881 s/image

Pros:
works
under
rotation,
resizing,
and these
operations
combined.
Cons: not
suitable
for small
or homo-
geneous
region

CMH
dataset
CMEN
datasets

2 Lee
[69]

Gabor
filter

Lexicographical
sorting

O(PNlogN)
+ O(2JPN))

Pros: work
even when
image is
distorted
by slight
rotation
and
scaling,
JPEG
compres-
sion,
blurring,
and
brightness
adjust-
ment

CoMoFoD
dataset
CMFDA

3 Ardizzone
et al.
[55]

Matching
Triangles

Mean Vertex
Descriptors

10 s/image Pros:
better per-
formance
in case of
complex
scenes
Cons: a lot
of false
matches
image
with
regular
back-
ground

CMFDA

(continued)
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Table 3 (continued)

S. n Algorithm Feature
extraction
technique

Feature
matching
method

Performance Pros/cons Dataset

4 Cozzolino
et al.
[56]

Dense-
field
techniques
and
Zernike
moments

nearest neighbor
search algorithm
and PatchMatch

11 s/image Pros:
achieves
higher
robustness
on
rotations
and scale
changes
Cons:
slow per-
formance

Database
of 80
images
along with
[12]

5 Li et al.
[57]

VlFeat
software,
RANSAC

K nearest
neighbors

Precision is
86%

Pros: good
detection
accuracy
Cons:
slow per-
formance

CMFDA
along with
MICC-
F600 and
MICC-
F2000

6 Pun
et al.
[58]

SIFT Morphological
operation

Precision
96.6% and
recall 100%

Pros:
better
accuracy

CMFDA

7 Lee
et al.
[54]

Histogram
of
orientated
gradients

Lexicographical
sorting

Fc factor >
90%

Pros:
robust
against
small
rotations,
blurring,
adjust-
ment of
bright-
ness, and
color
reduction
Cons: not
suitable
with high
rotation
and
scaling

CoMoFoD,
second
dataset of
30 high-
resolution
images

(continued)
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Table 3 (continued)

S. n Algorithm Feature
extraction
technique

Feature
matching
method

Performance Pros/cons Dataset

8 Gürbüz
et al.
[59]

Circular
projection
technique

Lexicographical
sorted

Accuracy
99%

Pros:
robust
against
scaling
and
mirroring
opera-
tions.
Cons: less
effective
while
rotation
angle is
big

20 test
images
with sizes
of 326 ×
245

9 Zhao
et al.
[60]

SIFT g2NN – Pros:
effective
with
rotation,
scaling
and
multiple
copy
operations
Cons:
accuracy
decreases
with com-
pression

MICC
F2000

10 Wenchang
et al.
[61]

Particle
Swam
Optimiza-
tion with
SIFT

Best bin first Precision
99%

Cons: fails
to detect
too small
region

CMFDA

11 Zandi
et al.
[62]

Interest
point
detector

Adaptive
matching

436ms/image Pros:
effective
under
various
challeng-
ing
conditions

SBU-
CM161

(continued)
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Table 3 (continued)

S. n Algorithm Feature
extraction
technique

Feature
matching
method

Performance Pros/cons Dataset

12 Ferreira
et al.
[63]

BKS
fusion

Multiscale
Behavior
Knowledge

O(N2) Cons: less
efficient,
also fails
when
image has
several
homoge-
neous
regions,

CPH
dataset

13 Zhu
et al.
[64]

FAST
keypoints
and the
ORB
features

hamming
distance

270ms/image Pros:
effective
for
geometric
transfor-
mation
Cons:
time con-
suming
for forgery
detection
of high-
resolution
images.

Dataset of
107 real
images
and 107
tampered
images

14 Bi et al.
[65]

Multi-
level
Dense
Descriptor

Hierarchical
Feature
Matching

F score >
91%

Pros:
robust
against
various
attacks

CMFDA
dataset

15 Bi et al.
[70]

Multiscale
feature

Adaptive patch F = 95.05% Pros: good
perfor-
mance on
downsam-
pling and
multiple
copies

CMFDA
dataset

16 Ustubioglu
et al.
[71]

DCT-
phase
term

Element-by-
element
equality

Accuracy
96%

Pros:
robust
against
various
postpro-
cessing
operations

Comofod
and Kodak
databases

(continued)
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Table 3 (continued)

S. n Algorithm Feature
extraction
technique

Feature
matching
method

Performance Pros/cons Dataset

17 Wang
et al.
[66]

Superpixels
classifica-
tion and
adaptive
keypoints

Reversed g2NN 221 s/image Pros:
effective
with
geometric
transforms
Cons:
higher
computa-
tional
complex-
ity

CMFDA
dataset

18 Zheng
et al.
[72]

Zernike
moments
and SIFT
along

g2NN F = 84.91% Pros: can
detect
smooth
regions

CMFDA
dataset
CoMoFoD

19 Tralic
et al.
[67]

Cellular
Automata
(CA) and
LBP

Euclidean
distance

F > 0.92 Pros: low
computa-
tional
complex-
ity

CoMoFoD

20 Yang
et al.
[68]

Adaptive
SIFT

AHC algorithm F > 90% Pros:
improves
the
invariance
to mirror
transfor-
mation

CoMoFoD

21 Huang
et al. [73]

FFT,
SVD, and
PCA

Exhaustive
search

Accuracy
98%

Pros: high
detection
accuracy

CASIA
v1.0

pling) for email and website use. In general, almost all sort of digital image forgery
(more specifically image splicing) involve scaling, rotation or skewing operations
to manipulate the image. In these operations use of resampling and interpolation
processes is inevitable. Hence, it is possible to detect the image forgery by tracing
the symptoms of resampling in image. Several papers have been published in the
past decade to detect the forgery in image on the basis of resampling.

Popescu et al. proposed a method [74] to expose digital forgeries by detecting
traces of resampling. In blind forgery detection, no prior information is available
about image, like which particular postprocessing attack has been applied, which
interpolation is used to resample the image or part of image. However, to identify
traces of resampling, interpolation details might be a basic telltale cue of resam-
pling detection. Hence, authors in exploited expectation/maximization algorithm
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(EM) [75] to determine if a signal has been resampled. Two models were developed,
one for those samples that are correlated to their neighbors, and the second model
corresponds to those samples that are not correlated. Their method is effective to
unveil the sign of linear or cubic interpolation. However, it fails to detect other more
sophisticated nonlinear interpolation techniques.

Kirchner [76] introduced amethodbasedonfixed linear predictor.Method extracts
periodic artifact and detect resampling. Meanwhile, Mahdian and Saic [77] proposed
an algorithm to detect interpolation and resampling with 100% detection accuracy.
Themethodwas based on derivative operator and radon transformation. Theirmethod
was effective to detect the traces of scaling, rotation, skewing transformations.

Li et al. developed an algorithm in [78] to detecting resampling based on periodic-
ity introduced by resampling and JPEG compression. They employed EM algorithm
to obtain the probability map of an image. Further, Fourier-transformed and matched
with affine-transform templates employed to detect resampling. They have experi-
mentally concluded that image is not undergone resampling if the periodicity of the
probability map obtained. Moreover, they have examined their method on the dataset
of 100 grayscale images and claimed the detection accuracy better than [74].

Lien et al. [79] illustrated a new approach to detect forgery by observing the
detectable periodic distribution properties generated from the resampling and inter-
polation processes. Their approach divided resampling as horizontal and vertical and
then applied detection technique. Experimentally, authors have claimed 95% detec-
tion accuracy of their method which in turn can verify one image of resolution 512×
512 only in 50 s on their mentioned system. In [80] Qian et al. developed a method
to detect blind image forgery using resampling history detection algorithm. Instead
of calculating the exact resampling energy spectrum of second-order derivative rate,
authors have proposed a special distance measurement for measuring how far apart
two sub-images are away from each other in terms of resampling difference. Method
can detect the resampling even when rotation has been performed after resampling.

In [81], Birajdar et al. invented a new technique that blindly detects global rescal-
ing operation and estimates the rescaling factor based on the autocovariance sequence
of zero-crossings of second difference of the tampered image. The method is robust
to detect rescaling operation for images that have been subjected to various forms of
attacks like JPEG compression and arbitrary cropping with accuracy of 99.5%.

Recently, David and Fernando [82] devised a new approach for the detection of
resampling by incorporating new tools and concepts from RMT (Random Matrix
Theory). RMT provides useful tools for modeling the behavior of the eigenvalues
and singular values of random matrices. Striking positive aspect of the method was
very low computational complexity. Meanwhile, Qian et al. also proposed a method
for detecting resampling forgery in digital image by using linear parametric model.
In their method, first resampling is detected in 1D signal then further they have
extended it for 2D image.

Table 4 summarizes the pros and cons of various algorithms developed for resam-
pling detection, based on several components such as feature extraction techniques,
detection accuracy of algorithm, and dataset used.
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Table 4 Comparative study of existing techniques of resampling detection

S. n. Algorithm Feature
description

Detection accu-
racy/performance

Pros/cons Dataset

1 Popescu
and Farid
[74]

EM algorithm Accuracy 80% Pros: work with
GIF format also
Cons: fail to
detect other
more
sophisticated
nonlinear
interpolation

Database of
200 grayscale
images in
TIFF format
with 512 ×
512 size
cropped from
a smaller set
of 25, 1200 ×
1600 images

2 Kirchner
[76]

Fixed linear
predictor

Accuracy 100%
for upsampling

Pros: fast and
reliable

Database of
200
uncompressed
8 bit grayscale
with
resolution
3112 × 2382
pixels

3 Mahdian
and Saic
[77]

Derivative
operator and
radon
transformation

100% Pros: capable of
detecting traces
of scaling,
rotation,
skewing
transformations

Dataset of 40
images
corrupted by
various trans-
formations

4 Wang and
Ping [83]

Singular value
decomposition

79.838% Pros: robust
against scaling
manipulation
Cons: less
accurate with
rotating
transformation
and
compression

UCID

5 Li et al.
[78]

EM algorithm,
Fourier
transform and
affine
transform

Better detection
accuracy than
[74]

Pros: better on
resampling
detection in
JPEG
compression
Cons: very time
consuming

Database of
100 gray-level
images of
various
resolutions
and formats
(TIFF, BMP,
PNG etc.)

(continued)
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Table 4 (continued)

S. n. Algorithm Feature
description

Detection accu-
racy/performance

Pros/cons Dataset

6 Lien et al.
[79]

Pre-calculated
resampling
weighting
table

Accuracy 95%
and CPU time
50 s/image

Pros: better
detection
accuracy

Dataset with
160 gray
images with
resolution 512
× 512

7 Qian
et al. [80]

DFT 0.5203 s/image Pros: effective
with rotation
after resampling

Dataset of 500
images
cropped with
different
resampling
rates

8 Feng
et al. [84]

SVM 100% Pros: shows
better
performance for
downsampling

BOSS
database

9 Hou et al.
[85]

Local linear
transform

96.15–98.75% Pros: good
resampling
detection
performance

Dataset of
1000 colored
bmp images
cropped into
512 × 512
pixels

10 Birajdar
and
Mankar
[81]

Autocovariance
sequence,
DFT

99.5% Pros: work well
with various
forms of attacks
like JPEG
compression
and arbitrary
cropping

UCID dataset
USC-SIPI
dataset

11 David
and
Fernando
[82]

Asymptotic
eigenvalue
distribution
and Random
Matrix Theory
(RMT)

0.0066 s/image Pros: Low
computational
complexity

Dresden
Image
Database of a
total of 1317
raw images
[86]

12 Qiao
et al. [87]

Probability of
residual noise
and LRT
detector

0.0996 s/image Pros: effective
with uncom-
pressed/compressed
resampled
images

500
uncompressed
non-
resampled
images and
500
compressed
resampled
JPEG images
with Quality
Factor (QF)
from 50 to 90

(continued)
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Table 4 (continued)

S. n. Algorithm Feature
description

Detection accu-
racy/performance

Pros/cons Dataset

13 Su et al.
[88]

Inverse
filtering
process with
blind
deconvolution

90% Pros: does not
affect with
JPEG block
artifacts
Cons: Not
effective to
detect blurred
images

UCID

14 Peng
et al. [89]

AR
coefficients
and
normalized
histograms

98.3% Cons:
performance
degrades with
increasing JPEG
compression
ratio

BOSS dataset

15 Bayar
and
Stamm
[90]

Convolutional
Neural
Network
(CNN)

91.22% Pros: can detect
resampling in
recompressed
images

Dataset of
6500 images
of size at least
2688 × 1520

3.4 Image Retouching Detection

Retouching can be defined as “polishing of an image”. In general, retouching refers
to subsequently improving the surface of an image. Contrast enhancement is a widely
used technique to remove obvious visual clues from the forged image as a postpro-
cessing operation. However, more involvement of retouching can be seen in enter-
tainment media, magazine covers, etc., where retouching is not used maliciously.
Contrast enhancement operations are tantamount to pixel value mappings, which
introduce some statistical traces [91]. Therefore, retouching can be exploited as a
tool for image forgery detection.

Stamm et al. proposed a method [92] for detecting contrast enhancement in an
image on the basis of gray value histogram. They have developed a model for the
histogram of an unaltered image and then exploited this model to detect manipulated
artifacts. Detection accuracy of the algorithm was claimed to be about 99%. Cao
et al. [93] developed a technique to detect sharpening alteration in digital images.
Authors have measured gradient aberration of the gray histogram generated from
unsaturated luminance regions of an image and exploited to unveil traces of sharp-
ening manipulation. Cao et al. [94] proposed a new method to detect unsharp mask-
ing sharpening based on the feature overshoot artifacts occurred around side-planar
edges. By experimental study, authors claimed, their method to be accurate to detect
sharpening on small size images even when post-JPEG compression and noising
attacks employed. Same authors further explained a method [95] for detecting the
contrast enhancement in digital images. This time, they have utilized the histogram
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peak/gap artifacts feature to detect global contrast enhancement applied to the pre-
viously JPEG-compressed images. Their proposed method is effective for detecting
forgery when contrast enhancement is employed as the last step of manipulation.
However, method fails to detect forgery when image is highly compressed.

In [91], Lin et al. explained that the contrast enhancement can disturb the inter-
channel similarities of high-frequency components, and then proposed a newmethod
to detect the cut past forgery by detecting symptoms of contrast enhancement. Unfor-
tunately, this method also fails when image is compressed after forgery. Ding et al.
[96], proposed a new method to detect the special characteristic of the texture mod-
ification caused by the USM sharpening by employing edge perpendicular binary
coding.

Recently, Zhu et al. presented a new approach [97] to detect image sharpening
operation based on the overshoot artifact metric. First, they have detected edges using
canny operator, then, non-subsampled contourlet transform (NSCT) is employed to
classify image edge points. In the final stage, they have measured the overshoot
artifact for each edge points and then, on the basis of overshoot artifacts judgment
weremade on sharpening operation. Table 5 shows various algorithms for retouching
detection, based on several components such as; feature extracted, classifier applied,
detection accuracy, and dataset used for testing the algorithm.

4 Datasets Available

Table 6 shows several publicly available datasets, which are frequently used by
researchers.

5 Conclusion and Future Directions

In this paper, various existingmethods on blind image forgery detection are reviewed.
A broad classification of image forgery detection techniques is given. More specifi-
cally, a comprehensive overview of four main types of forgery detection techniques
such as image splicing, copy-move, resampling, and retouching detection is given.
Various existing methods have been reviewed in each category and observed that
existing techniques suffer from one or more following limitations. (1) Detection
accuracy (2) High computation complexity (3) Vulnerable against various attacks
such as rotation, scaling, JPEG compression, blurring, and brightness adjustment,
etc. (4) A lot of false matches with regular background.

Apart from abovementioned limitations, one major issue of these detection tech-
niques is the limited scope of utilization, for example, method developed for copy-
move forgery cannot work with image splicing or resampling and vice versa. In
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Table 5 Comparative study of existing techniques of retouching detection

S. n. Algorithm Extracted
feature

Classifier Detection
accuracy

Dataset used

1 Stamm and
Ray [92]

Gray value
histogram

Thresholding
classifier

Global
contrast 99%,
Local contrast
98.5%,
Histogram
equalization
99%

341 images
captured using
different
digital cameras

2 Cao et al. [93] Ringing
artifacts

Fisher linear
classifier

Precision 0.85 Dataset of 403
JPEG images

3 Cao et al. [94] Overshoot
strength

Thresholding
classifier

88% Dataset of 400
JPEG images
with the size
from 1200 ×
900 to 2832 ×
2128 pixels

4 Lin et al. [91] Interchannel
correlation

Thresholding
classifier

90% Dataset of 100
uncompressed
color images
of size 1600 ×
1200

5 Cao et al. [95] Histogram
peak/gap
artifacts

Thresholding
classifier

100% BOSS public
dataset and
UCID

6 Ding et al. [96] Rotation-
invariant
LBP

SVM 90% UCID

7 Zhu et al. [97] Multiresolution
overshoot
artifact

NSCT 92% UCID

spite of burgeoning research in the field of image forgery detection, no detection
method can be used as a solution for detecting all kind of forgeries. Hence, there
is a great need to develop a robust, sophisticated forgery detection technique which
could eliminate aforementioned limitations. Furthermore, researchers may extend
these techniques to detect forgeries in videos.
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Table 6 Description of various available datasets related to forgery detection

S. n Dataset Forgery type Total
images

Resolution Description

1 CISDE [33] Splicing 1845 128 × 128 Contains 933
forged images
and 912
authentic
images, all are
gray images in
PNG format

2 CUISDE [98] Splicing 361 757 × 568,
1152 × 768

Contains 180
forged images
and 181
authentic
images, all are
colored images
in TIFF format

3 CASIA v1.0 [99] Splicing 1725 324 × 256 Contains 925
forged images
and 800
authentic
images, all are
colored images
in JPEG format

4 CASIA v2.0
[100]

Splicing 12614 240 ×
160–900 ×
600

Contains 5123
forged images
and 7491
authentic
images, all are
colored images
in JPEG format
Also contains
uncompressed
images and
JPEG images
with different Q
factors

5 CMFDA [12] Copy-move 48 420 ×
300–3888 ×
2592

Contains original
and forged image
applied with
JPEG
compression,
rotation and
scaling operation

(continued)
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Table 6 (continued)

S. n Dataset Forgery type Total
images

Resolution Description

6 CoMoFoD
dataset [101]

Copy-move 260 512 ×
512–3000 ×
2000

Contains original
and forged
images, applied
with translation,
rotation, scale,
distortion or a
combination of
them

7 MICC-F600
[102]

Copy-move 600 800 ×
533–3888 ×
2592

Contains original
and forged
images, that are
randomly taken
from
MICC-F2000
and SATS-130
datasets

8 MICC-F2000
[103]

Copy-move 2000 2018 ×
1536

Contains original
and forged
image, applied
with translation,
rotation, scale

9 SBU-CM161
[104]

Copy-move 240 800 × 580 Contains images
based on 16
original JPEG
images with
rotation, scaling,
compression

10 CPH [53] Copy-move 216 845 ×
634–296 ×
972

Contains images
with forgeries
created through
mixed operations
such as resizing,
rotation, scaling,
compression,
illumination
matching

11 SCUT-FBP [105] Retouching 500 384 × 512 Contains 500
different female
face images
along with the
attractiveness
rating scores
computed from
individual scores
from 70
observers

(continued)
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Table 6 (continued)

S. n Dataset Forgery type Total
images

Resolution Description

12 BOSS public
dataset [106]

Retouching 800 2000 ×
3008–5212
× 3468

Contains
unaltered
photograph
images in raw
format

13 UCID [107] Retouching 1338 384 × 512 Contains
uncompressed
images in TIFF
format on
various topics
such as natural
scenes,
man-made
objects, indoors
and outdoors
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Comparative Study of Digital Forensic
Tools

Mayank Lovanshi and Pratosh Bansal

1 Introduction

Digital data prevails all around us and plays a crucial role in any kind of investigation
when cybercrime comes in a picture. Digital data comprises of binary representations
and contains information in the form of text, images, audio, video, etc. In the present
scenario, many cybercrime cases such as hacking, banking frauds, phishing, email
spamming, etc., have emerged which are linked with digital data. Digital forensics is
a new and demanding branch in the field of Computer Science [1]. Digital forensics
is a scientific approach of preserving, acquiring, analyzing, extracting, and reporting
of Digital evidences which come from the Digital sources like computer, mobile,
camera, etc. It is categorized into various subbranches that are listed below as shown
in Fig. 1.

• Computer Forensic
• Network Forensic
• Cyber Forensic
• Mobile Forensic
• Operating System Forensic
• Live forensic, etc.

There are many branches of forensic science present as discussed above, but we
are working on desktop forensic, network forensic, and live network forensics.

1. Desktop Forensic: Desktop Forensic is a branch of digital forensic which is used
for the extraction of digital evidence from the secondary memory. It deals with
the recovery of the deleted files. Recovery is an important concept in cybercrime.
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Fig. 1 Digital forensic classifications

Here, computer is used as a target or as a source of digital crime. Desktop forensic
is a type of digital forensic where we can determine the information from the hard
disk, operating system. There aremany software tools required for the recovery of
the deleted file, i.e., Prodiscover basic, Cyber check suit, FTK analyzer, Recuva,
Ease Us, etc. [2].

2. Live forensics: Live forensics is a branch of digital forensicswhich is used for the
extraction of the digital evidence from the primarymemorymainly focused on the
RAMdata. Here, RAMdata like browsers information, cookies, registry, etc., are
used as digital evidence in the live forensic case. It deals with the RAMdumping.
Dumping of RAM means to extract information related to the RAM. There are
many software tools present for extraction of the RAM data. Some tools are open
source tools while some are licensed version tools like OSF Mount, Win-Lift,
Belkasoft, Volatility Framework, etc. [2].

3. Live network forensics: Live network forensic tool is the branch of digital
forensics. It deals with the live packet sniffing, packet spoofing, identification of
the topology, etc. Here, mainly focused on the extraction of the digital evidence
through the live network. In the live network, forensic packet information can
be extracted. There are many live network forensic tools present like NMAP,
wireshark, Ettercap, Nessus, etc. [2].

A number of authors suggested several scientific approaches for digital forensic
investigation and defined some phases for the same which are shown in Fig. 2 and
summarized as below

• Identification: In this phase, the evidence is identified from a digital source.
• Collection: Here, the evidence is seized, collected, or recorded from some digital
source.
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Fig. 2 Digital forensic
phases

• Preservation: In this phase, digital evidence is preservedwhich helps in successful
investigation, litigation, or incident response.

• Examination: Here, the evidence is examined or tested by the forensic expert
which results in the correctness of evidence.

• Analysis: In this phase, digital forensic tools can be used anddetermine the relevant
information from an image which has been seized during the preservation phase.

• Reporting: When an investigation is completed, then auditing and other meta
information are reported under this phase [3].

Several digital forensics tools play a significant role in the process of digital
forensics to carry out the investigation effectively. Some of the advantages of using
tools are

• Used for producing digital evidences that are justifiable by the court of law.
• Helpful in proving the authenticity of evidences.
• Effective in reporting and documentation of evidences.
• Used for recovery of deleted data in various organizations.
• Helpful in research purposes in the domain.

In this paper, an effort has been made to compare different digital forensic tools
and to provide a comparative study between them. This study determines the best
tool on the basis of available parameters.

2 Literature Review

There are many authors who have given a comparative study of different forensic
tools. Garber Lee explains the Encase tool which is a desktop forensic tool. The
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Table 1 Issues related with tools

Tool name Tool category Description Issues

Encase Computer
Forensic

Multipurpose forensic
tool

Searching time and
cost is too high

Prodiscover Computer
Forensic

Data recovery tool Performance issue

Cyber check suite Computer
Forensic

Recovery and
multipurpose tool

Low accuracy then
other tool

Wire shark Network
Forensic

Analyzer of packet
send on network

No intrusion detection
system

Win-Lift Live Forensic Analyze RAM detail Security issue

Mobile check Mobile
Forensic

Extract the mobile
information

Incompatible with
most of mobile

author also described the features and functionalities of the tool. As per the author,
Encase is a traditional tool whose results can be used in the court of law [3]. Abbas
Cheddad explained a comparative study on cyber forensics tools such as Minitool,
Hard Drive, and Pen drive Recovery tool based on the parameters like paper size
and time, cost, tools availability, etc., and considered mapping as the biggest issue
[4]. Nilakshi Jain tested digital forensic tools on different parameters in network,
live, and desktop applications. The author also tested various other tools such as
Clonezilla, ImageUSB, Etthercap, OSFMount, etc. [5]. Kresimir Duretecworked on
benchmarking of different forensic tools and also has used some data sets to verify the
results. In his paper, he also suggested the reliability and security of digital evidences
[6]. Ryan tested digital forensic tools such as Ease US, Encase, Ftk analyzer, etc.,
on the different parameters in the desktop forensic [7]. Abbas suggested [4] that
comparative study of cyber forensic tools is present and gives the comparative study
on Minitool, Hard Drive, Pen drive Recovery tool. In this paper, size and time is
compared. Selection of the best tool is the biggest issue which was shown in this
paper.Nilakshi Jain suggested [5]manyDesktop Forensic tools tested on the different
parameter for the Network, Live, and Desktop application. In this paper, traditional
investigation process is used for the comparative study which will be not suitable for
the court. Duretec et al. [6] suggested benchmarking of different forensic tools under
which some data sets used to check the results on the different parameters. There are
many tools issue extracted which will be shown in Table 1.

The review of the literature identified some problems which are as below

• Selection of tool—To select the best suitable tool based on the comparative study.
• Large computational time—It refers to huge computational time incurred while
running some of the forensic tools.
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3 Digital Forensic Tools

There are many forensic tools available in the category of freely available tools as
well as the licensed version. Authors suggested the tools to identify evidences on the
basis of digital forensic classification. Various types of digital forensic are discussed
in Sect. 1 such as desktop forensic, live forensic, network forensic, etc., which are
discussed below

3.1 Desktop Forensic

This is the computer forensic branch where the investigator focuses on the recovery
of the secondary memory, i.e., hard disk of the system. Following are the tools to
test desktop forensics applications:

a. ProDiscover Basic: The ProDiscover Basic is used to test the hard disk data. It
is a forensic tool which is used to take legal action in court of law. It helps to
collect data and imaging of that data and then to examine their recovery. It has
very nice searching capability which allows data to be searched easily which is
to be recovered. It allows data into a cluster view and content view [8].

b. Encase: Encase Digital Forensic tool is used to get, analyze, classify, recover,
and reconstruct the evidence and test the digital evidence which is obtained from
Digital Forensic investigation process. Encase is also a known traditional tool
and its result is used into the court of law [8].

c. Recuva: Recuva is a data recovery tool program for Windows which is freely
available in the market. It is used to recover permanently deleted files which are
not overwritten. This tool can also be used to recover deleted files from USB,
Hard Disk, and MP3Player [8].

d. Cyber Check Suit: This is also a cyber forensics tool for data recovery and
analysis of digital evidence. Cyber Check needs imaging created by True Back
image tool.
The graphical user interface of the cyber check is very easy for a beginner. Cyber
Check can also generate a report of the analysis findings by the investigative
expert to submit in a court of law. The tool can report unallocated and disk slack
area and gives options to do analysis based on file hashing and file’s signatures
[8].

e. Autopsy: Autopsy is an open source tool which is plugged-in with the Sleuth Kit
collection. TheGUI of this tool displays the results from the forensic searching of
tool done by investigators to show an important part of the data. The development
company provides the proper guidance of the tool [8].
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3.2 Live Forensic

Live Forensic is a branch of Digital forensics where investigator focuses on the RAM
feature extraction. Following are the tools to test live forensics applications:

a. Win-Lift:Win-Lift Analyzer is a forensic tool used for live analysis for analyzing
RAM data collected by Win-Lift Imager. It results into forensic evidence and
produces a full report. The analyzed information will be used for the proper
reporting of the data. It results in different memory forensic object. It will extract
the running files, log, open socket file, etc. [9].

b. Belkasoft: Belkasoft tool helps an investigator to acquire, search, analyze, and
allocate digital evidence inside a computer. This tool is used to extract digital
evidence from many sources by analyzing from various volatile memory data in
term of evidence. This tool automatically exams the data source and put the RAM
data for an expert to review, examine evidence data which has been analyzed by
the tool [9].

c. Magnet RAM:Magnet RAMCapture is a tool which supportsWindows systems
including XP, Vista, 7, 8, and 10. It will extract the full live memory evidence
and analyzes a volatile trace. This tool is used for memory analysis which is
important for detection of malware and recovering valuable data. It extracts the
running programandprocesses, active network connections, registries, password,
keys, etc. These are just a few examples of the evidence that can be extracted
from memory [9].

d. OSF Mount: OSF Mount is used to create RAM disk and this disk is mounted
into RAM. This is used for the high-speed memory over the hard disk. This
tool is useful in various applications like database application, cache files and
browsers files. Another benefit is security, like data in the volatile disk will be
automatically erased when a system is shutdown [9].

e. Volatility Framework: Volatility is open source tool for analyzing RAM evi-
dence. This tool supports Linux, Windows OS. It is coded in Python and run On
Windows, Linux system. It can examine RAM dump, crash dumps, virtual box
dumps, etc. [9].

3.3 Network Forensic

Network forensic is a field of Digital Forensic where the investigator focuses on
packets traveling in a network. Following are the tools to test network forensics
applications:

a. Wireshark: Wireshark is an industry standard packet analyzer tool that analyzes
the packets into a network. It is required in many projects that can be developed
using the network. This tool is used to read and write the packet and capture
file. This capture file will be analyzed by Wireshark tool. Many more tools are
present but Wireshark is one of the best among them [2].
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b. Ettercap: This tool is used to analyze the man in the middle attack and is a free
and open source tool. This tool is used to analyze the packet tracing, security
auditing, and computer network protocols. It is able to manage traffic on the
network segment and capturing password [2].

c. Nmap: Nmap is a port scanner tool inside the network protocol which provides
security features. It is used to discover host and provide services on the com-
puter network. So it is used to map the services with network. Basically, Nmap
(Network Mapper) is used to send a craft packet to target host and analyze the
content and port of the target and source information [2].

d. Nessus: Nessus is a security auditing tool which is used to scan the network.
It will scan a computer and create a warning about the vulnerability generated
by malicious hackers. It can enter any computer which is connected with the
network. This tool is testing different attacks into the computer which harm our
computer system [2].

e. Snort: Snort is an open source tool which is used to detect network traffic,
analyzes and packet logging on different IP logging system. It helps in protocol
searching and packet tracing. Snort is used for providing QOS in a network. So
this tool is capable of analyzing bulky data into a network [2].

4 Methodology

The methodology adopted by us focuses on the study of different digital forensic
tools as discussed in the previous section. These tools describe various functionalities
with respect to digital evidences. In our study, we follow a process as discussed in
Fig. 3. The first step in the process involves selection of tools where we have chosen
the digital forensic tools. The next step deals with the extraction of features which
helps us in identifying the parameters. At last, we compare the tools on the basis of
parameters.

The process helps us to determine whether the parameters are present in the
respective tool or not. The parameters being considered are listed below

Fig. 3 Flow chart of work
Selection of Tools

Study tools features

Identify Parameters

Compares capability on the basis of parameters
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• Imaging: Imaging is a bit to bit copy of the hard drive. It takes every 0 and 1 from
one hard drive to another.

• Hashing: Hashing uses the hash function to check the integrity of data used to
verify the image of the drives.

• Recovery: Recovery is a process of getting back of data from the deleted drive. It
is used to extract existing data.

• Acquire: It refers to identify the digital evidence inside the hard drive.
• Seizer: Seizer is used to preserve the hard drive by imaging.
• RAMDumping: It refers to extract the RAMdata such as cookies, browser history,
registry information, etc.

• Live Log: It contains the logical files that are generated in live cases.
• Live Analysis: Live analysis helps to extract the RAM information from the dump-
ing image of the RAM.

• Search: Search means to find some content into the image as well as the analyzed
hard drive.

• Log: Log is a logical file that can be extracted from the analysis of the data.
• Reporting: Reporting means proper documentation generates after performing of
the forensic tool.

• Packet Sniffing: It extracts information about the packets traveling in the network.
• Packet Analyzer: It is used to analyze the packet information such as IP, MAC,
Firewall information etc.

• Packet Spoofing: Spoofing means hiding the information of the sender. Here, IP
information is extracted.

• Protocol: It displays the rules followed by the tools.
• Open Port: It helps us to detect the open ports in IP connection that is required for
application and servers.

• Topology: It refers to the arrangement of network representation.

5 Results

The comparative table contains the results of the different forensic tools based on
the given parameters which are used to determine which tool is better in context to
the parameters. Table 2 shows the comparative results for the tools.

6 Conclusion

In today’s scenario, many digital forensics tools and techniques are used for cyber-
crime prevention and investigation. The paper provides a comparative study between
forensics application tools and a set of parameters. This approach is useful for foren-
sics experts and investigators to select the best possible forensic tool based on their
requirements. So, the investigation process can be carried out smoothly.
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After reviewed the comparative table we analyzed that some freely available tools
are as useful as the license tool. Some tools are user-friendly in their GUI, some are
better according to accuracy while some are used because of their lower data rate.
This research is useful to show which tool is better on which condition and also
concluding its usefulness of tool for stopping the digital crime.

7 Future Work

The future works include the mapping of digital forensic tools and enhancement
of data accuracy, reliability, security, and other privacy measures by performing a
comparative study on a large number of forensic tools.

In the next years, many other tools and many other features can also be used for
future research. And provide the comparative result between that tool and parameter
and we will try to be getting some CFTT research for testing the tools, also several
other parameters may also include for comparison.
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A Systematic Survey on Mobile Forensic
Tools Used for Forensic Analysis
of Android-Based Social Networking
Applications

Nirneeta Gupchup and Nishchol Mishra

1 Introduction

People today commonly use mobiles for their personal and organizational purposes.
Mobiles are no longer used just for making calls, or some simple calculations, or
clicking a quick photograph. They are used more often for web connectivity, chat-
ting, social networking, e-mail, games, exchanging texts and messages, sending and
receiving audio and video files, and so forth. The diverse features of mobile phones
make it possible to increase the range of their uses in criminal activities as well.

Social networking applications provide a web page to a customer to create his
own account on. From this account, the customer can generate his own list of people
withwhomhewants to share his thoughts, pictures, comments, personal information,
and the like. He can also view the connected users’ comments, pictures, thoughts,
etc., within the system [1].

Popularity: According to Wikipedia, more than 7 billion people in the world
use mobiles. China has the largest number of mobile phones in the world, 1.32
billion, while India is second with 1.12 billion mobile phones. The US with 327 mil-
lion mobile phones comes third [2]. Social networking applications like Facebook,
Twitter, MySpace, LinkedIn, Instagram, andWhatsApp have become widespread by
means of mobile devices and vice versa. These kinds of social networking applica-
tions impact the lives of millions of people around the world.

Many famous politicians, actors, and sportsmen interact with their fans through
the social media. They upload their pictures, their thoughts, and other data on social
media networks. Their fans join them on the social media and frequently upload
their own opinions, feelings, and other information. There are, for example, 29.8 M
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Fig. 1 Active social media accounts worldwide in Jan 2017 [8]

followers of the Indian PrimeMinister, NarendraModi on Twitter [3]. The American
President, Donald Trump has 29.3 M followers on Twitter [4]. Mr. Barack Obama
has 88.0 M followers on Twitter [5]. Bollywood superstar Amitabh Bachchan has
26.7M followers on the samemicroblogging site [6] and the famous cricketer Sachin
Tendulkar has 15.9 M followers [7]. These statistics show the popularity of social
networking applications (Fig. 1).

The research and consultancy organization, “We Are Social” announced in Jan
2017 that 2.789 billion people in the world had active social media accounts [8]. This
huge figure shows the significance of social networking applications on Android and
other systems.

Uses: There are some of the various uses of social networking apps:

• As already pointed out, social network services provide an account to a customer
in which he can create a list of people with whom he wants to share his thoughts,
pictures, comments, personal information, etc., and can also view the connected
users’ comments, pictures, thoughts, etc., within the system [1].

• Sometimes, missing people have been also found via social networking applica-
tions. For example, US airman Don Gibson found his long-lost son Craig and
Don’s wife Chrissie over Facebook after a lapse of 20 years [9]. In another similar
incident, a California mother Holland reunited with his son Jonathan on Face-
book after 15 years. Jonathan posted his childhood photo on Facebook and when
Holland viewed it, she was able to reunite with her son [10].

• Social networking apps are now covering live debates. In America, at August
2015, the Republican presidential debate was conducted on Facebook and it was
cohosted by Fox News [11].

• Several businessmen are using social networking to communicate with customers,
for example, by forwarding coupons on Facebook and Twitter [12].
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Threats and vulnerabilities: The diverse nature and popularity of the social
media makes it highly vulnerable to attacks like phishing, stalking, child pornog-
raphy, theft, social engineering attacks, etc. Cybercriminals can register themselves
with fake identities and fake values with the intention to harm people or to carry out
criminal activities.

A real legal case from the Sultanate of Oman involving a smartphone crime shows
that a crime can be committed by using social networking applications on mobile. In
this case, an organization (P) had received a user (Ali)’s complaint that his mobile
phone had been hacked. And the numbers of his contact list were receiving text
messages through WhatsApp. However, the user claims that he had not sent any
messages from his mobile [13].

Some scams that have been perpetrated using social networking sites:

1. There was a link in Facebook which asked users to install WhatsApp on their
PCs. When a user followed the link and did so, he had subscribed to a premium
rate SMS service without his knowledge [14].

2. An attack on Twitter was carried out through direct messages, these DM appear
to be come through a follower, and when we click on this messages link, it can
either infect our twitter account or can steal account information [14].

Need of mobile forensics: When a case comes for investigation the police and
investigators go through social media accounts to know about the victim and the
suspect’s general behavior. Social networking applications onmobiles are a profitable
idea for forensic investigators. Electronic proof can be extracted from mobiles from
the respective social media application. This gives information about user activities
on the social media, as well as personal information. Following is the list of world’s
most popular 15 social networking applications:

1. Facebook,
2. YouTube,
3. Instagram,
4. Twitter,
5. Reddit,
6. Vine (In jan 2017 Vine became Vine Camera),
7. Pinterest,
8. Ask.fm,
9. Tumblr*,
10. Flickr,
11. Google+,
12. LinkedIn,
13. VK,
14. ClassMates, and
15. Meetup [15]
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Table 1 The worldwide
device shipments by segment,
2016–2019 [41]

Device type 2016 2017 2018 2019

Traditional PCs 219 205 198 193

Ultramobile premium 49 61 74 85

PC market total 268 266 272 278

Ultramobiles (basic and
utility)

168 165 166 166

Computing devices market 436 432 438 444

Mobile phones 1888 1893 1920 1937

Total 2324 2324 2357 2380

Objective and Motivation
Forensic inspection of smartphones is difficult. Smartphones are constantly updating
their contents, that is, they are in auto sync mode. The auto sync mode automatically
updates mobile data which causes problems in extracting evidence. The reason of
this analysis is to decide whether actions performed on social media by Android
operating systems contain data stored in the internal memory of mobiles so that the
amount, location, and time of data stored can be extracted.

The proliferation of smartphones with diverse features, the ubiquitous nature of
mobile networks, and the extremely large numbers of users present problems for the
investigator.

According to a survey conducted by Gartner in January 2017, the worldwide
device shipments by segment were as follows in the period 2016–2019 (Millions of
units).

In Table 1, a survey of worldwide device shipments by segment for four years
(2016–2019) is shown. It is clear from the above table that the PC market is falling
and themobile phonesmarket is growing rapidly. But unfortunately, mobile forensics
is lagging behind as compared to computer forensics. There should be more research
in mobile forensics so that the forensic process is equipped to recover all forensically
significant data from mobile phones.

Android Platform: It is an open source mobile device platform. Android is based
on the Linux 2.6 kernel. Open Handset Alliance is used to manage it. The first
Android platform mobile phones were started in 2008, and today, it is the most
popular operating system in the world. It has become the first operating system ever
to ship one billion smartphones, globally. Today Android mobile’s share is nearly
81.7% of the mobile market [16]. According to “THE VERGE” Android and iOS
shared 99.6% of total mobile market in the last quarter of 2016 [16]. Following table
describes different mobile operating systemwith their market share and unit volumes
for 2 years (2015–2016).

Table 2 shows some mobile operating systems with their market share for 4Quar-
ters of 2 years (2015–2016). It is clear from the above table that Android has the
lion’s share of the market (nearly 82% of the total mobile market). This shows the
popularity of Android in the world.
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Table 2 In 4Q16 worldwide smartphone sales by operating system (thousands of units) [42]

Operating system 4Q16 units 4Q16 market share
(%)

4Q15 units 4Q15 market share
(%)

Android 352669.9 81.7 325394.4 80.7

iOS 77038.9 17.9 71525.9 17.7

Windows phone 1092.2 0.3 4395.0 1.1

BlackBerry 207.9 0.0 906.9 0.2

Others OS 530.4 0.1 887.3 0.2

Total 431539.3 100.0 403109.4 100.0

2 Main Text

2.1 Brief Literature Review

Mutawa et al. [17] researched applications such as Facebook, Twitter, and MySpace
on smartphone: Android, iOS, and BlackBerry operating systems were analyzed.
The result shows that the data stored in various social networking applications could
be seen and evidence can be easily extracted from iOS and Android with the help
of certain software and hardware. According to them, odin3 was used to root the
tested Android mobile device so that they can upload the rootkit. After uploading the
rootkit, social networking applications were installed. Then various user activities
were performed on these applications. The results show that the Facebook artifacts
contain files which have user’s data, activity performed by the user including chat
message, created albums, mailbox, etc. The Twitter artifact contains files which have
the table of posted information like tweets, pictures, number of friends, users, and
other useful data. The third social networking application MySpace artifact contains
cookies, cache files because it is a web-based application.

Mathavan et al. [18] use commercial tools like WinHex, HxD for the purpose of
analysis. They proved the integrity of the acquired image by calculating the hash
value before and after taking the image of the Android mobile phone.

Mahajan et al. [19] researched WhatsApp and Viber instant messengers. They
mention the forensics and challenges of Android that a forensicsmethodology should
be chosen such that original data should be unchanged. Forensic examination of
applications and their databases is tough if the mobile phone is locked or data is
encrypted or deleted. They used Cellebrite UFED Classic Ultimate to extract the
files and folders. They conduct an experiment on both rooted and non-rooted mobile
phone.

Curran and Cakmak [20] mentioned that the mobile social media applications
generally creates database files, log files, XML files, and PLIST files to store most of
the private and evidentiary data. Logical images of Android mobile is created using
XRY. And these files can be retrieved by using open source tools.
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The research of Lessard and Kessle [21] shows that physical image of a smart-
phone gives more information than the logical image of the smartphone. They also
explained the necessities of rooting of mobile. FTK (Forensic Toolkit) tool was used
for the examination of memory image files.

Al-Hadidi and AlShidhani [13] mentioned in their research that Android mobile
device hasfive layers: application layer, the application framework, libraries,Android
run time, and Linux kernel. Java is used to write applications in applications layer.
The devicememory ofmobile stores portable software applications like “WhatsApp”
data and the portable deviceMicroSD card also contain data of software applications.
In the same paper, they describe Oxygen forensic suite and UFED Physical Analyzer
Cellebrite.

Iqbal et al. [22] researched left artifacts of ChatON Instant Messaging application
on two devices: Samsung Galaxy Note running Android 4.1, and an iPhone running
iOS. In their paper, they implemented a situation of predefined actions on both devices
and acquired a picture of them(devices). Then they performed manual examination
of the picture and recognized left data of ChatON Instant Messaging application.
SQLite Database Browser, and plutil tools were used. They were successful to get
the data with timestamp.

Kausar [23] researched the new directions in the area of smartphone forensic
analysis. She compared different forensic techniques with their platforms. The result
of her comprehensive analysis shows that there is no such generic forensic tool or
technique which can perform forensic analysis of all types of smartphones.

In INFOSEC [24], it is stated that for forensic analysis of WhatsApp we
need: Android mobile with USB data cable and mobile phone drivers, What-
sApp_Xtract_v2.0, file browser (manager) for Android, Python for windows. It is
also clearly stated in it that all data is stored in WhatsApp in a SQLite database.

Yasin et al. [25] use 4 IM protocols namely AIM, Windows Live Messenger
protocol, Google Talk, and Yahoo Messenger for investigation between the suspect
and the correspondent of criminal network. Various conversations are performed
between the suspect and the correspondent. Then they collected information left in
memory and inspected by EnCasev6.14 to confirm that several IM protocols were
used in a discussion.

Walnycky et al. [26] forensically analyzed 20 instant messaging applications on
Android. Network traffic was also analyzed. The result shows that they were able to
reconstruct data like passwords and screenshots, images, videos, audio sent,messages
sent, and profile pictures.

Simao et al. [27] discussed Android platform that consists of the operating sys-
tem, software development kit, and its applications. A sandbox concept is used by
Android operating system so that applications cannot access those areas which are
not explicitly allowed. SQLite database, free and open software, is also used by
Android operating system.

Thakur [28] discussed WhatsApp database hardware and software acquisition.
Hardware analysis is done by UFED Physical Analyzer and software analysis by
Zena forensics. Android applications are written into Java programming language.
SDK tool compiles the code into an .apk archive file. She concentrates her paper on
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two areas: acquisition and analysis of WhatsApp data from (1) nonvolatile memory
and from (2) volatile memory.

Vidas et al. [29] in their paper mention that mobile forensic needs data collection
from mobiles. For this purpose, numerous constraints and required qualities on the
procedure are considered. Data should be correctly copied from mobile. The collec-
tion process is a multistep method which needs a collection recovery image. After
obtaining it, it is flashed. After loading, of collection recovery image, the device is
rebooted into recovery mode and connected with computer that has ADB (to verify
that the device is connected).

Sahu [30] discusses the process of finding evidence. He extracted information
via WhatsApp_Xtract package and then he installed python programming language
environment.

Vinod [31] discussed forensic investigation in three main phases of digital foren-
sics, namely, acquisition, analysis, and reporting. The analysis had two forms: evi-
dence recovery and expert analysis. Android Debug Bridge (ADB) is used for pulling
data. ADB is a free utility of Android SDK, and it is depending on the ADB pull com-
mand which copies parts of the file system to the forensic workstation. To retrieve
required data from mobile the mobile is rooted.

2.2 Forensic Tool Kit

Android Debug Bridge (ADB): This client–server program is a multipurpose com-
mand line tool.ADBcan controlAndroid gadget overUSB froma computer for copy-
ing files, installing and uninstalling apps, and more. After installing ADB devices
command we can communicate with an Android smartphone or tablet. An ADBwith
a USB connected device, USB debugging must be enabled [32].

Open Source Android Forensics (OSAF): it is an open source forensic tool for
creating a framework for Android which has a main focus on investigating malware
within Android applications [33].

XRY provides physical and logical solutions. It provides investigators full right
to use all the probable methods to recover information from a mobile device. We can
recover vital data from mobile [34].

Fastboot: It is a small tool and can be used to reflash partitions on mobile. It is
a command based tool. It comes with Android SDK (Software Development Kit).
One can do recovery by using it. It is used to update firmware and doesn’t require
recovery mode. It is for Android mobiles [35].

UFED Physical Analyzer
Following things are possible with this tool:

• Decoding: Data carving from unallocated space, JTAG decoding, apps decoding,
and image carving are possible.

• Analysis: Malware detection, project analytics, timeline, map view, file view, and
SQLite database viewer are possible.
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• Reporting: Report generation, export chat message in conversation format, and
exporting of e-mail are possible.

• Hash verification is also possible [36].

WhatsApp_Xtract: It is a tool which is used for backup of WhatsApp social
networking application messages. It is a freely available tool. It opens the msg-
store.dbWhatsApp SQLite database and creates a report in which all contact with
their conversation is mentioned [37].

Oxygen Forensic: It is a freely available forensic tool. It can access data from on
Android, BlackBerry, iOS, Windows Phone, etc. It can import device backups and
images. Password can be extracted by it. It is preferred in the investigation because
it can recover most of the deleted data [38].

MOBILedit Forensic: Data that can be retrieved is call history, text messages,
multimedia messages, files, calendars, note, reminders, application data such as
Skype, Evernote, Dropbox, WhatsApp, Facebook, Gmail, etc. Phone-related infor-
mation like IMEI number, operating systems, IMSI, ICCID, and location area infor-
mation can also be retrieved by it. Password bypassing is possible. Deleted data can
be retrieved and supports Android, BlackBerry, iPhone, Symbian, Windows phone,
Windows Mobile, Bada, Meego, Chinese phones, and CDMA phones [39].

Android Forensic Toolkit Comparison
In Table 3, the comparison of mobile forensic tools is shown. From the above table,
it is clear that:

ADB: This command based tool can analyze phone entries, messages, call logs,
and application files. It can detect malware and extract password. Recovery of data
and deleted data is also possible with it. This is important as forensic perception.

OSAF: This freely available tool can analyze phone entries, messages, call logs,
and application files. It can detect malware. Recovery of data and deleted data is also
possible with it. This is important as forensic perception.

XRY: This tool can analyze phone entries, messages, call logs, and application
files. It candetectmalware and extract password. Forensic examiners require recovery
of data and deleted data which is also possible with it.

Fastboot: It has the same features as ADB.

• UFEDPhysical Analyzer: This tool extracts data quickly and it has same features
like XRY. Three types of extraction methods are available in Cellebrite UFED:

1. Logical extraction,
2. File system extraction, and
3. Physical extraction.

1. Logical Extraction: In this extraction device vendor API is used. API gives right
to use to apps to communicate with device operating system and permit forensic
records for extraction.
Method: Mobile is connected to UFED through a USB cable. After connection,
UFED makes read-only API call to request for user data from mobile. Phone
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Table 3 Android forensic toolkit comparison

Tools
features

ADB OSAF XRY Fastboot UFED
Physi-
cal
Ana-
lyzer

WhatsApp_Xtract Oxygen MOBILedit

Phone entries Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes – Yes Yes

Messages Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes – Yes Yes

Call logs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes – Yes Yes

Application
files

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes – Yes Yes

Open access – Yes – – – Yes Yes Yes

Command-
based

Yes – – Yes – Yes – –

Data
recovery

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Recovery of
deleted data

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Password
bypass-
ing/password
extracting

Yes – Yes Yes Yes – Yes Yes

Malware
detection

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes – – –

replies to validAPI requests andgives data such as chats, phonebookdata, images,
etc.
Benefits: Implementation is easy. This gives result in a readable format.
Drawback: Limited content can be extracted. Pictures are in a different folder
hence cannot be extracted through it.

3. Physical Extraction: In this, a bit-to-bit copy of the mobile device’s flash mem-
ory is created, which gives access to allocated and unallocated space of additional
data layers [40].

2. File System Extraction: To access device partition this method is used. It has
different set of built in protocols for different operating systems. In some cases,
it is important to rely on phone backup like web history, e-mail headers.

WhatsApp_Xtract: This forensic tool forensically analyzes only WhatsApp
social networking application data. It is a command based tool.

Oxygen: This freely available tool analyzes phone entries, messages, call logs,
and application files. Forensic important data can be recovered by this tool. Forensic
examiners can extract password using this tool.

MOBILedit: This tool installs a small application on the mobile phone to pull
the data. This has the same feature like oxygen.
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3 Conclusion and Future Work

Several forensic toolkits: ADB, OSAF, XRY, Fastboot, UFED Physical Analyzer,
Whatsapp_Xtract, Oxygen, and MOBILedit are analyzed in this paper. UFED and
XRY forensic tools are able to extract required data. These tools are analyzed on
the features like phone entries, messages, call logs, application files, open access,
command based, data recovery, recovery of deleted data, password extracting, and
malware detection. In this paper, some of world’s famous social networking appli-
cations are analyzed on Android operating system. In future, other mobile operating
systems like iOS, BlackBerry, and Windows will be analyzed for forensic analysis
and extracting data.
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Enhanced and Secure Acknowledgement
IDS in Mobile Ad Hoc Network
by Hybrid Cryptography Technique

Aumreesh Kumar Saxena, Piyush Shukla and Sitesh Kumar Sinha

1 Introduction

MANET involves remote compact center points that shape a fleeting framework
without the guide settled structure or central association [1]. Center points can con-
fer particularly to various centers inside their transmission go. Center points outside
the transmission extend are passed on by methods for transitional center points with
the true objective that it shapes a multi-hop circumstance [1]. In multi-skip trans-
mission, a package is sent beginning with one center then onto the following, until
it accomplishes the objective with the help of using guiding tradition. For honest
to goodness, working of the framework-coordinated effort between center points is
required [1, 2]. Here, investment suggested playing out the framework limits out
and out by centers for the preferred standpoint of various center points. In any case,
since the open establishment and flexibility of center points, noncooperation may
happen which can to a great degree degrades the execution of framework [1, 2].
MANET is weak against various sorts of strikes because of the open establishment,
dynamic framework topology, nonattendance of central association and compelled
battery-based essentialness of compact center points [3]. These ambushes can be
named Denial of Service Attack, Impersonation, Eavesdropping Routing strikes,
and Black crevice strike, Gray-opening Attack, Man-in-the-inside Attack, Jamming,
Replay Attack, and Wormhole Attack [3]. A couple arranges had been proposed as
of now that solely pointed on area and abhorrence of outside attacks [2, 3]. However,
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an expansive part of these arrangements twists up perceptibly futile when the poi-
sonous center points starting at now entered the framework or a couple of centers in
the framework are exchanged off by attacker [3]. Such attacks are more perilous as
these are begun from inside the framework and because of this the primary Defense
line of framework winds up clearly unfit. Since inward attacks are performed by
taking an intrigue noxious center points which bear on quite a while before they are
exchanged off along these lines it ends up being extraordinarily difficult to recognize
[4]. MANET is prepared for making a self-planning and self-keeping up framework
without the help of a concentrated establishment, which is as often as possible infeasi-
ble in essential mission applications like military conflict or emergency recovery [4].
Unimportant setup and quick course of action make MANET arranged to be used as
a piece of emergency conditions where an establishment is blocked off or unfeasible
to present in circumstances like typical or human-incited cataclysms, military con-
flicts, and restorative emergency conditions [5]. Securing remote ad hoc framework
is astoundingly trying the issue.

2 Intrusion Detection in MANET

Various IDS have been presented in standard wired frameworks, where all develop-
ments must experience switches or entryways. IDS can be added to and executed in
these devices easily on the other hand; MANET works do not have such devices [6].
Moreover, the medium is absolutely open, so both genuine and harmful customers
can get to it [5, 6]. In addition, there is no sure division among average and remark-
able activities in a convenient circumstance. Since centers can move subjectively,
false directing information could be from an exchanged off-center point or a center
that has old information. The present IDS procedures onwired frameworks cannot be
associated clearly to MANETs [6]. Various IDS projected to ensemble the attribute
of MANETs.

3 Watchdog

The essential of the watchdog part is to improve the throughput of the framework
with the closeness of threatening centers. Watchdog fill in as intrusion revelation
for MANET and responsible for perceiving noxious center unfortunate behavior in
the framework [6]. Protect watchdog perceives harmful center insidious exercises
by unpredictably tuning into its next ricochet’s transmission [7]. In case a Watchdog
center point gets that, its next center point fails to forward the package inside a
predefined day and age, it fabricates its mistake counter [7]. At whatever point a
center’s failure counter outperforms a predefined edge, the Watchdog center reports
it as getting boisterous [7, 8]. Meanwhile, protect watchdog keeping up a pad of
starting late sent packages and differentiating each got allocate the bundle in the
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NS NA NB NC ND

Fig. 1 Watchdog concept

support [7, 8]. A data distribution cleared from the pad when the protect watchdog
gets a comparable package is being sent by the accompanying bob center point over
the medium. If a data distribution in the pad is for a truly long time, the watchdog
plot accuses the accompanying hop neighbor to be escaping hand (Fig. 1).

Exactly when center point NB propels a package from center point NS toward
center point ND through center point NC, center point NA cannot transmit the sep-
aration to center point NC, in any case, it can tune in on center point NB’s traffic.
Center point NA can get center point NB’s transmission and can affirm that center
point NB has tried to pass the package to center point NC. The solid line addresses
the arranged course of the package sent by center point NB to center point NC, while
the dashed line demonstrates that is inside transmission extent of center point NB
and can get the bundle trade. The way rater technique empowers center points to
keep up a key separation from the use of the raising hell center points in any future
course selections. The directing information can be passed with the message [8].
The Watchdog plot fails to distinguish harmful wicked exercises with the closeness
of the going with: (1) unverifiable accidents; (2) authority impacts; (3) compelled
transmission control; (4) false terrible lead report; (5) interest; and (6) fragmentary
dropping.

4 AACK

AACK: Another arrangement called AACK. Like TWOACK, AACK is a
certification-based framework layer plot which can be considered as a blend of an
arrangement called TACK (vague to TWOACK) and a conclusion to end insistence
scheme called ACKnowledge (ACK) [8, 9]. Stood out from TWOACK, AACK in
a general sense lessened framework overhead while still prepared for keeping up
or despite outflanking a comparative framework throughput [9]. Enhance Adaptive
Acknowledgment (EAACK) is planned to deal with two of the six deficiencies of
Watchdog arrange, specifically, false fiendishness and recipient crash [8, 9].

5 TWOACK

TWOACK: It deals with the issue of the beneficiary crash and power hindrance of
protecting watchdog. In this arrangement, a certification of every data allocates each
there centers along transmission way [9]. If ACK is not gotten inside predefined
time, interchange centers are stamped malicious. TWOACK tackles directing tradi-
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Packet 1
Packet 1
TwoAck

TwoAck

NS NBNA NC NDNXNS NBNA NC NDNX

Fig. 2 Two acknowledgement

tions, for instance, Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [9]. The shortcomings are (1)
Limited battery control (2) Network overhead. Figure 2 is showing the working of
two acknowledgement schemes.

6 Related Work

In [9] Hybrid cryptography method is showed and which is decreased by controlling
overhead by recognizing the malicious way. Using shared key source center point
and objective center point confirm to trade data Packet [9]. Cream cryptography
methodologyusesAESandRSAPublicKeyPair to senddata fromsource to objective
[9]. AES figuring is used for scrambling content which is unscrambled by same key
[9]. It is as a kind of symmetric piece figure. It is related with the TA to ensure that
symmetric keys are developed between genuine center points [9]. The data packages
sent from the source center to Trust authority (TA) center and to the objective. Bundle
drop is diminished by completing the puzzle key created for each flexible center
point in the framework [9]. In [10] it is shown the system managing three issues of
the watch pooch—that are confined transmission control, recipient crash, and false
inconvenience making. Here in the presented system DSR tradition is used and to
keep up a vital separation from the created confirmation and it uses cryptographic
computation that is RSA [10]. In [11] secure check procedure is proposed which
is cream cryptographic frameworks and exceptionally expected for MANETs to
diminish the framework overhead in flexible center points. It develops and ensures
the higher terrible lead reports to extend the framework execution while perceiving
the groups in EAACK plot [11]. In [11] DSA and RSA, propelled check arrange is
executed. EAACK is a certification-based IDS each one of the three areas of EAACK,
to be particular ACK, S-ACK, and MRA, are attestation-based acknowledgment
arranges [11]. In [12] cream strategy of RSA and AES is used, to make the system
more secure as RSA figuring is used to talk with the gatherer through session key and
AES estimation is used to scramble this session keywhichmakes the keymore secure
along these lines redesigning the security level. In [13] it is displayed a structurewhich
can perceive and what’s more to keep the toxic strikes. The structure is named as
Enhanced Adaptive ACKnowledgment (EAACK) [13]. This structure has a powerful
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strike control, which is one of the basic conditions to guarantee the data security
[13]. Once the activator describes the keys to the centers, the need will be made
therefore. What’s more, each record would be secured at the activator database [13].
In [14] dangerous center point acknowledgment arranges is presented. Uncommon
mode in the presented plan will recognize the threatening center point [14]. The
malevolent center area handle is taken after just-in harmful circumstance. So if there
is no malignant center point in the framework, by then the strategy goes about as
whatever other coordinating tradition, e.g., AODV [14]. An additional mode in the
proposed plan may grow the overhead, however if we are recognizing the genuine
malignant center then the overhead is sufficient [14].What’smore, besides bymaking
use of Elliptic curve cryptography with Digital stamp estimation will guarantee our
framework. The Elliptic Curve Digital Signature count (ECDSA) takes lesser key
size than RSA/DSA estimations for the same level of security [14].

7 Issues

Enhanced and Secured Adaptive Acknowledgment (ESAACK) is expected to deal
with some weaknesses of Watchdog arrange, particularly, false rambunctiousness
and authority affect.

7.1 Receiver Collisions

Center point NA sends Packet P1 to center point NB, further center point NB sends
this bundle to center point NC; meanwhile, center point NX is sending Packet 2 to
center point NC, due to which, packet 1 and packet 2 dropped and did not reach at
center point NC, also message from center point NB is sent to center point NA of
packet failure see Fig. 3.

Packet 1

Overhearing
Packet 1

Packet 2

NS NBNA NC NDNX

Fig. 3 Receiver collision
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Packet 1

Overhearing
Packet 1

False Report

NS NBNA NC NDNXNS NBNA NC NDNX

Fig. 4 False misbehavior report

7.2 False Misbehavior Report

Center point NB sent Packet P1 to center point NC, due to some problem packet it
was not received by center point NC but a false report is sent by center point NA to
center point NS of successful transmission of the packet due to open medium and
remote conveyance of regular MANETs resulting in misbehavior report see Fig. 4.

8 Proposed Work

ACK is usually called an end-to-end acknowledgment procedure which is a piece of
EAACKprocedure and an important aspect of ACK is to decrease the overhead in the
network. For example, if node A1 is transmit a packet P1 to another node A2, and if
each intermediate node are supportive and effectively received the request in the node
A2. Then Node A2 will generate ACK to node A1. Secure Acknowledgment (S-
ACK) principle work where three or more than three successive nodes in a network
to identify misbehaving of the node. For every three successive nodes in the path, the
third node compulsorily gives reply as S-ACK packet to the first node. The motive of
S-ACK is the identification ofmisbehaving node during receiver collision and limited
transmission power. To determine the flaws ofwatchdog like falsemisbehavior report
we used Misbehavior Report Authentication (MRA) procedure. Here another or
different path is checked by the source node, if it is found and data reached at
destination node by using this path which is summarized as the false report. EAACK
include ACK, SACK and MRA which is based on the acknowledgment concept.
To identify misbehaviors node in the network, they used acknowledgement concept.
Thus, it is tremendously significant to make sure that each acknowledgment packets
in EAACK are genuine and uncontaminated. The motive of presented work is also
achieved genuine and uncontaminated acknowledgement packet in ESAACK.
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8.1 Proposed Architecture

The proposed approach presents Intrusion Detection System in MANETs. In the
framework, first task is to make center points. Once the center points are made, they
are associated and their accessibility is checked. The proposed system is forMANET.
A cross-breed tradition is exhibited named as gathered coordinating tradition. It
isolates an aggregate framework into different gathering. Intra-assemble coordinating
are done by a proactive tradition which diminishes the delay in the correspondence
of center points inside the group. The proposed cross-breed tradition is a mix of RSA
and BE approach which diminishes the framework overhead. For this, the approach
has lessened malignant center point through which security level is overhauled.

8.1.1 Network Formation

Keeping in mind to build the network, we are proceeding to embrace the accompa-
nying execution measurements.

8.1.2 Cluster Routing Protocol (CRP)

CRP is the blend of a proactive and responsive protocol. There is a diminishment in
the deferral of correspondence between center points in a framework if intra-gather
coordinating is given by a proactive protocol. There is a diminishment in information
exchange limit with respect to information in the middle of gathering coordinating
by using a responsive protocol. CRP uses the framework called as periphery cast
assurance tradition, which manages the development between dissimilar clusters. It
comes into the picture when there is no periphery cast assurance tradition used to
spread the responsive route inquire. If a center point has no route to its destination,
it is used to spread the responsive route inquire.

8.2 Hybrid Cryptography Techniques

In the present structure ESAACK, there is a huge amount of framework overhead
when there is an extension in a malevolent center point in the framework. These
malignant center points enlarge the fake insistence, which realizes framework over-
head. The structure uses RSA and BF estimations. In this proposed structure, we
use the BF symmetric computation to scramble the plaintext and uses RSA used to
encode the symmetric key of BF. For a session, individual key will produced.
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9 Results

Java platform is used during experiments in this work. We have prepared computer
network architecture in a computer lab where 15 wireless nodes connected with each
other through the server node. During transmission of the packet between two nodes
(source, destination),we choose nodes randomly. Sizes of the transmitted packetwere
512 bytes and transmission rate were 3 packet/second. Every node in the network
maintaining a buffer which can manage 80 packets during sending and receiving if
routes are not available at current time. During experiments, if an intrusion is found,
an alarm will generate in the form of dialog box which will display on nodes screen.
We have evaluated the inside performance of the node. During experiments for the
evaluation of the proposed method, we choose the following parameters:

1. Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR): PDR can be described as the ratio of data packets
received through destinations to those produced by the sources [15, 16].

2. Delay: Another important attribute of performance is the network delay. Delay
can be explained as a total time taken by a bit of data to reach from source–to-
destination node in the network [15, 16].

3. Routing Overhead: ratio of routing-related transmissions [15, 16].
4. Packet Loss: Packet loss is another important attribute in performance evalu-

ation; it is defined as a total number of packet loss during transmission from
source-to-destination node in the network [15, 16].

Here, the performance of the presented EAACK is examined and final result is
concluded. Table 1 is showing the number of center point in the framework and
corresponding delay. Graph 1 encircled from Table 1 and it demonstrates that the
ESAACK structure gives the slightest Delay. The deferral is constrained since the
package is passed on in slightest time. Table 2 is demonstrating the bundle lose on
different parcel estimate in the system. Graph 2 framed from Table 2 and it shows
that in the proposed framework parcel misfortune is diminished. As we realize that
bundle misfortune is one reason for vitality squander moreover.

Table 3 is exhibiting the package movement extent on various package sizes in the
framework. Graph 3 molded from Table 3 and we can express that bundle movement
extent rate is high. On account of this component, a most extraordinary number of
packages are passed on. Table 4 is showing the coordinating overhead on various
package sizes in the framework. Graph 4 molded from Table 4 and it is showing that
the proposed system diminishes the coordinating overhead.

Table 1 Nodes versus
average delay

No. of nodes ESAACK IDS average delay

4 0.0245

6 0.035

8 0.0415

12 0.0389
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Graph 1 Node versus
average delay
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Table 2 Size of packet
versus packet lose

No. of nodes ESAACK IDS packet loss

4 2

6 2

8 3

12 5

Graph 2 Packets size
versus loss
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Table 3 Node versus
execution time PDR

Nodes ESAACK IDS PDR

4 2.351

6 2.451

8 3.258

12 3.387

Graph 3 Packet size versus
PDR
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Table 4 Node versus routing
overhead

Nodes ESAACK IDS overhead

4 2.351

6 2.451

8 3.258

12 3.387

Graph 4 Conn versus
routing overhead
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10 Conclusion

ESAACK build MANETs highly sheltered. The genuine risks like false terrible lead
report and mold assertion can be recognized by using this arrangement. ESAACK
tradition astoundingly planned for MANETs and examined it against other very
distinctive parts in different circumstances through generations. Coming to the final
resultwherewenotified positive execution against existing arrangement, for instance,
watchdog, TWOACK. The development in noxious centers in the structure achieves
framework overhead and different fake certifications made. Thus, to diminish the
framework overhead and fake insistence, we have used new approach with cryptog-
raphy. In this methodology cross-breed, Clustered tradition reduces the threatening
center, which decreases orchestrate overhead. Presented method beats the negative
aspect of PKI (Public key establishment) and moreover improved MANET security.
Execution of projected work is completed with the help of cryptographic methodol-
ogy, (for instance, both BF and RSA plots in the amusement).
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Formal Verification of Causal
Order-Based Load Distribution
Mechanism Using Event-B

Pooja Yadav, Raghuraj Suryavanshi, Arun Kumar Singh and Divakar Yadav

1 Introduction

Distributed systems are very complex to understand and develop. There is a need
to formally verify and ensure the correctness of distributed systems and algorithms.
During last few years, the research in the field of formal methods has done significant
work in the development of describing and analysing the complex systems in formal
languages [1, 2]. In distributed systems, formal methods take an important role for
ensuring the correctness of several protocols and algorithms. Formal verification is
done either through model checking or theorem proving [3, 4]. Model checking is
a model-oriented approach, which verifies the correctness of system automatically
by traversing every possible execution path. It is expressed in terms of finite state
automata that describe all possible transitions states. In this technique, for a given
problem, a formal model describing its behavioural properties is developed in formal
language. All the properties of models are verified. In order to verify all possible
execution paths, it is required that the model must be finite. The problem may also
appear when the model which is finite has considerable size. Theorem proving is
the act of generating a mathematical proof for a mathematical statement to be true
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[3, 5, 6]. In this proving technique, system and its properties are specified in terms
of mathematical logic. The verification of properties is done by discharging proof
obligations generated by the system. If the proof is discharged for a statement, then
it is known to be true and is said to be a theorem. The main advantage of theorem
proving over model checking is that it can be used to verify the system having infinite
states.

We have considered Event-B as a formal method for verification of our model.
Event-B [7–9] is a formal technique, which is used to develop and formalize such
system whose component can be modelled as discrete transition systems. It also
provides refinement-based development of a complex model and has control systems
within its scope. Event-B modelling can be used in various application areas like
sequential programmes, concurrent programmes and distributed systems [10].

In this paper, we have developed formal model of distributed load migration
mechanism using Event-B. Distributed system is a collection of autonomous systems
connected by the network and they communicate with each other for the completion
of common goal [11]. In this environment, the users submit the task at their sites for
processing. The random arrival of tasks and their service order create the possibility
that several sites may become heavily loaded and others may ideal or lightly loaded.
It may degrade the performance of the whole system. Therefore, load distribution
scheme is required for efficient use of resources and to enhance the performance
[11–13]. In this paper, we have considered maximum load count value of site as the
threshold value. This threshold value indicates maximum number of tasks that can be
executed without affecting the performance of system.When a new task is submitted
at site, the load count value of that site will be increased. When load count value of
any site exceeds threshold value, then that site will become heavily loaded site. The
load of this site should be transferred to idle or lightly loaded site. In order to find
out low load site, heavily loaded site broadcasts load transfer request message to all
sites. Site, whose load count value is lesser than threshold value, sends load reply
message to sender. At any instance, lightly loaded site may receive number of load
request messages from several heavily loaded sites. It will not send a reply message
to all heavily loaded sites. It will send a reply only to that site first whose request
for load transfer message arrived first. For ensuring ordered delivery of message, we
have introduced a notion of causal order delivery [14]. The lightly loaded site will
send a reply only to that site whose request for load transfer causally precedes the
request from others. After receiving reply message from low load site, load from
heavily loaded site will be transferred to it.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes Event-B
as formal method, Sect. 3 presents causal order broadcast, Sect. 4 outlines Event-B
Model of causal order-based load distribution. This model consists of events like
task submission event for submission of new task, enable and disable load transfer
event for changing status of site when load count value increase and decrease from
threshold value, broadcast and deliver event to formalize ordered delivery of load
request message, reply message event, which models the sending of reply message
to heavily loaded site and load reduction event to reduce load value. Finally, Sect. 5
concludes the paper.
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2 Event-B

Event-B [14–18] is a formal technique, which captures complete system specifica-
tions on the basis of requirement and system behaviour. It can be expressed in form
of states and events. It specifies the model in mathematical form. It defines math-
ematical structures as context and machine [19–21]. The context part of the model
contains sets, constants and axioms, which are used to describe static properties of
system. The dynamic part of the model is shown by machine part, which contains
set of variables, invariants and events that modify the value of state variable when
it triggers. The variables of model are constrained by invariants. The invariants of
model which describe the properties of model should not be violated when an event
occurs. The event contains guards which are necessary conditions for an event to
trigger and list of actions. When all guards of an event become true, then set of
actions written under it will be performed. The action of an event is expressed by
substitution operation. It specifies how the state of system may change. The event
may use local variables. The scope of that variable will be local to the event.

For ensuring correctness of the model, Event-B method requires to discharge all
proof obligations generated by themodel. Proof obligations serve to verify properties
of the model.

There are several tools which support to write Event-B specifications. We have
considered Rodin tool [22–24] for the development of our model. In order to dis-
charge proof obligations generated by the model, there are various plug-ins which
are provided by this tool. Event-B uses set-theoretic notations to specify the model.
The syntax and detail description of Event-B notations can be found in [15].

3 Causal Order Broadcast

The formalization of causal relationship in distributed system was initiated by Lam-
port in [25]. Later, causal ordering of messages is proposed by Birman, Schiper and
Stephenson [26]. The causal order property can be ensured by combining FIFO order
and local order property [27].

FIFO order property says that if any site Si broadcasts a message Ma before
broadcast another message Mb, then each receiving site delivers Ma before Mb.

Local order property says that if any site Si delivers message Ma before broad-
casting message Mb, then every receiving site delivers Ma before Mb.

The causal order property says that if broadcasting of a message Ma causally
precedes broadcasting of a message Mb, then delivery of message Ma at each site
should be done before message Mb (Fig. 1).

We can say that message Ma causally precedes message Mb if send event of
messageMa; send(Ma) at site Si happened before message sending event send(Mb)
of message Mb at site Sj. The causality of the message can also be related with
receive event of the message. AmessageMa causally precedesMb if receive event of
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Fig. 1 Causal order
broadcast

Ma

Mb

Mc

S1

S2
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messageMa causally precedes the broadcast ofMb.As given inFig. 1, broadcastingof
messageMa causally precedes broadcasting ofMb and each recipient site deliversMa
before Mb. Similarly, broadcasting of message Mb causally precedes broadcasting
of message Mc and each recipient site delivers Mb before Mc.

4 Event-B Model of Load Distribution Mechanism

We start with the distributed system model having a set of sites. Since there is no
system-wide global clock or shared memory, the information from one site to other
site is exchanged throughmessages. At any site, new taskmay be submitted. The task
may be process or transaction which will perform some operation (reading or writing
on data objects) at that site. Therefore, submission of new task will increase the load
at that site. When the load count value exceeds a certain limit known as threshold
value, then the performance of the systemwill degrade. In order to capture maximum
throughput from the system, we need to distribute load from heavily loaded site to
idle site in efficient manner.

In ourmodel, the context part contains SITE andMESSAGE as carrier set.TRANS-
FERSTATUS and TYPE are declared as enumerated set. The set TRANSFERSTATUS
represents load transfer status of site informs of disable and enable.

Initially, load transfer status of every site is disable because every site is under-
loaded.When load count value exceeds threshold value, then load transfer status will
be set as enable. The set TYPE has element LOAD_REQ and LOAD_REP which is
used to formalize type of message as load request and load reply, respectively. The
machine part consists of variables, invariants and events. The description of variables
is as follows (Fig. 2):

(i) The variable load_at_site is specified as total function. It represents load count
value of every site.

(ii) The variable loadtransferstatus is a total function between site to TRANS-
FERSTATUS. Depending on the loadcount value, the load transfer status of
every site may be either disable or enable.

(iii) The variable threshold value is declared as natural number.
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Fig. 2 Variables and invariants of model

(iv) The variable sender is specified as partial function fromMESSAGE to SITE.
It models the sending of message m by site s.

(v) The variable cdeliver is declared as:

cdeliver ∈ SI T E ↔ MESSAGE

The operator ↔ defines the set of relations between SITE and MESSAGE. It
represents causal delivery of messages at any site.
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(vi) The variable messagesent represents the set of messages which have been
sent.

(vii) The variable messagetype maps each sent message with its type. The type of
message may be load request message or load reply message.

(viii) The variable corder models the causal relationship between messages. The
mapping (mmmm) ∈ corder indicates that message m causally precedes mes-
sage mm.

(ix) The delivery order of messages at any site is shown by delorder. It is declared
as relation between site to set of ordered pair of messages. The mapping
ssm(mmmm)∈ delorder indicates that at site ssmessage,m is delivered before
message mm.

(x) The variable replymsgsent models the sending of reply message correspond-
ing to request message. The mapping (m1mm2) ∈ replymsgsent indicates that
reply message m1 has been sent corresponding to its request message m2.

4.1 Submission of Task

The event TASK SUBMISSION is given in Fig. 3. This event model the submission
of task at any site ss. Every time when this event occurs, it increases the load count
value of site by one. The action act1 represents that load at site ss is incremented by
one.

4.2 Enabling and Disabling Load Transfer Status

The event ENABLE TRANSFER updates load transfer status of site (Fig. 3). When
load count value of any site exceeds threshold value, then this event updates load
transfer status of that site as enable. The guard grd2 ensures that load of site ss is
greater than threshold value. The guard grd3 ensures that load transfer status of site
ss is disable. The action act1 updates the load transfer status of site ss as enable.

The event DISABLE TRANSFER is given in Fig. 3. The guard grd2 ensures that
load count value of site ss is less than threshold value. The action act1 set load
transfer status of that site as disable.

4.3 Broadcasting and Delivery of Load Request Message

This event enables broadcasting of load request message to all sites (see Fig. 4).
When the load count of any site exceeds its threshold value, then this site broadcast
load request message to all sites. The purpose of the broadcasting request message
is to know that which site is under loaded. The message that has not been sent is
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Fig. 3 Task submission, enable transfer and disable transfer event

ensured by guard grd2 and grd4. The load transfer status of site ss is enable and is
ensured through guard grd3. Due to the occurrence of this event, message mm will
be broadcast (act2). The message mm will be added to messagesent set (act1). The
action act3 set the status of message mm as load request message. In this event, we
are also ensuring ordered delivery of request message at sending site. The action
act4 ensures that all those messages which are sent by site ss will causally precede
message mm (FIFO Order). The action act5 specifies delivery of message mm at site
ss. The action act6 gives delivery order of message.

Delivery of load request message is given in Fig. 5. The guard grd3 and grd4
ensure that message mm has been sent but it is not delivered to site ss. The guard
grd5 is written as

∀m · (m ∈ MESSAGE ∧ (m �→ mm) ∈ corder ⇒ (ss �→ m) ∈ cdeliver )

It ensures that all messages m which causally precede message mm have already
been delivered at site ss. Delivery of messagemm at site ss is ensured by action act1.
The action act2 makes the delivery order of messages at site ss.
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Fig. 4 Broadcast event

4.4 Sending of Reply Message

The event REPLY is given in Fig. 6. This event models sending of load replymessage
(LOAD_REP) by those sites whose load count value is lesser than threshold value.
The load request message mm has been received by site s is ensured by guards grd3
and grd4. Site may receive number of load request messages from several heavily
loaded sites but it will send a reply only to that site whose load request message
LOAD_REQ message causally precedes other requests. The guard grd5 ensures that
load request messagemm causally precedes all load request messagemsg. Therefore,
site s will send load reply message m corresponding to load request message mm
only. The load count value of site s is lesser than threshold value and is ensured by
guard grd6. The reply message m has not been previously sent is ensured through
guard grd7 and grd8. The action act1 ensures sending of message m by site s. The
action act2 adds the message m to messagesent set. The action act3 set the status
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Fig. 5 Deliver event

of message m as load reply (LOAD_REP). The action act4 makes the entry of reply
message m corresponding to request message mm.

4.5 Load Reduction Event

This event model the load reduction from heavily loaded site (Fig. 7). The guard
grd2 ensures that site ss is heavily loaded because its load count value is greater than
threshold value. Guards grd3, grd4 and grd5 ensure that site ss has received the load
reply message m. Receiving of reply message also indicates that there is some site
whose load count value is less than threshold value. Request message mm sent by
site ss is ensured through guards grd6, grd7 and grd8. The guard grd9 ensures that
message m is reply message of request message mm. Due to the occurrence of this
event, load count value of site ss is reduced by one (act1). After the reduction of load,
it will be submitted at low load site in the form of task through TASK SUBMISSION
event.
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Fig. 6 Reply event

5 Conclusion

Distributed systems provide tremendous processing capacity. In order to maximize
the performance of the system, good load transfer or task migration schemes are
required. The random arrival order of task and its random system service may create
the situation that all resources and systems may not properly be utilized. Due to
uneven load distribution, few of the sites may become heavily loaded and others may
be ideal. We have introduced causal order delivery of load transfer request message
which ensures ordered service of load request message.

In this paper, a formal development of causal order-based load distribution mech-
anism is done. Formal methods are mathematical techniques to verify the correctness
of system properties. We have considered Event-B as a formal method for the devel-
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Fig. 7 Load reduction event

opment of ourmodel. In Event-Bmodel, the properties ofmodel are specified through
invariants. These invariants should not be violated during the execution of the model.
Event-B model generates proof obligations, and we need to discharge all proofs gen-
erated by it. A total of 42 proof obligations are generated by the model out of which
30 proofs are discharged automatically whilst 12 proofs are discharged interactively.
In order to ensure correctness, we have added the following invariants:

ran(cdeliver) (dom(sender) . . . (inv11)

dom(corder) (dom(sender) . . . (inv12)

ran(corder) (dom(sender) . . . (inv13)

! ss(ss ∈ SITE& loadtransferstatus(ss) 	 enable)G load at site(ss) > (threshold value) . . . (inv1

The invariant inv11 ensures that messages which are delivered should be a subset
of messages which have been sent. Similarly, invariants inv12 and inv13 ensure that
messages for which ordering is maintained (causal order) should be a subset of sent
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messages. The invariant inv14 ensures that if load transfer status of any site is enable,
then load of that site exceeds threshold value of that site.

The invariants and proofs of model give a clear insight of model. In future, we
plan to strengthen invariants and add fault-tolerance property to this model.
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An IOT-Based Architecture for Crime
Management in Nigeria

Falade Adesola, Sanjay Misra, Nicholas Omoregbe, Robertas Damasevicius
and Rytis Maskeliunas

1 Introduction

Acrime is an act ofwrongdoing thatmerit community condemnation and punishment
usually byway of payment of fine or imprisonment [1]. There are numerous examples
of crime, but this study is confined to rape, armed robbery, murder, kidnapping, and
ritual killings, which are more prevalent in Nigeria [2]. Rate of crime is inversely
proportional to the rate of economic development of any nation [3, 4]. This implies
that no nation can experience any meaningful development with a high rate of crime.
Hence, it is imperative for the government of any nation to curtail or eradicate this
monster from society.

The activities and the dastard effect of this menace on the socioeconomic devel-
opment of any nation are worrisome [5]. With Nigeria being the case study, the
criminal activities have been on the increase in recent times as a result of economic
downturn and recession in the country. This has had negative effects on the socioeco-
nomic development of the country. Billions of dollars have been lost by Nigeria as a
result of this ugly trend [6]. The report on Nigeria watch [7] showed the most crime
fatalities tending to occur in major cities of the country such as Lagos and Rivers.
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In addition, a graph showing the various incidence of armed robbery dwindled over
the years, and the report concluded that the fatalities have remained high since then.
To this end, our research question is “What are the steps to be taken to eradicate
or reduce to barest minimum the growing rate of crime in Nigeria?” Application
of Internet of Things and Big Data ICT technologies have shown great potentials
from recent studies [8–12] and so we believe it can give us an optimal solution to
this problem where criminals and criminal activities can be monitored, tracked, and
detected real-time online [4]. This will go a long way to assist security agents to do
their job efficiently and productively. Therefore, the aim of this work is to harness
the current state of technology in the Internet of Things and Big Data technologies
and develop a model that can be used to track and monitor crime real-time online.

2 Related Works

According to IEEE IoT community, Internet of Things (IoT) can be described as a
collective network of sensors and smart objects that are self-configuring and adaptive
for the purpose of identification, communication, sensing, and data collection as well
as interaction with humans [13]. The use of IoT in crime detection and monitoring
will bring comfort to security agents because of its various applications such as
real-time monitoring, crime prevention, crime information management system, and
implementation of smart cities [14].

Manual-based approach to crime recording and documentation has been the norm
and practices by the local police in Nigeria. When a crime is reported or brought to
the police station, the usual practice is that an incident sheet is given and the person
involved is asked to write a statement in the incident sheet. After this, the police
officer in charge is required to keep the recorded statement in the incident case file
[15].

In 2011, a Crime Tracker was developed and deployed in Enugu state in Nigeria,
where it was test run and adopted by the police command in that state for managing
criminal records [15]. It has really helped the police authority in that command to be
more efficient in managing criminals and criminalities in the state. The software is
popular among the police in Enugu state, Nigeria. However, Crime Tracker has the
following shortcomings: First, the backend was built on a relational database model,
this is a limitation if we have to extend the functionalities to Big Data. This is because
crime data is huge and in different forms (videos, audio, text, emails, images, etc.).
Second, Crime Tracker is not web-based; it is not accessible by tablets and mobile
devices.

The study in [16] proposed the use of surveillance CCTV cameras and smart-
phones equipped with GPS technology to track and monitor mobile phone user. The
surveillance mobile app installed on the smartphone can be launched at will to start
video streaming and sending this to the centralized monitoring server, which in turn
sends to the police authority for action. The limitation of their work is that it does
not work on all mobile phone platforms.
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The study in [17] presents a ubiquitous crime prevention system that leverages
on Internet access and a mobile app. The mobile app provides information based
on the factors that could cause crime occurrence within an area. The mobile app is
connected to a big data analytic engine that could analyze public big data such as
credit card usage, pedestrian flows, smartphone usage, etc. The resulting big data
is then analyzed using spatial statistical analysis to produce factors affecting crime
occurrence and then provide crime information to the general public through the
Internet or a mobile app.

The study in [18] developed a model for smart crime detection using IoT that
is able to detect crimes in real time by analyzing the human emotions. It serves as
a tool for both police agencies to determine crime as well as for citizens to be on
the safe side of the places they live in. The limitation, however, is that the use of
only wearable sensing devices was proposed and this could be subjected to removal
during striping when attacked by kidnappers.

As for the study in [14], a smart community using wireless communication and
ubiquitous sensing technologies to connect smart homes in a local community is pro-
posed. It provides useful functions for the local residence—neighborhood watch and
pervasive healthcare with a limitation of no capability to detect and track criminals.

The study in [19] proposed a system that identifies deception in communication
through emails about criminal activities. In the study, decision tree classification data
mining technique was applied to detect deception in suspicious emails. Deception is
usually characterized by reduced frequency of first-person pronouns and exclusive
words, elevated words as well as the use of action verbs. They applied this model
of deception to a large email dataset and then applied decision tree classification
techniques. The decision tree that was generated was then used to classify the email
as fraudulent or not. However, the gap cited in their work is that it does not take care
of real-time monitoring of criminals and only using emails to detect crimes is not
enough.

As a result of a variety of gaps cited in [15–18], we are motivated to fill these
gaps using current technologies in crime recording and tracking in Nigeria whose
trends have been on the increase recently. By using big data technologies and IoT, it
becomes very easy to derive and mine security intelligence from the vast volume of
crime data [13].

3 Conceptual View of the Proposed Model

In this section, the conceptual model of the architecture is depicted in Fig. 1.
From Fig. 1, the following components can be observed: (i) the emotion state-

sensing module that has the ability to sense the emotions of the user through a
body-centric RFID enabled smart sensor, which is worn by the user (ii) there is also
the emotion state recording module that records and stores the type of crime detected
(iii) there is a crime detection module, which is responsible for sending alerts to the
stakeholder concerned, for instance, the police authority or relative of the user (iv)
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Fig. 1 The proposed crime prediction and monitoring model

furthermore, there is the crime visualization module, which stores the detected crime
in a repository and then visualizes it through a web-based Geographical Informa-
tion System (GIS) (v) finally, the fifth component is the crime prediction module
for making crime predictions through the analysis of high volume of crime data.
From Fig. 1, every person being tracked is equipped with a wearable or implantable
device. The sensor here is a body-centric RFID enabled smart sensor that is capable
of sensing the emotions of the user. This will be interconnected with and monitored
through programmable CCTV cameras that have the capability of recording 36 emo-
tional states of humans. If the person is attacked or in a dangerous situation, his/her
emotion changes and this is sensed and recorded through the CCTV cameras and the
emotion recording component module to get the actual crime being committed. In
order to improve the accuracy of the type of crimes detected, the user emotions are
recorded through emotions programmable CCTV cameras [18]. The crime detection
component identifies crimes that are based on the emotions that were sensed and
recorded. Alerts and notifications are then sent to the Police authority patrol vehicle
for urgent action to be taken after the crime is reported. The crime visualization
component stores the detected crimes in a database and then visualizes it through
a web-based Geographical Information System (GIS). Crime prediction works by
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analyzing a big volume of crime data, prediction can then be made for future crimes
and area of crime hot spots can be avoided, and also help police to focus on the most
problematic regions.

4 Implementation

In this section, the proposed model is implemented as a proof of concept. The system
operates as follows.

A startup and welcome screen are first displayed as depicted in Figs. 2 and 3.
In Fig. 3, the user is expected to enter a valid user name and password in order to
proceed into the system. On successful login, the Administrator/user is providedwith
a menu option to choose from as depicted in Fig. 4. The options include criminals in
a locality; crime Type; criminals record search, and criminal’s search by description.
If a user selects criminals in a locality, he would also have to specify the locality so
as to retrieve relevant records. The user can then go on to select a crime type (e.g.,
rape, arm robbery, kidnapping, etc.) and click OK as depicted in Fig. 5. If there are
records based on the search, the record is displayed as given in Fig. 6.

It is important to note that in the implementation of theweb-basedGIS in the above
model, Microsoft Windows 8 was the operating system, on which the machine was
running. MySQL and NoSQL were used as backend database for storing criminal
records and PHP, HTML, NodeJS platform was used for the implementation of the
proposed model. These development tools were chosen because of their simplicity

Fig. 2 Welcome screen
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Fig. 3 Login screen

Fig. 4 Options Dialog
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Fig. 5 Criminal Mode of operation

Fig. 6 Information form about criminal
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Table 1 Comparison of our
proposed application with an
existing system

Functionalities Crime tracker Proposed
application (CRIS)

GPS required No Yes

Costing Expensive Cheap

Ease of tracking
criminals

Yes Yes

Web-based GIS No Yes

Interoperability No Yes

Support NoSQL No Yes

and flexibility in coding, easy integration, and deployment. This will serve as a tool
for the police authority and go a long way in assisting security agents in keeping
track and saving criminal records in the database, and also is able to speedily retrieve
necessary information about criminals and any other offenders when needed.

The designed system was implemented, tested, evaluated, and interpreted as dis-
cussed in this section. The system captured the following information on criminals:

• The names and the aliases used
• Crime type carried out
• Operation mode
• The Jailed term issued
• Committed last crime date
• State of mental status
• Criminal sex, etc.

Thewelcome screen, login page, and the rest of the interactive screens in the appli-
cation provide the step-by-step process for tracking, record keeping, and searching
and criminal records management. The following table (Table 1) shows the compar-
ative analysis of our proposed system with an existing one.

From Table 1, it can be observed that the comparison was done based on func-
tionality (i.e., GPS required, Costing, Ease of Tracking Criminals, web-based GIS,
Interoperability, and Support for NoSQL). As depicted in Table 1, our application
requires GPS functionality; it is web-based GIS (implying a wider audience cover-
age), and also is able to work with other softwares such as fingerprint reader (inter-
operability). Our software also supports the NoSQL, which is requisite to handling
big data records.

5 Result and Discussion

The results obtained showed that the model and the application developed can be
used to track and manage crime in Nigeria and the benefits of the proposed system
that actually makes it different from the existing one are summarized as follows:
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1. The application we are proposing here is comparatively cheaper to develop and
use comparing with the existing systems, this is because it was developed using
an open source platform, which is free to use. The existing one was developed
using a proprietary platform, visual studio.net that is a paid license platform of
development. Also in terms of simplicity and flexibility in usage, this is a system
to be reckoned with [15].

2. The proposed application is simply convenient in easily tracking and locating
criminals. This was confirmed during the testing stage where it was deployed
[9].

3. This automated system will help in facilitating the record keeping of criminals
for future references and if finally adopted, will make it difficult for criminals
to escape authority. This is because the fingerprint and other biometric data of
criminals are already stored in the system as shown in Fig. 6.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This study has afforded us the opportunity to make contributions toward a crime
free society by using IoT and Big Data technologies in curbing the growing crime
rates in the country. The proposed crime detection and monitoring model and the
software application evolved, if adopted by the government will go a long way in
assisting our security agents to be more efficient and proactive in detecting crimes
and hot spots areas in the country. Future work should, however, be focused on the
maintainability of the software developed since this is a work in process and often
comes with heavy cost. Software maintainability usually prolongs the lifespan of any
software. However, future research work tends to show a detailedmaintainability and
security model. Stringent security measures should be put in place to prevent third
party and cybercriminals from hacking the system.
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A Comparative Analysis of Techniques
for Executing Branched Instructions

Sanjay Misra, Abraham Ayegba Alfa, Kehinde Douglas Ajagbe,
Modupe Odusami and Olusola Abayomi-Alli

1 Introduction

Though in well-defined pipeline stage that is at an appropriate instant, pipelining
allows enormous number of instructions to be performed simultaneously [1]. For
better performance to be achieved, pipelining is used to overlay the execution of
instructions. Instruction-level parallelism (ILP) describes the prospective overlay
for different sets of instructions [1]; simply because these instructions can be carried
out in parallel [2]. As a result of complication in nature and size of instructions
constructs, the circumstances curbing utilizing of ILP in compilers and processing
elements keep on increasing. Some of the drawbacks observed include greater part
supports only various problems of straight instructions, also prediction analysis is
needed to convert branch/conditional instructions to straight instructions, and this
usually result in stall of memory/compiler system. One inlet and outlet access in loop
body (which is not flexible to allow new instructions scheduling interrupts until the
inlet or outlet is detected) in basic block (BB) architecture is available [3]. Among the
instructions in basic block architecture, there is primarily tiny or no overlay. By using
different architectures and techniques, various forms of parallelism can be exploited.
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Techniques such as single instruction, multiple data (SIMD), very long instruction
Word (VLIW), and the superscalar execution couldbeused to attain parallel execution
at the instruction level. Practical usage of parallelism intrinsic in algorithms with
high level can be greatly achieved through multicore architectures [4]. This paper
shows the differences between the predication process and the two-way loop process
for branched instructions. The rest of the paper is structured as follows: the review
of branched instruction execution and execution cycle instructions are presented in
Sect. 2. Design methodology and various technique used are discussed in Sect. 3.
Results and discussion are presented in Sect. 4. Conclusion of the paper is done in
Sect. 5.

2 Review of Branched Instruction Execution

Unrolling loop technique is one of the most utilized techniques for executing
branched instruction. In order to exploit parallelism by bypassing branch instruc-
tions, many enlarged basic blocks are contained in the unrolling of loop techniques.
Enlarging basic block can be referred to as monotonous activities like loops using an
algorithm to attain an efficient and small-scale code. Provided the bound variables
are defined at compile time and unchanged, however, a loop body can be repeated
for a couple of times using this algorithm [4, 5].

Figure 1 depicts the beginning of every iteration for unrolling loop, and no control
exists for instruction. Although, there exist more compact in the loop form. In view
of stable bound loops making the control instruction by the loop form naturally irrel-
evant, total iterations are determined at compile time. Unrolling loop appropriated
the issue of instruction control. The unrolling loop has the capability to duplicate the
body of loop n time with iteration step n incrementation of induction variable by a
factor of two for every iteration and unrolling by a factor of two is shown in Fig. 1.
For parallel execution, the loop body yields n times longer and higher number of
instructions [4–6].

With the view of increasing the capacity for parallelism, unrolling loop expands
basic blocks. The loop body is duplicated n times and the counter of the loop changes

Fig. 1 Unrolling loop
architecture and code [6] For(i=0;i<100:i++)

a(i)=a(i)+c;

for(i=0;i<100:i=i+4){
a(i)=a(i)+c;

a(i+1)=a(i+1)+c;
a(1+2)=a(i+2)+c;
a(i+3)=a(i+3)+c;}

i

i+2

i+1

i+3

I=i+4

i

i++
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by the step n with the unrolling loop. One major drawback of the unrolling loop
technique is the difficulty in increasing the code size which does not apply to the
outer loop. Considering compiler-time scheduling, the advantage of benefits from
parallelism cannot be taken by unrolled adjacent. Out-of-order execution advantage
taken by dynamic scheduling make the successive iteration run in parallel alongside
the current one.

2.1 Instructions Execution Cycle

Instruction execution cycle is described as the implementation of a single basic block
of instructions on compiler sectioned to different operations. Successive instruction
address is beingmaintained by the program counter. Specific instruction to be carried
out is preserved by the instruction queue. Fetch, decode, and execute are the three
principal steps for carrying out a compiler instruction. If a memory operand is used
by the instruction, two additional steps are required, and these are: fetch operand and
store output operand [7]. Descriptions of each of the steps are as follows:

Fetch: Instruction is being fetched from the instruction queue by the control unit
and there is an increment in instruction pointer (IP).

Decode: To confirm what the instruction does, the function of instruction is
decoded the control unit. Signals are forwarded to arithmetic logic unit (ALU) defin-
ing the action to be executed as input operands of instruction are being accelerated.

Fetch operands: The control unit indulges the read operation to recollect operand
and duplicate it to internal registers as long as the instruction desires an input operand
saved on memory. User programs are hidden from internal registers.

Execute: Internal registers and named registers are used as operands as the ALU
executes instruction and forward the outcome to memory and/or named registers.
ALU updated the status flags by reading the state of processor information.

Store output operand: The advantage of a write operation is used by control unit
to save data as long as the location of the output operand is in the memory.

Loop unrolling hardware caching: Hardware made up of components such as a
negative branch displacement, stack-based approach, and a comparator (use to detect)
are used to classify loop bodies. Information for loop linked is recorded on the loop
stack upon loop entry discovery during commit time [8]. The total of successful
iterations per visit and for every iteration in-loop branch log is accounted for by this
dynamic information [8, 9].

3 Methodology

The design is divided into three stages and these include First stage: Choose the
pipelining and two-way loop as the materials for study. Second stage: Conduct
branched or conditional construct for each of the techniques is selected in the first
phase.
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Table 1 Setup of two-way loop technique [1]

Component Characteristics

ILP Overlapping/interleave of instructions that support multiple issues

Model Object/rapid iterative

Program style Code motion/transformation. Two-way algorithm

GUI Microsoft Visual Basic programming language

Unrolling loop Replicating loop bodies into many other independent sub-loops

Third stage: Evaluation of the performance of each technique using utilization,
execution rate, and regression coefficients indices.

3.1 A Two-Way Loop Technique Setup

TheTWL technique offers a breakdownof the process ofmakingmore ILP accessible
to basic block instructions in loop structure as shown in Table 1.

3.2 An Algorithm for Two-Way Loop

Various issues/simultaneous instructions executions of branch and straight path of
loops is supported by two-way loop algorithm [10]. Three main things are achieved
by the TWL algorithm and these include transforms of control dependences into
data dependences, increasing in parallelism exploited by layers of instructions in
a compiler, and transforms unrolling of loop technique by increasing basic block,
respectively, in order to increase the chance of exploiting parallelism, thereby grant-
ing several branched instructions to be executed. For a competent and more solid
form of the resulting code to be achieved, repeated operations of an algorithm are
regularly revealed as a loop. The steps are [10]:

1. Establish conditional branch instructions //over a number of loop unrolling.
2. Step A instruction is converted to predicate defining instructions //instructions

that fix a certain degree known as a predicate.
3. Modification of instructions associated to both branch and straight constructs

into predicate instructions //according to the degree of the predicate, both of
them carried out instruction.

4. Fetch and execute predicated instructions regardless of the degree of their pred-
icate//over a number of loops unrolling.

5. Instructions retirement stage.
6. For predicate degree � TRUE //progress to the next and last pipeline phase.
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Fig. 2 Framework of
two-way loop mechanism
[10]

Basic block 
of 

Instructions

I0

I1

I2

I3

I4

I5

Sequential code
execution ILP Instruction execution

7. For predicate degree � FALSE //nullified: there is no need to write back the
results that is produced and hence lost.

Competent supervisionof instruction control, conditional instructions, and storage
for predicate values of different basic blocks loops are supported by the algorithm
[10].

3.3 Framework of Branched Instructions Mechanism

The embedded algorithm in the new design enabled the processing unit of themecha-
nism,which has fixed characteristic of ILP architecture to controlmultiple instruction
sets, which could be conditional or branch instructions and process them at the short-
est CPU cycles time [10]. The result is the capability to handle instructions such as
branch and straight instructions, parallelism exploitation among instructions, and the
speed of instructions execution as shown in Fig. 2.

3.4 Metrics of Performance

The comparisons of the two branched instruction processing techniques aremeasured
such as the closeness of execution results. ILP impact is measured using the speedup
in execution time and is expressed by Eq. (1)

ILP Speedup � T0

T1
. (1)

where

T0 previous technique execution time
T1 TWL technique execution time.
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Amdahl’s Law
The states of Amdahl’s law gave the total speedup of a particular component or rate
of used up by the system as given by Eq. (2) [7, 11]

S � 1

(1 − f ) + f
k

. (2)

where

S speedup for total system.
F section of work executed by the faster components.
K speedup for new component.

Flynn Benchmark
Execution time � total time required to run program, that is, product development
wall clock time and research [12, 13].

performance � 1
(execution time) ≤ 1 is overwhelmed by concurrency of execution,

ILP, I/O speed, processor speed, program type, looping, instruction paths available,
and system workload.

Utilization
Cantrell [11] generates a formula and benchmark to calculate total executed instruc-
tions (μ), if T seconds is the mean time of execution, μ is expressed by μ � 1

T

The Utilization: ρ � λT � λ

μ
� 1.

When, mean waiting time, Tw � ∞, and λ � rate of issue of instructions.This
implies that parallelism is not available in the program.

4 Results and Discussion

ILP approach experimental execution time versus predicted approach is shown in
Table 2.

Table 2 gives details of the implementation of the mean time of executions in
ILP mechanism test for 50 students, 10,000 and over instructions set, 4 sub-loops

Table 2 Simulation mean time of executions

Time of execution Loop fields

l1 l2 l3 l4

T0 (sec) 952 374 476 604

T1 (sec) 401 137 143 431
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forms executed in parallel and simultaneously with predicted mechanism and± 0.05
statistical sample error students records.

Total execution time, Tt � ∑
T0 +

∑
T1

where

T0 time of execution for predicted technique.
T1 time of execution for ILP technique.

∑
T0 � 851 + 205 + 337 + 514 � [1] � 1907

∑
T1 � 502 + 306 + 282 + 291 � [2] � 1381

∴ Tt �
∑

T0 +
∑

T1 � [1] + [2]

� 1907 + 1381

� 3288

Predicted and ILP techniques percentages of time of execution are given by

Percentage ofT0 �
∑

T0
∑

Tt
× 100

1

� 1907

3288
× 100

1
� 0.5799878 × 100 � 579987 � 58%

and

Percentage ofT1 �
∑

T1
∑

Tt
× 100

1

� 1381

3288
× 100

1
� 0.4200122 × 100 � 4200122 � 42%

The performances (P0) of predicted technique and (P1) of ILP are given by

P0 � 1

Te0
� 1

1907
� 5.2438 × 10−4(Approx.)

P1 � 1

Te1
� 1

1381
� 7.2411 × 10−4(Approx.)

Units are cycle per second (CPS). The performance rate of (P1) improved over
(P0) due to lesser execution time of the ILP technique. The speedup (n) is computed
from Eq. 1 by

n � T0

T1
� 1907

1381
� 1.381(Approx.)

This signifies that the ILP mechanism is 1.381 times faster than predicted mech-
anism.
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Comparisons: To estimate the strength and direction of a linear relationship
between the outcomes of two approaches for executing branched instructions con-
structs, linear correlation coefficient (r) statistical quantity is used as expressed in
Eq. 3:

r � n
∑

T0.T1 − (
∑

T0)(
∑

T1)
√
n
(∑

T02
) − (

∑
T0)2.

√
n
(∑

T12
) − (

∑
T1)2

. (3)

where n is numbers loop iterations � 4,

∑
T0 � 2406,

∑
T1 � 882,

∑
T0.T1 � 622462,

(
∑

T0)2 � 1637572,

(
∑

T1)2 � 240420,

n
∑

T0.T1 −
(∑

T0
)(∑

T1
)

�� 4 ∗ 622462) − (2406 ∗ 882) � [3] � 367756
√

n
(∑

T02
)

−
(∑

T0
)2

.

√

n
(∑

T12
)

−
(∑

T1
)2 � [4]

� −2480389922

r � [3]

[4]
� 367756

−2480389922
− 0.000148265

The value of linear correlation coefficient (r) is (0.000148265), which indicates
a negative value tending toward zero. Again, the directions of execution times are
inverse of the other (that is, as T0 increases, T1 decreases in long term). The slope of
fitness is in the negative region of the graph; and the correlation is random, nonlinear,
or weak between the branched instruction execution times of pipeline and TWL
techniques.

Similarly, to determine the proportion of the variance (or changes) of predictable
variable (T0) from unpredictable variable (T1) for execution times, coefficient of
determination (r2) was chosen. This is the ratio of explained variance to total variance
given by Eq. 4.
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r2 �
⎡

⎣ n
∑

T0.T1 − (
∑

T0)(
∑

T1)
√
n
(∑

T02
) − (

∑
T0)2.

√
n
(∑

T12
) − (

∑
T1)2

⎤

⎦

2

. (4)

where

r � −0.000148265,

r2 �
[
[3]

[4]

]2

� (−0.000148265)2 � 0.0000000219826

The value of the coefficient of determination (r2) is 0.0000000219826 (or
2.919826 × 108). This result shows that approximately one-quarter of the area is
covered by the line of regression in scatter plot. Therefore, the regression line passes
exactly at most one data point in the scatter plot to reveal that the regression line was
further away from the points and less explainable. The implication is that ILP tech-
nique used lesser execution times as compared to the predicted technique because,
it increased numbers of iterations, multiple issues, parallel execution of both con-
ditional and straight instructions constructs, and availability of overlaps in loops
processes.

Users estimate ILP from execution time simply as overall time needed to run a
program loop.According to Flynn’s benchmark, the numbers of instructions revolved
per cycle is equal or less than 1 (P1 ≤ 1). That signifies that for improved technique
with execution time of 1381; recall that: P1 � 1

time of execution

P1 � 1

Te1
� 1

1381
� 7.2411 × 10−4(Approx.)

P1 ≤ 1 satisfies Flynn’s benchmark, i.e., the user will perceive computer system
as high-performance system due to parallelism, number of loop pipelines, and I/O
speed.

The total work done per unit time is termed Capacity Index and can also be per-
ceived as the throughput. The total of requests completed per second is the quantities
measured. Utilization is the total instructions issued/total completed per sec.

If average time of execution is Tt seconds, the total instructions executed (µ) is
given by

μ � 1

T0
� 0.00052438 × 3600 × 24 � 0.3020451

μ � 1

T1
� 0.00072411 × 3600 × 24 � 62.563104

and λ � no of loops � 4
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From Eq. 3, utilization for:
Predicted technique, ρ � λT0

� λ

μ
� 4

0.3020451
� 13.243056

and ILP, ρ � λT1

� λ

μ
� 4

62.563104
� 0.06393545

This implies that ρ for ILP technique is lower than 1 satisfying the Cantrell’s
benchmark, which means several parallel processes and instructions can be executed
in a day.

5 Conclusion

The approach revealed that ILP exploits branched executions better than predicted
methodon the basis of the timeof execution, rate of execution, and utilization indexes.
ILP offers increased speed of execution in programs, enabling capabilities of pro-
cessing elements/compiler to point several instructions concurrently.

More so, ILP converts basic block of instructions to more dependent and inde-
pendent instructions, performs parallel executions unlike the predicted approach
(pipeline). ILP makes compiler/processing elements to overlap (or interleave) exe-
cution, replicates the original loops (loop iterations) loop copies, thereby encourag-
ing parallel execution of several loop bodies at the same time and several issues of
instructions.

This paper recommends ILP approach as the most preferable choice for speedup
and parallel execution of instructions from either instruction constructs as compared
to pipeline approach. Comparing several techniques with ILP could be considered
as future work.
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Design and Implementation
of an E-Policing System to Report
Crimes in Nigeria

Nicholas Omoregbe, Sanjay Misra, Rytis Maskeliunas,
Robertas Damasevicius, Adesola Falade and Adewole Adewumi

1 Introduction

There is no doubt about the importance of the internet; it has made people more
connected than ever before. The use of the internet by the police could help the
public easily get access to them, thereby making crime reporting easier and faster
responses can be gotten, which will make crime fighting a lot easier. As defined by
the Mohamed [1], “E-Policing is the exchange of information and services amongst
police, related law enforcement agencies and citizens via internet”.

There are several areas of an E-policing system, but in this work, we are handling
crime reporting in E-policing. Crime reporting involves the creation and submitting
of crime reports. Crime reports are written description of crime events, which is
gotten from one or more sources (location of crime) upon which decisions will be
made. The proposed systemwill allow a police staff or citizens report crime incidents,
accidents, and every other distasteful event, when they come in contact with such.
The system allows upload of videos (if available), audio files, images from the crime
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scene and description of the whole crime event. Crime reports by police personnel
are more detailed, depending on the type of crime. It can include major suspects.

Information technology has made people’s jobs in various sectors of the industry
easier and the same can be said about the Nigerian police force if adopted. E-policing
(crime reporting) will allow the police get fast access to incidents occurring in an
area, in which there is no police personnel available. Also, a database of crime reports
means a report can easily be lookup and decisions can take on them.

1.1 Aim, Objective and Significance of Study

The importance and relevance of an E-policing system in Nigeria cannot be overem-
phasized as the country is still lacking behind in automating some of its key security
system such as E-policing and so on. E-policing system is a boost to the efficiency
of crime reporting, with the deployment of an E-policing system, crime reporting
becomes easy and faster. Citizens can easily report criminal incidence wherever they
are, at any time. For the police, theE-policing system inNigeria provides an organized
record of complaints, criminal data, cases and records that can be easily accessed
by the authorities (police force). Also for the police, the E-policing system delivers
convenient and cost-effective services. The E-policing system provides a platform
for affiliations with corporate organizations that are technologically inclined. With
the current state of Internet availability through mobile networks and phones, citi-
zens in the villages, remote and rural areas can access the internet and report their
cases. Most citizens dread the word “police station”, so they are unwilling to go to
the police station to write statements, this e-police system makes it easy to report
cases without visiting the police station.

2 Review of Related Findings/Technologies

Colgan [2] designed a complete E-policing system for community policing. This
system includes major features of a typical police activity such as crime reporting,
investigation, documentation, crime monitoring and the likes. The system has been
able to computerize policing activity in a community but it did not provide a fast and
easy means for reporting crimes.

Fagbohun [3] designed a prototype for a crime reporting E-policing system. This
system records geographical areas, streets, occupants and such information in the
police control centre. This information is required for maximum functionality. The
system consists of a one-touch sender, distress point call unit and a local area elec-
tronic policing controller designed to monitor and control each station. This system
provides a faster transmission time and method for criminal activity.

Information technology is introduced by traditional into their activities to boost
their competitive edge, improve performance, facilitate management and also
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develop new potentials in their work [4]. Other components of a society are not
left out. Technological changes are guided by three parallel fundamentals in polic-
ing: to enhance efficiency and effectiveness, to conform to the demands of improved
forms of police accountability/management and in addition tomeet external agencies
for information growing demand.

2.1 Efficiency and Effectiveness

First, efficiency and effectiveness imperative is technology-inclined. Technology
and police work has always been closely related. Technology does not only enhance
police efficiency and effectiveness in eradicating crime but it also enhances their
professionalism in executing their duties effectively.

Manning [5] and Davids [6] explained that the stock-in-trade of policing is infor-
mation; naturally, the latest information technologies would be embraced by police
organizations. Information technology is being invested by the police to raise their
capacity to process and store appreciable amount of data; to provide full accessibility
to criminal records and other information that is crime-related; and to improve their
intelligence and investigative capabilities.

2.2 New Public Management and Accountability in Policing

Second, public management and accountability imperative is policy-inclined. Police
organizations and commercial firms are quite similar in the sense that they both make
use of information technology to improve performance. Since 1980s, a new era of
public accountability has increased in major Western democracies such as Britain
and Australia [7–10].

Traditionally, police procedures and practices are coordinated by rules and laws
that are compelled by police hierarchies and the courts, respectively. Deterrence
through investigation and enforcement, legislation and rule-making, criminal sanc-
tions and organizational discipline is the major mode of control. Power [8], Miller
and Nikolas [9] and O’Malley and Palmer [11] explained the recent accountabil-
ity for public organizations, the uses of techniques at managerial level and private
administrative structures for corporation’s interest, efficiency, emphasizing cost con-
trol and decentralization of management, whilst creating quasi-market mechanisms
such as risk assessment and audit procedures, contracting out, performance indica-
tors. Power [8] andMullen [12] traditional police force has changed to organizations
with a new emphasis on crime management and marketing strategies, mission state-
ments, business plans, customer service and performance measures due to the recent
managerialism in policing.
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2.3 External Demands for Information

The demand from external agencies for information such as information crime and
accident data for external bodies such as insurance companies and road traffic author-
ities is relatively high. This information is given at regular interval by the police orga-
nizations and watchdog agencies demanding for records regarding police account-
ability and actions. Therefore, there is a need to improve information technology
capacities within police organizations for external demands for police records.

2.4 Information Technology on Policing and Its Effects

Marcel-Eugene [13] explained the pervasive usage of IT, and it plays a major role
in everyday life for many individuals and quite a number of organizations. But how
visible this adoption is to be realized when it comes to the police force is an impor-
tant aspect to consider [5]. Through the internet, our channels of communication are
expanded by E-policing but it does not replace face-to-face contact or telephone,
which is extremely important. Mell and Grance [14] developed an E-policing initia-
tive which requires the development of a strategic vision and direction, evaluation
of technology options, evaluating impacts of related legislation, predicting costs and
recognizing limitations and resistance.

Improved approach of performing duties is open for the police throughE-policing,
improved tools and interactive flow of information between the citizen and the police.
E-policing enables a dual communication and improved accessibility for police and
public. Mell and Grance [14] stated that E-policing shows that police are in tune with
present technology.

3 Context Diagram and Conceptual Framework
of E-Policing

Figure 1a indicates a context diagram for implementing an E-policing system in
Nigeria whilst Fig. 1b indicates a regular collaborative virtual E-policing reference
framework for implementing an integrated solution based on internet technology
amongst locations in Nigeria.
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Fig. 1 a Context layout. b Conceptual framework

3.1 The Context Layout

The context layout focused on notification usage and monitoring systems that allow
for the provision of several services, especially user adaptation services and mobile
communication services.

3.2 The Conceptual Framework

Conceptual framework focused on the usage of connected police services, which
allow the provision of several services especially communication services. Aggre-
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Fig. 2 The home page

gated E-policing framework indicates the mutual communication amongst stake-
holders and infrastructures for information technology involved (Fig. 2).

• Regulatory bodies for government and NPF database certify proper authentication
and accreditation of registered police officers. It also enables efficiency, reliable
recording and database security.

• Different remote locations discussed earlier in the introduction and abstract indi-
cates that police officers and police stations can communicate in real time heed-
less of their geographical locations. People requesting for police services can have
access to any station through any of the internet-enabled device attached to the
central server which will be located in the cloud as shown in Fig. 3.

4 Methodology

The study used programming tools such as JAVA script, CSS, HTML, Dreamweaver
and PHP. These languages were selected due to their platform in-dependability, the
wide acceptability they enjoy and open-source nature. The back-end design was
designed using MySQL; a useful tool in designing relational databases. All these are
resident on an Apache-hosted web server (the middleware). To address the security
issue, passwords have also been introduced to allow access to records on role-based
only (Figs. 4 and 5).
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Fig. 3 The contact us page

Fig. 4 The police station login page

4.1 Presentation and Validation of the Model

Just as continuity of safety of Nigerian citizens requires a cooperative environment,
the development of a system using modern technologies that aid internet technology
in policing services is an increasing necessity [15]. Hence, provision of a secure and
easy to implement environment for E-policing applications will give notable positive
effect in present computer systems and networks. It is highly necessary to increase
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Fig. 5 The criminal case form

access to essential policing services, especially for rural and underserved populations
considering the steady increase in the number of criminal offences police stations
receive daily.

The home page provides a general overview of the system including the available
menus. The contact us form enables the general public to report crimes and give nec-
essary advice and information to the NPF. The login page allows registered officers
or police station to login to the case file and other criminal offences. The criminal
case form allows criminals or suspects to fill the case form electronically.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This research has analysed the urge to improve information flow and communication
amongst stakeholders in NPF. The designed system shows that E-Policing will help
in eradicating the barriers of manual policing system in Nigeria.

Performing the task of maintainability which is a process usually comes with a
heavy cost in any software development. Software life span increases with main-
tenance. Future works are to show a detailed statistical analysis. Preventing unau-
thorized users from gaining access into the system, a more sophisticated security
measure will also incorporate into the implementation of the system. The evaluation
of E-Policing in Nigeria will be done by benchmarking it with the existing systems
in the USA and other developed countries.
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Performance Evaluation of Ensemble
Learners on Smartphone Sensor
Generated Human Activity Data Set

Dilip Singh Sisodia and Ankit Kumar Yogi

1 Introduction

The smartphones are equipped with powerful preinstalled sensors such as audio
sensors, GPS sensors, image sensors, temperature sensors, light sensors, acceleration
sensors, and direction sensors which are very much useful for a human [1]. These
small mobile devices with fast computing powers to send and receive data create a
whole new domain for data mining applications and research.

All the smartphones and music players, including the iPod and the iPhone [2],
have triaxial accelerometers installed, which measure the acceleration in all the three
spatial dimensions. These accelerometers are highly capable of detecting the location
of the mobile device which is very useful and important information for activity
recognition. Initially, the accelerometer was installed into these devices to enable
the screen rotation and to support advanced game playing, but later the use extended
to recognize a user’s activity and many other useful applications. The phone can
gather the information about the activity which a human performs and can be used
by various applications as per the requirement.

Activity recognition of a human’s body is not a new concept [3]; the concept is
used to recognize almost 25 human body activities using the biaxial accelerometer
situated in five different locations on the human body. The data used to predict user’s
energy consumption [4], themovement of the user after the fall [5], and user’s activity
level so that it can be used to promote user’s health and fitness [6]. Earlier studies
involved smartphones that focused on a very small set of users [7] and for particular
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user [8] they had trained models rather than making a universal model which can be
applied to any user.

This paper discussed the use of accelerometer sensor installed on a mobile phone,
to recognize human activity. The data is taken from mobile phones based on the
Android operating system because such phones are easy to handle, operate and are
also becoming popular day by day covering the whole market.

The ensemble learning algorithms, namely, random forest,AdaBoost, and bagging
are used on the data generated by more than 29 users while performing various
physical activities such as jogging, sitting, standing, walking, and climbing stairs.
The performance of used ensemble learners is evaluated using accuracy, f1 score,
recall, and precision.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 discusses relatedwork, andSect. 3
defines the process, which addresses the activity recognition task and collection of
data, preprocessing of data and transformation of data. Section 4 gives us a brief
knowledge about the experiments, and the results and Sect. 5 summarizes the future
work along with the conclusion.

2 Related Work

The availability of accelerometers in smartphones is increasing day by day, capturing
of human activity is becoming very easy. Enormous work has already been reported
on the activity recognition using several accelerometers positioned on different body
parts to get the of the user’s activity record. In [3] data recorded to track the change
in user’s daily activity, five accelerometers on 20 user’s are analyzed using C4.5
and Naive Bayes classifiers and made a model capable of recognizing 20 activities
which a user can perform. The results demonstrated that the accelerometers which
were placed at thigh proved to be more powerful in recognizing the user’s activity
as compared to the others placed on different body parts.

In [9], two accelerometers are employed on three subjects for recordingfive human
activities such as to sit, to walk, to run, to stand, and lie down. The results of this paper
claim that the thigh accelerometer was unable to detect activities properly. Therefore,
a need arises to place accelerometers at various body parts to resolve the issue. In
[10], the data collected from ten different userswearing accelerometers on their lower
body parts is tested and analyzed by applying different learning methods. In [11],
activity data recorded by putting five accelerometers at different body locations of 21
subjects. The data is used for implementation of a real-time model for recognizing
30 activities added the dataset from the heart monitor along with the accelerometer
data.

In [12], authors utilized five triaxial accelerometers attached to different body
locations such as wrist, ankle, hip, thigh, and arm to identify 20 activities of 13
different users. The authors used several learning methods to recognize various pos-
tures such as standing, lying, sitting, and five movements which include walking,
stair climbing, running, and cycling. In [13], five accelerometers in one experiment
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to generate the dataset are utilized, out of which two accelerometers were used for
activity recognition. The experimentation was performed on 31 males, and a hierar-
chical classification model was designed to easily differentiate between the postures
like lying and sitting at different specific angles and also to distinguish between the
motions of walking and climbing stairs at different speeds.

In [14], authors identify the user activities such as standing, lying, walking, run-
ning, swimming, football, playing ball, croquet, and for using the toilet in the specific
locations of subjects by 20 different types of sensors worn on wrist and chest. In [15],
activities and locations such as standing, sitting, walking on the ground, walking
downstairs, and walking upstairs using the biaxial accelerometer in the sensor mod-
ule and also used angular velocity sensor kept in the pocket with the digital compass
worn by the user at the waist are recognized. In [16], a model capable of recognizing
same activities was built, and the dataset was taken from the triaxial accelerometer,
phototransistors, temperature and barometric pressure sensors, two microphones,
and GPS to distinguish between a stationary state, walking, jogging, driving a vehi-
cle, and climbing up and down stairs. The other systems were not very practical as
they involved multiple sensors situated all across the body but in [17] author used
a system which involved various accelerometers or combination of accelerometers
capable of identifying a wide range of activities. The system can work for only some
small-scale applications (e.g., hospital setting). In [18], six activities are identified
by employing a watch fitted on the belt, shirt’s pocket, backpack, and trouser pocket.
The “e-Watch” dwelled with the biaxial accelerometer and the light sensor and used
four classifiers along with five-fold cross-validation. In [4], seven different types of
sensors are utilized for the recognition of activities such as walking, sitting, standing,
ascending stairs, descending stairs, elevator moving up and down, and brushing one’s
teeth.

3 Activity Recognition Task

This section describes the processes for activity recognition and also describes activ-
ity recognition. Section 3.1 tells about the raw accelerometer data that have been
collected, Sect. 3.2 describes the processing and transformation of raw data into a
set of examples and describes the activities that are to be identified or are going to
be identified.

3.1 Collection of Data

To collect data for supervised learning, it is mandatory to have large Android-based
smartphone users who carry their smartphone with them while they are performing
an activity. The data generated by different users were evaluated who carried their
smartphone while performing any task like they carried their smartphone in the
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front pants leg pocket while they were standing, sitting, walking, running, jogging,
ascending stairs or descending stairs for a particular period.

The collected data is controlled by a phone-based application which is designed
to fulfill the same. This application helps to keep the record of the user’s name, the
start and stop time of the user and the activity completed by the user.

3.2 Materials and Methods

The raw time data should be transformed at first as Standard classification algorithm
because it cannot be applied directly. Therefore, the data is first preprocessed and
transformed into training examples [9]. In the next step, the training dataset is used to
make a model to recognize the activities such as jogging sitting, standing, walking,
and climbing up and down stairs. Using the information or the dataset, the model
recognizes the activities to keep a record of them, which can be used to help the user
evaluate whether his daily activity is performing, and the accelerometer also plots
the graph of the activities a user performs [10].

4 Experiments and Results

In experimentation, the raw data is collected from WISDM. The WISDM is an
Android-based data collection platform consists of software and hardware architec-
ture used to channelize the human activity data through a sensor-based smartphone
to the Internet-based server and then the data is transformed. The steps are taken
to evaluate the results are shown in Fig. 1, the first step is to take the raw data set
which includes the missing values in multi-class than the average of the values are
calculated, and the missing values are replaced with the average value. In the next
step, the three classifiers are applied at ten-fold cross-validation, and the accuracy of
all the three classifiers is evaluated. Moreover, a model is designed which predicts
the daily activities such as jogging, sitting, standing, walking, climbing stairs, down-
stairs with the help of a cell phone based accelerometer that allows a user to have
a daily check on his routine whether he is performing his daily routine regularly or
not.

The experiment uses a dataset and records the accuracy from three different classi-
fiers, i.e., random forest, AdaBoost, and begging for ten k-folds, and then the average
accuracy is calculated. The random forest classifier results in maximum accuracy,
and AdaBoost classifier results in the least accuracy.

The results as shown inTable 1 details about the various parameter values obtained
on applying different classifiers on the dataset. Random forest classifier outperforms
the other two on every parametric value and results into the maximum accuracy
of 90.20% which is very high compared to AdaBoost classifier which yields only
67.83% accuracy. The accuracy of bagging classifier is 89.27% which is very much
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Fig. 1 Process flow of
human activity recognition

Table 1 Percentage of record predicted correctly

Classifier Avg. accuracy (%) F1 score (%) Recall (%) Precision (%)

Random forest 90.20 90.02 90.20 90.17

AdaBoost 67.83 61.84 67.83 61.10

Bagging 89.27 89.36 89.27 89.76

close to that of random forest classifier with 90% accuracy, but the best average result
is obtained from random forest classifier.

On the parameter of the F1 score, AdaBoost classifier gives least performance of
61.84% followed by the Bagging classifier with 89.36%. Random forest classifier
results into 90.02% F1 score and 90.20% recall value followed by the Bagging with
89.27% and AdaBoost with 67.83% recall value. The precision value for Bagging
classifier is 89.76% almost equal to that of Random forest classifier with 90.17%.
The AdaBoost again results into least precision of 61.10%.

The performance of AdaBoost classifier on all parametric values is very close to
the random forest. However, the best average results are obtained using the random
forest. Therefore, out of the three classifiers used Random forest gives the best
average result.

The graph in Fig. 2 distinguishes between the average accuracy, the f1 score,
recall, and the precision obtained using the three classifiers, and it can be seen that
the average best results are obtained from the random forest classifiers.

A confusion matrix is a way of classifying true positives, true negatives, and false
positive and false negatives when there are more than two classes. Confusion matrix
makes it easy to compute the precision and recall of a class. It is used for computing
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the precision and recall and hence f1 score for multi-class problems. The columns
in Table 2 represent the actual values, and rows represent the predicted values.

In Tables 2, 3, and 4 the confusion matrices are presented which are associated
with the three classification algorithms. The confusionmatrix indicates the prediction
and prediction errors due to confusion between the activities.

Table 2 gives the confusion matrix for random forest classifier in which jogging
class is predicted correctly.

Table 2 Confusion matrix
for random forest classifier

Predicted class

Walk Jog Up Down Sit Stand

Actual
class

Walk 41 0 0 1 10 10

Jog 1 176 0 0 3 1

Up 0 0 24 0 0 0

Down 0 0 2 25 0 0

Sit 6 2 0 0 33 9

Stand 1 1 0 0 6 189

Table 3 Confusion matrix
for AdaBoost Classifier

Predicted class

Walk Jog Up Down Sit Stand

Actual
class

Walk 0 3 0 0 4 50

Jog 0 136 0 0 3 28

Up 0 0 19 7 0 0

Down 1 1 8 12 0 1

Sit 0 7 0 2 8 47

Stand 0 6 0 1 3 192
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Table 4 Confusion Matrix
for Bagging Classifier

Predicted class

Walk Jog Up Down Sit Stand

Actual
class

Walk 28 1 0 1 6 7

Jog 2 157 0 0 4 2

Up 0 0 25 0 0 0

Down 1 0 1 23 1 0

Sit 12 2 0 0 38 8

Stand 10 0 0 0 0 212

Table 3 gives us the confusion matrix about the AdaBoost classifier.
Table 4 gives us the confusion matrix about the bagging classifier.
The diagonal elements represent the number of points for which the predicted

label is equal to the true label, while off-diagonal elements represent those that are
mislabelled by the classifier. The higher the diagonal values of the confusion matrix,
the better, indicating many correct predictions.

5 Conclusion

This paper compares the performance of ensemble learners on human activity dataset
obtained fromWISDMAndroid-based data collection platform. The WISDM keeps
a record of the basic human activities such as jogging, sitting, standing, walking,
climbing stairs, downstairs in the day to day life. The raw dataset is preprocessed
and prepared for experimentation. The experiments are performed on human activity
dataset and record the performance from three different classifiers, i.e., random forest,
AdaBoost and begging for ten k-folds, and then the average accuracy is calculated.
The classifiers performance is evaluated on the basis of accuracy, average accuracy,
f1 score, recall, and precision are calculated along with the confusion matrix. The
random forest classifier results inmaximumaccuracy, andAdaBoost classifier results
in the least accuracy.

In future, experiments may be performed with added activities, for instance, bicy-
cling and car driving. The experimental data may be retrieved from users for the
possible improvement in the results.More refined and practical features can be devel-
oped when collecting the raw time-series data. The impact of placing the cell phone
at user’s different body locations like as on a belt loop may be tested.
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An Insight into Time Synchronization
Algorithms in IoT

Neha Dalwadi and Mamta Padole

1 Introduction

“The Internet of Things (IoT) is a fact of interrelated things for example computing
devices, machines, objects or people that are presented with unique identifiers and
ability to transmit data with no interactions required among the things” [1]. Exam-
ples of such systems are smart parking, smart appliances, smart metering, smart grid
infrastructure, etc. International Telecommunication Union (ITU) and Internet of
Things European Research Cluster (IERC) has defined IoT as a “Network infras-
tructure which is dynamic, global and having self-configuration capabilities created
using standard and interoperable communication protocols, where physical and vir-
tual ‘things’ have identities, physical characteristics and implicit personalities and
use intelligent interfaces that get flawlessly incorporated into the information net-
work” [2].

Time synchronization in sensor network becomes significant because in each
phase (i.e. management, planning, security) of the network decisiveness is involved
when an event occurred. Protocols like Network Time Protocol (NTP) and Sim-
ple Network Time Protocol (SNTP) are used as traditional time synchronization
protocols. As IoT comprises heterogeneous devices and interfaces, traditional time
synchronization protocols are not applicable. As per the traditional approach, time
synchronization is performed based on hardware clocks of computers. Similarly,
clock synchronization in IoT devices is performing based on the hardware clock of
each device. Due to variations in oscillators generate clock drift, hardware clocks
are not ideal. Therefore, the time stamp of events will not be observed the same
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among the devices in the network. The clock in devices help in identifying, when
an event has occurred, for example a sensor measurement is going to be shared in a
network. If a device clock is out of synchronization, i.e. it is not aligned with clocks
of other devices in the network, then there is a possibility that it may miss messages,
collide with other messages being sent by other devices or waste energy in trying to
get back in synchronization [3]. Therefore, to keep the network running efficiently,
clocks need to be synchronized in order to make data flow and resource availabil-
ity in a reliable and accurate way. There are many IoT applications in which time
synchronization play an important role. Some of the examples are as follows:

a. In sensor network, to save energy of sensor nodes time synchronization is used;
it will allow the nodes to sleep for a given time and then awaken periodically to
receive a bonfire signal.

b. In smart grid, different parts of electrical grid to connect and disconnect without
disrupting customers and it allows networks to impose order on streams of data
from scattered sensors.

c. In mobile communications, the sequencing of calls is important when two or
more callers trying to communicate with the same receiver.

d. In smart parking systems, the availability or non-availability of parking slot
should be immediately and correctly communicated, without causing any colli-
sion, to the multiple drivers, who are trying to reach a particular parking slot.

Synchronization in IoT can be achieved byminimizing the clock drift and delay in
message passing among the nodes in the network. The paper presents algorithms for
time synchronization which are used for wireless sensor networks that can be applied
in IoT. These algorithms are based on time communication protocol to approximate
reference clock value and sort out deviation in delay in message passing. During
this transmission of messages, some factors like a communication link failure, fault
tolerance, propagation time, non-receipt of acknowledgment, congestion in a net-
work, the bandwidth of the communication link and routing mechanism may affect
and it may raise communication delay during this message passing which directly
affects clock synchronization. Before going into detail about synchronization algo-
rithms, it is required to analyze issues in IoT that may affect the performance of
synchronization algorithms.

2 Issues in IoT

There are five key issues in IoT, these include security, privacy, interoperability,
storage and limited energy [1, 4]. These issues directly or indirectly may increase
due to time synchronization issue among nodes. For example, each node has limited
energy. To minimize energy consumption, nodes need to be in sleep mode for a given
time and then stimulate from time to time which requires synchronization between
nodes in terms of time in the network.
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a. Security: As in IoT, devices are integrated. Therefore, the security may be get
affected by a weakly secured device which is attached online.

b. Privacy: IoT is a wealth of information about those who use it. IoT implemen-
tations can revolutionize the behaviour of private data collected, used, analyzed,
and protected. Therefore, there is a need to develop the privacy of data in IoT
applications.

c. Interoperability: Interoperability is required to make seamless connectivity
between connected devices, regardless of model, its manufacturer etc.

d. Storage: As the storage of data increases, the energy demand of smart devices
increases. As a result, there is a need to identify what variety of information
would be required to be stored and for what time period.

e. Limited Energy: Sensor nodes have limited energy, and IoT system is formed of
the wireless sensor network. Therefore, IoT power will degrade due to wasted
energy and other environmental effects on sensor nodes.

Time synchronization is one of the central issues among all issues discussed here.
For example, in terms of security, IoT technologies with weak synchronization,
it takes longer to exchange keys and more vulnerable to unwanted discovery and
spoofing. Fast synchronizing protocols are better able to support authentication and
can remain in a quiet mode that also protects privacy. IoT requires a new paradigm
of combining data and time. There is a need to design synchronization algorithms
for time correctness independent of hardware and need determinism and security in
networks.

3 Time Synchronization in IoT

We have discussed the importance of time synchronization and its issues in IoT
applications. In IoT, there is a need for time correction at every node because the
physical clock of all nodes may become inaccurate for the following reasons [5]:

a. Randomly switched nodes in the network at arbitrary times.
b. Random frequency oscillation leads to clock drift.
c. Oscillator frequency depends on time and environments.

In IoT, to enhance the utility and importance of sensor data, it is essential that
sensors be in synchronized form. But due to sensor heterogeneity, it is difficult
to make efficient synchronization algorithms. By achieving time synchronization
among nodes, it will also improve data synchronization among the nodes [6].

3.1 Time Synchronization Algorithms

Time synchronization algorithms focus on how tominimize delay inmessage passing
and clock skew between nodes in a wireless sensor network. As discussed previously,
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during transmission ofmessagesmany factors affect synchronization between nodes.
These factors need to be considered before correcting actual clock value. In the case
of wireless sensor network, other factors like energy costs and memory requirement
can also affect the performance of time synchronization algorithms. Based on the
approach, time synchronization algorithms have the following characteristics [7, 8]:

a. External Clock Synchronization: External real time clock is used as a reference
clock for other nodes to synchronize in the network. UTC is used as reference
clock time for other nodes in the system.

b. Internal Clock Synchronization: There is no such external clock for time refer-
ence. Nodes must agree on the common time of another node in the system.

c. Pair-wise Synchronization: At least one message should be passed between two
nodes for synchronization.

d. Network-wide Synchronization: It is the recurrence of pair-wise synchronization
all over network.

e. Unidirectional Message Exchange: The time stamp contained in a particular
message, is used for synchronization.

f. Two-wayMessage Exchange: It is based on the assumption of identical propaga-
tion delay and clock drift. A receiver node replies with message enclosing three
time stamps.

g. Sender–Receiver Synchronization: Sender and receiver clock synchronize with
each other using the time stamp value passed by message transmission.

h. Receiver–Receiver Synchronization:The samemessage is passed to each receiver
and synchronization is performed based on message arrival time. Each receiver
exchanges their message arrival time to calculate offset value among them.

Following is the description of a set of time synchronization algorithms based on
the above characteristics:

1. Reference Broadcast Synchronization Algorithm (RBS):

Receiver–receiver synchronization approach is used by RBS. RBS can be imple-
mented for both types of synchronization internal as well as external. It works as
follows [5, 9]:

a. Single-node broadcast a synchronization message to multiple nodes using the
network’s physical layer broadcast.

b. Receiver nodes record their local time and then exchange this information
amongst each other. Referenced broadcast’s arrival time is used as a position
of reference in favor of evaluating node’s clock.

c. Nodes synchronize the arrival time stamp amongst themselves.

RBS uses least-square linear regression method to remove synchronization errors
like phase offset and clock skew. The causes of errors in synchronization are message
sending time, time required to receive message, transmission time of message and
access time. It tries to remove the synchronization errors instead of estimating it. To
estimate phase offset and clock skew:
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a. Node broadcasts m reference packets.
b. At which time stamp reference was received is noted by all receiver nodes as per

their local clock time.
c. Each receiver exchanges this information among them. Phase offset can be com-

puted by a receiver node Na to receiver node Nb under an assumption is that drift
can be abandoned when observations are exchanged.
TNa,Nb � Time stamp of Na’s clock when it received broadcast message from
Nb.

Phase Offset [Na, Nb] � (1/m) *
∑

(k=1 to m) (TNb,k – TNa,k).

As we know, clock drift cannot be neglected. Therefore, instead of taking an
average of phase offsets from multiple observations, the least-squares linear regres-
sion method is performed by RBS. Clock skew is defined as the slope of the best-fit
line. Clock correction is not required in RBS. And it maintains the limited energy
usage of each node so it is high energy efficient algorithm. The higher computational
complexity causes more time to synchronize the clocks in RBS.

Limitation of this algorithm is that the network should support broadcast facility.
There is one drawback, a compromised node can exchange an incorrect time and
hence an inaccurate offset can be computed by the former node.Collision is a problem
because the reference messages prompts all nodes concurrently to tell about their
observations. The advantage of using this algorithm is it can be used without external
reference clock and there are loosely coupled sender and network interface.

2. Lightweight Tree Based Synchronization Algorithm (LTS):

LTS supports both internal and external clock synchronization approaches. There is
one referenced clock, which is used by all sensor nodes to synchronize their internal
clocks. It does not try to spot on diverse drift rates. It provides a specified precision
with a little overhead [5, 10]. There are two approaches:

a. Pair-wise Synchronization: It is based on sender–receiver approach.

Suppose node Na wants to synchronize with node Nb clock. Node Na triggers
‘resync’ message at time t0, and at time stamp t1 message is formatted (La (t1)) and
sends it to node Nb. With the consideration of propagation time and reception of
message, time assumes that node Nb time stamps received packet at t5 with Lb (t5).
Node Nb replies at time stamp t6 and includes La (t1), Lb (t5) and Lb (t6) in reply
message. Assume that node Na receives a reply at time stamp t7 and afterward Na

time stamps it with La (t8). After time t8 node a (Na) processes these four values La

(t1), Lb (t5), Lb (t6) and La (t8). These time stamp values are used to calculate its clock
offset with respect to node Nb. It is assumed that in both the directions (request and
reply) propagation delay (τ) is the same. Let tp is the duration for request and answer
packets. Both the parameters, that is, propagation delay and duration are assumed
to be known to node Na. Node Na can estimate the clock offset with respect to Nb

derived from the recognized values La (t1), Lb (t5), Lb (t6) and La (t8). This swap
over gets two packets:
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1. If nodeNb should also determine regarding the offset, onemore packet is required
from Na to Nb hauling offset (TO).

2. An improbability is in the interval (I) is estimated as follows: I � [La (t1) * τ +
tp, La (t8) – τ – tp– (Lb (t6) – Lb (t5)]

3. By choosing the middle of the interval as Li(t5), the maximum improbability is
|I|/2 [9, 10].

b. Network-wide Synchronization: There is one reference node used as root node.
Minimum-height spanning tree is constructed with respect to the reference node.
All other nodes in a network synchronize their clock with respect to the reference
node. Spanning tree created as follows: node of Level-1 can directly synchronize
with reference node. Nodes at Level-2 synchronize with nodes at level-1 and so
on. There is one assumption that all synchronization inaccuracies are indepen-
dent. Hence, synchronization errors are minimized using a minimum spanning.

One drawback with the LTS algorithm is that it relies on the dependability and
precision of information from all nodes along the path to the root node. Hence the
synchronization may fail if clock failure takes place or nasty misinformation from a
group of nodes. The advantage is its computational complexity is low but for sensor
devices energy efficiency is low.

3. Timing-Sync Protocol for Sensor Network (TPSN)

Synchronization based on sender–receiver approach is used. It supports both internal
and external clock synchronization. Each node has a clock of 16-bit register and for
identification unique ID is attached with each sensor. It performs synchronization in
two steps: (1) Level Detection Phase (LDP) and (2) Synchronization Phase.

In level detection phase, the hierarchical topology of the network is generated.
To build hierarchical topology for the network, a node at stage Si can connect with
minimum one node at one stage below, i.e. at stage S(i–1). The algorithm is started by
initiating broadcast message of level-detection phase. It is broadcasted by the root
node. Child nodes are synchronized by the node at one level above in hierarchy. A
spanning tree is constructed with a node which is selected as root. All pair of nodes
can be considered as root and child, in which the child node may be referred as root
for the next node. Child node initiates the request for synchronization to the root
node. Root node replies with an acknowledgment message. Child node computes
the clock offset relative to the root node based on arrival and departure time of each
message [11].

In the synchronization step, TPSN carries out pair-wise synchronization with
the hierarchical structure set up in the level-detection phase. Each node at stage Si
synchronizes its clock with nodes at one stage below, i.e. stage S(i–1). It is shown in
Fig. 1:

t1: Node A is sender, starting sync by sending synchronization pulse packet to B.
t2 � t1 + t� + d, where t� � clock offset and d � propagation delay.
t3: B replies acknowledgment containing t1, t2, t3.
t4: A receives acknowledgement and t4 � t3 – t� + d.
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Fig. 1 TPSN message
transmission

Node B t2                                     t3

Node A

t1 t4

t� � [(t2 − t1) − (t4 − t3)]
/
2

d = [(t2 − t1) + (t4 − t3)]
/
2

After finding clock offset and delay in transmission, nodes use these values to
correct its internal clock value. It achieves high energy efficiency and average com-
putational complexity. There is a drawback that a conciliated node can cause an
inaccurate offset value computed by its child node, hence tree will drop.

4. Flooding Time Synchronization Protocol (FTSP):

FTSP is based on sender–receiver approach. It is implemented as an internal clock
synchronization. It can also support external clock synchronization. At initial stage,
root node broadcasts time synchronization message. Other nodes except root node
coordinate root message with their neighbours. Non-root nodes use several neigh-
bours’ time stamp values to calculate their individual time. After a fixed time period,
if there is no message for synchronization is received, a node can choose itself as root
and repeat previous steps for synchronization [12]. The configuration of each node
is as follows: Each node is assigned with a unique ID; each message intended for
synchronization contains three fields: Time stamp, Root ID and Sequence Number.
The node with the smallest ID will be only one root in the whole network. During the
synchronization phase, root and synchronized node broadcast synchronization mes-
sage. Nodes receive a synchronization message from the root or synchronized node.
A node can estimate the offset by collecting sufficient synchronization messages. It
calculates the offset and becomes a synchronized node by correcting its clock value.
It achieves high energy efficiency and low computational complexity.

The drawback of FTSP is that if any compromised node can acquire the lowest ID,
it always wins and hence can declare itself as a root. Due to the compromised node,
other nodes may send incorrect data for time synchronization and hence fraudulent
the entire tree.

5. Time Diffusion Synchronization Protocol (TDSP):

TDSP is algorithm may implement synchronization based on internal synchro-
nization approach. It is receiver-receiver synchronization algorithm. It is based on
network-wide time synchronization protocol. TDSP works as follows [13]:

First step is Peer Evaluation Procedure (PEP) to assess the constancy of node’s
clock. It is assessed by using the Allan Variance [14]. It is also used to estimate the
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deviation of two clocks. At the initial stage, n numbers of messages with their time
stamp values are broadcasted by the chosen master node. The neighbour nodes use
it to calculate the two sample Allan Variances. These calculated variances are sent
reverse to the master node as response message. Based on these values, clock devia-
tions among the nodes are calculated by the master node. This procedure is repeated
for n hopes of the master node. After PEP all sensor nodes receive average Allan
Deviation. Next, follows Time Diffusion Procedure (TDP) in which the messages
with timing information are diffused from the master nodes to neighbour nodes.
These messages are more diffused by the selected diffused chief nodes. Effectively
a hierarchical structure is produced. At the end, timing information is used to adjust
the local clocks.

The advantage of TDSP is that it improves the performance of voice and video
applications using directed diffusion in which multiple sensor nodes are sending
data back to the sink. It can be applied for static and mobile sensor network. There
is no need for precise time server. It achieves high energy efficiency and average
computational complexity. One drawback is that the complexity of TDP becomes
high as number of broadcast messages increases in each cycle. And another is if a
clock value is accustomed to lesser clock value then time may run backward.

6. Tiny-Sync and Mini-Sync:

It is based on pair-wise synchronization with sender-to-receiver approach. It works
based on internal clock synchronization and corrects local clock value. There is an
assumption that the frequency of clocks in sensor networks is constant and has a linear
correlation [7, 15]. Algorithms use two-waymessage interactions to accumulate data
points and to estimate relative clock drift and clock offset. The relation between two
cocks is defined as

T1(t) � a12T2(t) + b12

Where a12 is a relative clock drift and b12 is a relative clock offset. At time t0,
node N1 transmits a time-stamped query and N2 replies with time-stamped at time
t1. The arrival time of the responded message is recorded by N1 at t2. Which marks
in data points (t0, t1, t2), which must satisfy t0 < a12t1 + b12 and t2 > a12t1 + b12. To
increase the precision of algorithms, this procedure is reiterated several times to gain
multiple data points and to find constraints on clock drift and clock offset value. All
gathered data points are not useful.

Tiny-sync algorithm retains only four of these constraints. Each time when new
record is available for data points then the existing four and the two new constraints
are compared. From this record, only the best four results are kept. The disadvantage
is those constraints that may give better measure but may be eliminated at the time
of combining with other data points. In case of Mini-sync algorithm, it first makes
sure that this data point is useless and then discards it. There is big computational
cost and storage space cost, but precision is increased.

7. PSync:
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PSync is the synchronization protocol based onvisible light. It is based on receiver-to-
receiver synchronization approach. It is implemented using internal clock synchro-
nization but there is no clock correction is required. PSync relies on Light Emitting
Diode (LED) for the light source and it is extremely energy efficient for the recip-
ients. Idea is that pulsation of light formed by LED yield a proficient method for
synchronizing close-by devices [16].

To synchronize devices, the minimal requirement for this protocol is to have a
light sensor and need of a programmable source of light. Initially, to synchronize
the message transmission time among the nodes, the preamble is used. An energy
efficient preamble technique is used for synchronization [17]. This preamble should
be small and priory it should inform the recipients about synchronization point.
Within a small time period, recipients conclude the point of synchronization and
again go for sleep until the point of synchronization. De Bruijn sequence is used for
the preamble method [18]. Periodic sequences over a limited alphabet, in which each
promising v-tuple appear just once in a given time, are known asDeBruijn sequences.
It is used in position intellect applications. In this protocol, binary alphabet {0, 1} is
used as a sequence. The synchronizing light sources produce a binary sequence of
span v and with period of 2v – 2. The whole duration of preamble is Tp � τ * (2v –
2). The recipient wakes up at regular intervals, at least one time whose length relies
on the interval of preamble. A recipient accumulates s samples for all v symbols
of the emitted binary sequence of a span v. A device translates its position in the
preamble and then sleeps. For other preambles, recipient wakes up to identify the
synchronization point precisely. At the point of synchronization, the devices sample
at themost legitimated rate to reduce synchronization inaccuracy and achieves energy
efficiency at high level. Computational complexity of this algorithm is also high.

4 Comparative Study of Synchronization Algorithms

Table 1 represents the comparison of time synchronization algorithms based on
features and issues of time synchronization algorithms discussed. The algorithms
are compared for evaluating performance based parameters such as computational
complexity and energy efficiency [19, 20, 21].

5 Conclusion

The quality and performance of IoT-based applications are directly affected by time
synchronization. For example for the sorting of events and to preserve the state of
resources in smart logistic, smart banking, etc., time synchronization is necessary.
This paper presents the study of algorithms for time synchronization which is applied
for wireless sensor networks. The comparative study of various time synchronization
algorithms will help in selecting time synchronization algorithms that can be applied
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Table 1 Analysis of time synchronization algorithms

Name of algorithm Performance parameters

Internal
versus
external
sync.

Approach Clock
correction

Energy
efficiency

Computational
complexity
n � No. of
nodes

RBS Both Receiver-
to-Receiver

Not
required

High O(mn2) m
� No. of
reference
broadcast

LTS Both Sender-to-
Receiver

Required Low O(n2)

FTSP Both Sender-to-
Receiver

Required High O(n)

TPSN Both Sender-to-
Receiver

Required High O(n)

TDSP Internal Receiver-
to-Receiver

Required High O(M + DL)
M � No. of
master
nodes

Mini-sync Internal Sender-to-
Receiver

Required Low It depends
on no. of
data points
recorded. If
m � no. of
data points
and N �
no. of times
message
transmitted,
then
complexity
is O(mN)

Tiny-sync Internal Sender-to-
Receiver

Required Low Same as
Mini-Sync.
O(mN)

PSync Internal Receiver-
to-Receiver

Not
required

High Time to
generate De
Bruijn
sequence
(O(2v), v �
size of
sequence)
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directly or after improvisation for IoT Applications or it may also become the basis
for developing new and efficient algorithms for IoT applications. It is noted that the
performance of discussed algorithms is directly affected by the energy efficiency of
sensor nodes and time complexity of algorithms. In the case of IoT applications,
there is a need to design a fast synchronization algorithm with high energy efficiency
for better performance.
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1 Introduction

This energy is an important recipe for the economic growth and development of
nations. It is pertinent that energy is properly conserved in order to prevent avoidable
waste of energy which will drastically reduce cost and the need to generate more
energy to meet the national demand. Energy demand in Nigeria is expected to grow
explosively in proportion to the anticipated rapid population growth between 2015
and 2050. The efficiency with which energy is used by firms and households has
widespread impact on economic activity of the country,which in turn has implications
for environmental quality and energy security. Buildings account for more than 40%
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of the global energy use today in both developed and developing countries [1]. Hence,
it poses a major opportunity as a sector for consideration to reduce global energy
consumption in Nigeria. A community with efficiently designed homes and offices
will lower energy bills, liberate investible assets, and avoid unnecessary expenditure
like building new power plants [2].

Energy efficiency in buildings has been relatively well researched, yet the prob-
lem of energy inefficient buildings in Africa still persists. The regulatory and vol-
untary approaches for enhancing building energy efficiency were reviewed in [3].
The opportunities and challenges to electrical energy conservation and CO2 emis-
sions reduction in Nigeria’s building sector were evaluated in [4]. A paper review
toward sustainable, energy-efficient, and healthy ventilation strategies in buildings
was considered in [5].

Energy consumption in buildings includes lighting, domestic and commercial
appliances, warming, ventilation, and cooling systems. Some inventive progresses
have been made in energy-efficient buildings, and there is a progressing exertion in
advancing and showing their energy savings’ possibilities. However, the majority of
these solutions are directed toward new buildings and future building designs, and is
difficult to implement in existing buildings [5]. Although energy-efficient appliances
promise savings in the cost incurred on energy consumptions, the replacement of old
and inefficient appliances in old buildings in Nigeria is coming at a slow pace. This
is because of the high cost that comes with replacing the appliances as most energy-
efficient appliances are more costly than their equivalent inefficient appliances. It is
therefore important to evaluate if the saving on energy consumptions by using an
energy-efficient appliance will pay for the cost incurred to replace such appliance
with an energy-efficient one within the expected life expectancy of the appliance.
Against this background, this paper aims to design a framework to improve the
energy efficiency of buildings in Nigeria to curb carbon emissions and increase
energy savings. These innovative solutions will lead to sustainable development in
the energy sector and the Nigerian economy. There is a lack of adequate literature to
solve the inefficiency of buildings in the country. This paper therefore aims to design
a framework for improving the energy efficiency of buildings in Nigeria.

This paper is structured as follows: The next section reveals some of the literature
that were reviewed, followed by an explanation of the methodology implored and
then a discussion of the result obtained and the paper was concluded.

2 Literature Review

According to [6], there is an inefficient utilization of available energy in Nigeria.
Currently, most buildings in Nigeria lay more emphasis on the aesthetic values with
little or no consideration for energy efficiency [7]. A more efficient utilization of
energy resources can lessen greenhouse gas emissions and slow down depletion of
nonrenewable energy resources [3].
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Energy efficiency in buildings has been relativelywell researched, yet the problem
of energy inefficient buildings in Africa still persists. The regulatory and voluntary
approaches for enhancing building energy efficiency were reviewed in [3]. They
observed that the potential energy cost saving alone is an inadequate motivation to
investing into improvement measures, unless there is an energy price shock. They
recommended the adoption of awell-articulated policymix involving both regulatory
and voluntary instruments to achieve energy efficiency in buildings.

The opportunities and challenges to electrical energy conservation and CO2 emis-
sions reduction in Nigeria’s building sector were evaluated in [4]. They found that
putting all the energy saving opportunities they identified in place, at least 10% of
total residential electrical energy use could be conserved while about 10% of both
total industrial and commercial sectors electricity demand could be saved. These
would significantly cut greenhouse gases emissions in the country. A framework of
strategies to overcome these problems, encourage energy conservation, and thereby
enhance sustainable development inNigeriawas then suggested.Theneed for energy-
efficient buildings in Nigeria was evaluated in [8]. It was found that in Nigeria, most
buildings do not take solar architecture and energy efficiency into consideration
during construction due to ignorance, poverty, lack of awareness, and/or improper
government policy on building regulations. The author addressed these issues by
proffering solutions on the way forward for the country to achieve energy efficiency
in buildings. A potential analysis of gray energy limits for residential buildings in
Germany was performed in [9]. It was observed that the global warming potential
(GWP) of shell constructions could be reduced by as much as 77% using existing
technologies and with no additional investment costs. Environmental cost savings
of more than e1 billion per year could be realized for investments in the German
economy. With additional investments, the saving potential could jump to 95%.

Apaper review toward sustainable, energy-efficient, and healthy ventilation strate-
gies in buildings was considered in [5]. Evidence suggested that utilizing hybrid ven-
tilation in buildings integrated with appropriate control strategies, to adjust between
mechanical and natural ventilation, leads to substantial energy savings, while an
appropriate indoor air quality is still maintained. A model-based optimization of dis-
tributed and renewable energy systems in buildings to address the design and control
problem of building energy systems was developed in [10]. They developed a two-
level optimization framework for the research. The results provided different optimal
trade-off unit configurations with respect to the total investment cost and the defined
self-sufficiency indicator. Despite the fact that this study solely considered typical
Swiss residential dwellings, the presented framework could be applied in other types
of buildings.

There is a lack of adequate literature to solve the inefficiency of buildings in the
country. This paper therefore aims to design a framework for improving the energy
efficiency of buildings in Nigeria.
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3 Proposed Methodology

3.1 Case Study: Three-Bedroom Flat in Covenant University
Ota

Covenant University is a growing community with over ten thousand people [11].
Domiciled in the mini-township is a gas-powered turbine. The energy use in the
community ranges around 2 MW of peak load when the university is in full session
and 1.25 MW of peak load when the university is not in session as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1 depicts a graphical representation comparing the peak loads in Covenant
University when the school is on session and when out of session. Its graph shows
that the peak load experienced during session is relatively high when compared
to off session consumption. The electricity tariff for the residents of the Covenant
University is N 30 per kWh. Comparing this tariff with the current tariff set by
the Nigerian Electricity Regulation Commission (NERC) effective from February 1,
2016, it can be seen that there is a tariff difference as shown in Table 1. This tariff in
Table 1 is exclusively for residential houses.

Table 1 shows the energy cost of different classes of residence from 2015 to 2016
by Ikeja Distribution Company. The difference in the energy charges has increased
tremendously fromR2SP to R4 (Hmax demand—11/33 kV) class of residence rang-
ing from 8 to 10.67 naira. The residents of this community enjoy 24-hour electricity
supply and do not have to purchase or maintain backup generators like their counter-
parts living elsewhere, but it is also important for the members of this community to

Fig. 1 Graph showing a comparison of the peak loads experienced in Covenant University when
the University is in session and out of session
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Table 1 Ikeja distribution company’s energy charges in N /kWh [12]

Class of residence 2015 (Naira) 2016 (Naira) Naira difference in 2016

R1 (Lifeline 50 kWh) 4.00 4.00 0.00

R2SP (Single phase) 13.21 21.30 8.09

R2TP (Three phase) 13.21 21.80 8.59

R3 (LV Maximum Demand) 26.25 36.49 10.24

R4 (HV Maximum
Demand—11/33 kV)

26.25 36.92 10.67

imbibe the energy efficiency paradigm. Not only will this reduce the cost of energy
used but also it will make more energy available for the ever-increasing community.

3.2 Building Description (AS-IS)

• Building envelope: The building is 12-year-old, built with sandcrete blocks and
has an aluminum roof finish.

• HVAC system: The building has a total of four-wall unit air conditioners located
in various spaces of the house. All rooms have additional ceiling fans, while the
living room has two ceiling fans.

• Water management: There is a centralized water pumping system for the mem-
bers of the community. However, each of the houses has its own water heating
system. In the audited house, the distributed water heating method was used and
there is a total of three 15 L Ariston water heaters on in each of the bathrooms
catering to the hot water needs of the family.

• Appliances: The appliances consuming themost electricity are the air conditioners
and the water heaters. In most space in the building, incandescent bulbs were used
for the lighting.

3.3 Energy Demand and Cost of the Building AS-IS

Based on the load schedule in Fig. 2 and the walk-through energy audit carried
out on the residence, the energy demanded annually by each appliance installed was
computed using Eqs. 2, 3 and using Eq. 4, and the energy cost was computed. Results
can be found in Table 2. The following equations [13] are used to estimate the energy
parameters:
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Fig. 2 Load schedule of the residence

Table 2 Comparison of the current energy consumption, retrofit energy consumption, and savings

Model Annual energy consumption
(kWh)

Annual energy cost ( N 30/kWh)

Building as-is 80, 211.1225 2,406,333.68

Building as-can-be 42,052.38 1,261,571.4

Savings 38,158.7425 1,144,762.28

power � energy/time. (1)

Energy demand (ED) � Power consumption x time taken (2)

Annual Energy Demand (AED) � ED × 365 (3)

Annual Energy Cost (AEC) � AED × tarrif/kWh (4)

The installed energy demand in the residence (this is based on the appliances
present in the house) is 80, 211.1225 KWhr with an energy cost of 2,406,333.675
Naira.
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4 Comparison Result and Discussions

4.1 Recommendations of Energy-Efficient Methods
(As-Can-Be)

Some of the proposed methods of energy efficiency for the audited building are as
follows:

A. Centralized water heating system:

There are two major alternative solutions to the water heating consumption in the
household:

• Centralized heating;
• More energy-efficient distributed water heaters.

Centralized heating ismore energy-efficient as they provide hot water at the points
of need. Also, the heat losses associated with storage tank distributed water heaters
are also nonexistent. The centralized water heating was implored in our model. In
place of the three distributed 15 L water heaters, one centralized 50 L water heater
is to be used in our model to deliver hot water need to each of the three bathrooms.

B. Appliances: Replacing the appliances with energy star-rated devices will go a
long way in increasing the energy efficiency of the household. The models of
energy-rated refrigerators sold nowadays use less than half the amount of energy
of models sold before 1993, effectively reducing the energy consumption by
50% [14]. Similarly, the air conditioners in the house can be retrofitted with
more energy-efficient versions.

C. Lighting: Replacing the incandescent bulbs in the house with CFLs and LEDs
should go a long way in reducing the energy consumption of the building by
lighting. Homeowners have a proclivity of leaving lights in certain rooms on
when not in use like the kitchen, store, and the restroom. Installing an occupancy
in these rooms ensures that the lights are only on when they are occupied.

4.2 Energy Demand and Cost of the Retrofitted Model
(As-Can-Be)

Based on the above-proposed solutions, an energy-efficient model of the building
was designed. The inefficient applianceswere substitutedwith energy-efficient appli-
ances. The annual energy demand and cost was computed for the retrofitted model
result as shown in Table 3; the estimated energy demand for the model building (as-
can-be) is 42,052.38 KWh with the energy cost of 1,261,571.4 Naira. The retrofitted
model in comparison to the building as is shown that by retrofitting the house with
energy-efficient appliances 47.57% (38,158.7425 kWh) is saved yearly on energy
demanded.
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4.3 Comparative Analysis of the Current Model
and the Energy-Efficient Model

The total power demand from the current energy consumption model is about 80,
211.12 kWh, while the energy demand using the energy-efficient method (Building
as-can-be) is 42,052.38 kWh. This results in a considerable decrease in the energy
demanded and used by the household, and about 38,158.7425 kWh of energy saved
yearly. This amount of energy saved can be used elsewhere, thereby reducing the
need to create more power plants and eventually reducing carbon emission in the
country. The total cost of running the current energy consumption model amounts
to about N2,406,333.68 spent yearly. By implementing the retrofit/energy-efficient
method, this could be reduced to N 1,261,571.4 such that N 1,144,762.28 would be
saved per year Fig. 3.

4.4 Payback Period (PBP) of Retrofit Appliances

Energy-efficient appliances usually cost more than non-energy-efficient appliances.
Before retrofitting is performed in a building, it is important to investigate and com-
pare the payback period of the appliance against the life expectancy of that appliance.
Retrofitting is usually performed when the payback period of the appliance is lesser
than its life expectancy [15, 16]. The payback period of an item is given as the
ratio between cost of purchasing the unit and the cost of energy saved per year. A
breakdown of the PBP of some targeted electrical appliances in the house is given in
Table 4. It can be seen that all of the retrofitted items provide more energy savings
in the long run. Items like the energy-rated star ceiling fan in Bedroom1, which may
cost about N9800, could save as much as 123.19 kWh/year and N 3695.63 in energy

Fig. 3 Comparison between
energy consumption and
energy savings
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cost per year. The life expectancy of the ceiling fan is 13 years, and the expected
payback period calculated with Eq. 4 for the ceiling fan is 2.65 years. Since the life
expectancy of the appliance is greater than its payback period, it is economically
viable to substitute the current appliance with an energy-rated one. This means that
in about two and half years, the ceiling fan would have paid for itself through its
savings on energy cost. After which it will continue to save energy cost. The life
expectancy of an item is subject to how to appliance is used and maintained by the
owners. If an appliance is used and maintained properly, it may last longer than its
initial design considerations [17]

PBP � Cost of purchasing unit/Energy cost saved per year (5)

The payback period of each substituted appliance was calculated using Eq. 5. An
interactive MATLAB program (Appendix A) was written to help users determine
whether or not it is economically viable to buy any energy-efficient appliance.

After calculating the payback period for each energy-efficient appliance, the pay-
back period in years was compared to the life expectancy in years given by the
manufacturer to see if it is economically viable to purchase the appliance or not. It
was determined that when the life expectancy is greater than the payback period, it
is economically viable to purchase the appliance; otherwise, it is not. The decision
column in Table 4 shows which appliance is economically viable to purchase, where
“TRUE” means to purchase and “FALSE” means do not purchase.

5 Conclusion

This paper reveals more insight into how an as of now existing building can be
retrofitted to be more energy-efficient. A stroll through energy review was done
taking a standard three-bedroom flat in Covenant University as contextual analysis.
It is trusted that by adopting energy-efficient technologies and retrofitting the house
in that order, family units in Covenant University will have the capacity to spare
more cash over the long haul, and furthermore this will come about into more energy
for use in the community. The retrofitted model demonstrates that about 47.5% of
the cost of energy utilized yearly can be saved. By replicating this model to every
one of the family units inside the community, more energy would be spared all
things considered and there would be little need to expand the generating limit of
the community later on even with the energy requirements of its regularly expanding
populace.
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Particle Swarm Optimization-Based
MPPT Controller for Wind Turbine
Systems

Shefali Jagwani and L. Venkatesha

1 Introduction

The maximum power which can be extracted from a wind turbine mainly depends on
two factors, viz., velocity ofwind andoperating point of the system.Therefore,MPPT
is an important step to increase the efficiency of the system [1]. The study of these
MPPT techniques shows that theymay actually fall in five categories, namely optimal
torque control (OP), hill climbing search control (HCS), power signal feedback
control (PSF), tip-speed ratio control (TSR), and power mapping control [1, 2].
Many papers have been published to study these techniques with their advantages
and disadvantages [1–3]. In this paper, TSR control method is implemented (Fig. 1)
using particle swarm optimization (PSO), which reduces the oscillations around
the optimal point and increases the efficiency of wind turbine [4, 5]. This artificial
intelligence technique is found to be more efficient and faster than other techniques.

One of the important requirements of TSR control is an anemometer which mea-
sures thewind velocity. The preknown values of the optimal TSR are stored in lookup
table. Then, the measured wind velocity is converted to its corresponding optimal
speed reference with the help of these values [6]. This method offers faster control
and it is possible to yield more energy. PSO-based TSR control method helps to elim-
inate the requirement of any prior information about the system and calculates the
optimal value online, and thus helps in extracting the peak power from the turbine.
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Fig. 1 MPPT control for wind turbine system
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Fig. 2 Wind turbine characteristics

2 Wind Turbine Characteristics

The mechanical power extracted from the wind generators Pm (as shown in Fig. 2)
is expressed as [1, 2]

Pm � 1

2
ρAv3Cp(λ, β) (1)
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Fig. 3 Power coefficient
curve

where

ρ air density (kg/m3),
v wind speed (m/s),
A area swept by the rotor blades (m2)
Cp(λ, β) coefficient of performance

The parameterCp defines the power extraction efficiency. It is a nonlinear function
of TSR (λ) and pitch angle of the blade (β). In this work, a variable speed fixed
pitch turbine is considered, hence β is fixed. The maximum theoretical value of
performance coefficient Cp is 0.59 according to the Betz limit. TSR is the ratio of
rotational speed of turbine (ω) to linear speed of blade tips and is given by [7]

λ � ωR/v (2)

where R � radius of blade. Different versions of the equation for obtaining Cp have
been defined by the authors in previously published papers [1–3, 8, 9]. In this paper,
the following equation is used [10]:

Cp � 0.00234 + 0.03227λ − 0.076354λ2 + 0.061857λ3

− 0.015155λ4 + 0.001514λ5 − 0.000055λ6 (3)

Figure 3 shows the simulated plot of power coefficient Cp with TSR. It can be
observed that the maximum Cp (0.392) occurs at λ � 5.278 and β � 0°. The torque
of the turbine is stated as

Tt�Pt/ωt (4)
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YES

Start

Define all parameters w1, w2, c1, c2, R, , v, population size

Find optimum and maximum power

Initialization of position and velocity particles

END

Updating individual and global best positions  

Maximum Iteration
reached ?

NO

Calculate Objective Function

Fig. 4 Flowchart for PSO algorithm

3 Particle Swarm Optimization

PSO technique is a population-based algorithmwhichwas first presented byKennedy
and Eberhart in 1995. This technique is influenced by the study of artificial livings
[11]. It can attain high-quality solutions with shorter time when compared to other
heuristic methods, and therefore is used for many engineering and control systems
[12–15]. The swarm-based process for searching is analogous to birds migrating in
a group toward one destination, where the intelligence and cooperation of the whole
flock result in efficient system. It is essential to note that they should be able to
move in synchronism without colliding. The system is first initialized with randomly
generated solutions known as particles, and then performs the iterative search for the
optimum solution of the problem. The procedure is explained [16] in the flowchart
(Fig. 4). The velocity of the particle is updated using Eq. (5) and Eq. (6), respectively:
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Table 1 Parameters used in
PSO program

Parameters Value

Population size 30

Dimension 1

Maximum iterations 30

Wmax 9

Wmin 0.4

C1 2.0

C2 2.0

ρ 1.08

β 0

R 2.5

vi
k+1 � wvi

k + C1r1
(
pbest i − xik

)
+ C2r2

(
gbestk − xik

)
(5)

xik+1 � xik + V i
k+1 (6)

where vi
k+1 is updated velocity, w is momentum factor, vi

k is current velocity, C1 and
C2 are acceleration constants, r1, r2 are the random values from 0 to 1, pbest i is the
individual best value, gbestk is the global best value, xik is current position, and xik+1
is modified position.

The objective function is defined using Eq. (3) and with the optimal value of Cp,
maximum power for each wind velocity can be found out. The parameters which are
used in this proposed technique are shown in Table 1.

4 PSO Simulation Results

For tracking the maximum value of power, the controller should adjust the velocity
of wind generator according to the available wind velocity. The proposed MPPT
technique uses wind power coefficient Cp as the objective function. There is an
optimum TSR value that makes power coefficient, Cp maximum and hence, the
maximum power is captured. Therefore, the key factor to obtain the maximum power
is to optimize the Cp by optimizing TSR. The simulation was performed for various
wind speeds ranging from 8 m/s to 14 m/s. The value of Cp for all wind speeds is
shown in Table 2. From the results, it is observed that the PSO algorithm rapidly
tracks the Cp value, for which the output power is maximum. The error can be
reduced by increasing number of iterations and time duration of the simulation.
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Table 2 Optimization results
for wind power coefficient

S. No. Wind speed
(m/s)

Optimal Wind
power
coefficient
using PSO
(Cp)

Wind power
coefficient
from equation

1. 8 0.3920 0.392

2. 9 0.3921 0.392

3. 10 0.3921 0.392

4. 11 0.3910 0.392

5. 12 0.3905 0.392

6. 13 0.3670 0.392

7. 14 0.3530 0.392

5 Conclusion

An intelligent control algorithm for tracking the maximum power in a wind turbine
is proposed in this paper, which is an important requirement for obtaining high effi-
ciency. This method is advantageous over other methods as it is simple and adaptive.
It tracks the power with minimum oscillations at the peak value. Hence, one can
conclude that if TSR is always preserved at the optimal value, the maximum energy
can be extracted. This proposed algorithm is capable of deciding the optimum oper-
ating point with maximum power. The simulation results verify that this proposed
technique provides an efficient MPPT-based controller for wind turbine and helps in
efficient renewable energy generation.
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A New Model of M-secure Image Via
Quantization

Vijay Bhandari, Sitendra Tamrakar, Piyush Shukla and Arpana Bhandari

1 Introduction

Steganography [1–4] and steganalysis [5] have more focus in the fields concerning
law enforcement [6–8] and national strategic defence. It is carving and mastery [9]
of the uncover secret intelligence in the cover forum [10, 11]. Contrary between ste-
ganalysis and steganography [12, 13] is the exposure ofmasked secret data embedded
in the cover media also called as stego image. Image encryption [9, 10] makes use
of the natural possessions of an image [1, 6], such as high dismissal and well-built
spatial correlation. The encryption technique protects illegal access of the data. The
encrypted image [9, 14] is a noisy image such that no one can obtain the secret image
[2, 9] data without the correct key. The steganography [8] contains hidden a digital
picture into another cover multimedia data such as image [9] and video. Steganogra-
phy technique [1–3, 6] is usedwhen encryption [3, 4, 6] is not acceptable. The purpose
of steganography [8] embeds secret data in the reselected image [9]. The structure
of the paper consists of mosaic figure generation and existing work, proposed work,
and the results are compared based on different parameters and conclusion.
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1.1 Mosaic Figure Production and Uncover Picture Recovery
Information

1.1.1 Opting Suitable End Blocks for Every Pantile

Mosaic expression is the process of producing a picture or other florid items by
combining together tiny chunks of stones and glass. The termmosaic keeps a number
of tiny images called “Tiles” and is then placed on the single image called “TARGET
image”, before creating a mosaic image, there must be tiles embedded into the target
image. The embedding of the tiles should be in the format [13, 15].

1.1.2 Mosaic Creation Using Different Similarity Measures

The source image is said to be secretly embedded in the resulting mosaic image. For
creating a mosaic, the target image and the secret image can be split, but the size
of splitting is different. The secret image is split for merging into a target image;
the target image is split for finding the absolute place to fit the tile image in the
target image [11]. In detail, the target image is split into very small tiny images and
based on this, each tile image is compared with every target split image, and finds
the best fit for that tile image, and in that position, the tile image is placed and so on.
Generated mosaic image is the same as the target image with a little bit of quality
drop. Mosaic image quality is high when splitting of the source image is high. The
major difficulty is retrieving the tile images from the created mosaic images. This
required the specific efficient technique for getting the secret image from the mosaic
image. The creation process is done in a particular place and the retrieving process
is done at another place, and for this, they can give the detail of which tile is stored
in which position and the name of the image. This information is also sent to the
other user so they can also be able to retrieve the image from the mosaic image [9]
(Fig. 1).

Secret Image  Target Image  Mosaic Image

Fig. 1 Mosaic creation using different similarity measures
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1.1.3 Background of Secret Image Recovery

The embedded information we have to extract to recover nearly lossless the secret
image from the generated mosaic image [4].

2 Existing Work

This paper [4] introduced a colored black-and-white visual cryptography scheme,
which adopts colored pixels [4] in dark descriptions to share a black and sallow top
secret image. This paper [3] represents an algorithm to reversibly place a clandestine
information in encrypted similes is presented, which consists of picture encryption,
information embedding, and data taking out [3].

The new secret image [2] sharing scheme identifying the continuation of cheater is
introduced and analyzed in this paper. A method to ensure the honesty of clandestine
picture prior to its improvement is proposed.

This paper represents proposed here [6], which transforms robotically a given
large-volume secret depiction into a so-called secret-fragment-visible [9, 10, 14]
mosaic image of the same size [10, 14]. The mosaic image, which looks similar to
an randomly elected end image and may be used as a disguise of the secret image,
is yielded by dividing the clandestine image into wreckage and transforming their
color uniqueness to be those of the corresponding blocks of the target image [14].

In this paper [2], the hub is on the examinationof dynamic lossless data-embedding
methods that allow one to embed [2] large amounts of data into digital images (or
video) in such an approach that the unique image can be reconstructed [2, 10] from
the watermarked picture.

3 Proposed Methodology

Mosaic image means that the image is produced by ordering many small blocks to
form a vibrant larger image. The purpose of information hiding using mosaic images
is a new way of securing information so that the data can be sent in a private and
secure manner. The aim of this paper is to provide an efficient and better embedding
algorithm as compared to all related previous techniques. The secret image is first
divided into a number of blocks called “Tiles”, and then these tiles are placed on the
single image called “TARGET image” which we select from our database on some
similarity measures with our secret image. We are creating our own database here to
overcome the drawback of managing a large database. To create a mosaic image, we
have to place each and every tile of the secret image over the target image with the
efficient embedding algorithm on the particular region. The embedding of the tiles
should be in the format. We are using a DCT algorithm for embedding.
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It involves the following steps:
First, we take a secret image which is divided into tiles, and will convert each

tile image into a binary value through 16 * 16 quantization, then we prepare a form
of secret value by combining all the values, and then embed this secret value in
the original image through 16 * 16 quantization, after embedding, we send it to the
sender who will send the data to receiver, and at the other side, the receiver will
extract the secret value using the inverse algorithm which can be seen in Fig. 2.

At the first stage of transformation, we must design and partition an image into
the blocks. Each block is denoted by ai, and then 16 * 16 quantization is applied to
each one of the blocks denoted by Ci.

Ci � T ai T
′

The chip rate is calculated first, which is the ratio of total no. of pixel in the host
image by the no. of pixel in tile, then the value of chip rate is used to find the pn
sequence, which is an array initiated by 1 to the value of chip rate, and then temp is
calculated by this chip rate and the value of temp rows and temp column is considered
from all the pixel values of the cover image, the watermarked value of the pixel of
the tile gets embedded in this region of temp rows and temp column.

At the second stage, quantization is the technique used in image processing to
reduce the redundancies, and the lossy compression technique is used here which
is achieved by compressing a range of values to an only quantum value. When the
number of discrete symbols or the pixel are assigned by one constant value, and then
discrete symbols which are generated as the pixels are less than this constant value
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Fig. 2 Outline of the proposed work
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assigned to −1 and greater than this constant value are assigned as +1, and then by
this, we are able to reduce the given stream, the stream becomes more compressed.

At the third stage, the secret image should be converted into a binary sequence
(mi). This binary sequence is embedded in the middle and high-frequency region
of Ci to get stego block Si. Embedding process is based on applying magnitude
modulation to the quantized value of the host 16 * 16 quantization coefficient.

Si(u, v) �
{

c′
i(u, v) + Qstep (u, v)/3, if mi � 0

c′
i(u, v) − Qstep (u, v)/3, if mi � 1

mi � each block of the secret image is converted into a binary sequence. Embedding
process is based on magnitude modulation to the quantized value of the host 16 *
16 quantization coefficients. Embedding requires the selection of a suitable region
in which the tile should be embedded.

At the fourth stage, for each stego block Si (pixel value is converted in binary),
the inverse 16 * 16 quantization will be applied to get the output blocks di, and this
is the inverse process of 16 * 16 quantization as it requires to retrieve the original
secret image.

di � T′ Si T

During extraction, the encrypted information needs to be extracted first, and then
the correct sequence of tiles is obtained.

blockSizeR � 100;

blockSizeC � 100;

whole BlockRows � floor(rows/blockSizeR);
Now, each of the tiles generated is then converted into binary values using

dec2bin(message(i, j)

Here, we use pseudo-random number generation for the generation of a binary
key from the image. The tiny image can be used for producing RNGs and also the
image from the paint software. The pixel value of the image can be generated with
the simple functions in MATLAB tool and it is converted into a string value. To
convert the pixel value of the image into the binary value from integer, we have to
check the RGB value of the each and every pixel, and then compare the pixel value.
The corresponding values (0s and 1s) are written in the text file from left to right or in
any other format. If there is a small change in the image, it leads to a big difference in
the generated random numbers. Here, the concatenated value of the pixel is shown:
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1010101010110010000000000

0100011111010111000000000

1010010111110010000000000

1001011001001001000000000

0110110111111010000000000

1001011011111101000000000

0100001111111101000000000

1011111111011111000000000

0101001110101111110010100

1110101111111111111101110

1000101111111111111000010

From the generated binary value, embedding is performed, which embedded the
secret image into the cover image and is sent to the receiver. At the receiver end, the
binary value is extracted and is again converted into tile images. These tile images
are then embedded to make a secret image (Fig. 3).

Here are some comparison measures, which are based on MSE, PSNR, NAE,
NCC, and result analysis of the existing work and results analysis of the proposed
work (Table 1).

Fig. 3 Illustrations of the creation of secret-fragment-visible mosaic image
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Table 1 Result analysis of
the existing work and results
analysis of the proposed work

No. of tiles MSE NAE NCC PSNR

6 0.22 0.0017 1.0008 54.79

12 0.21 0.0018 1.0011 54.78

15 0.31 0.0016 1.0012 55.79

18 0.29 0.0019 1.0010 54.3

20 0.30 0.0020 1.0004 55.9

3.1 Comparison Based on the Error Rate

See Fig. 4.

3.2 Comparison Based on the Computation Time

See Figs. 5 and 6.

4 Conclusion

The work that we proposed provides less compression time. This technique M-
secure, here, provides a more efficient technique to authenticate the user to access
the original image. By the different parameters, the work is more efficient with Ya-
Lin Lee, and we have generated graphs and tables which is generated and tested
through MATLAB.
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Fig. 5 Comparative analysis of computation time

Fig. 6 Computation time in s
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Analysis on Applicability and Feasibility
of Dynamic Programming on the Basis
of Time Complexity and Space Through
Case Studies

Manish Dixit and Mohd Aijaj Khan

1 Introduction

In the world of competitive programming, dynamic programming serves as a pow-
erful technique for solving mathematical problems to find the optimal solution [1].
To solve the problem, this technique works on decomposing the actual problem into
subproblems and memorizing them. This technique is called memoization [2]. The
values are stored in a specific location and when the program gets the input, it goes
to that storage, access the value it has already computed, and outputs it to the user.

Memoization is the term, for example, in the real world to memorize the things.
In the same aspect, the user analyzes the problem, and if he sees that the solution of
the problem can be devised by dividing it into more subproblems and in some cases,
further dividing, and then finally, computing it by using a suitable algorithm. In this
process, the values have to be continuously computed to a limit and stored in some
space. To get the desired output, the user has to access the suitable stored value and
display it as the output.

Tabulation in dynamic programming is used to compute higher cases that build
upon the lower ones till we reach our destination [2].

Dynamic programming works on the basis of these two pillars, tabulation and
memorization.
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Fig. 1 Graph plots the various time complexities based on Big O notation [4]

By analyzing this process, we see that the program has to run and store values
consecutively and needs much space to store the values.

1.1 Time Complexity

Time complexity of an algorithm signifies the time required by it to complete its
execution. A simple way of denoting is through the Big O notation [3].

Big O notation is calculated by counting the number of elementary operations in
the specific algorithm. We always take the worst-case time complexity because of
the difference in the performance of algorithms on different types of input data. So,
the worst-case complexity is basically the maximum time in which the algorithm
completes its execution on any type of input data.

Dynamic programming solution typically takes O(n2) or O(n3) for problems hav-
ing an exponential time complexity (Fig. 1).

1.2 Time–Space Trade

The intuition behind dynamic programming is to trade time with space, so that we
do not have to repeat calculations again and again if the logic says that the future
outcomes are dependent upon the past ones [1].
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So, instead of taking a lot of time to repeat calculations, we store the outputs and
further buildmore outputs based on past outputs, store it as well to save our time later.
The condition is that all the decomposed subproblems should be interdependent on
past inputs.

1.3 Approach

In dynamic programming, to solve a problem, we have to solve all the subproblems
which are related with each other, combine all the solutions of subproblems, and
then reach a solution, which is essentially the global optimal solution [5].

On the contrary, in greedy algorithm,we compute the solution and select the choice
which we consider optimal at the present time, not counting on all the solutions of
further subproblems or forthcoming choices. Hence, we consider the local optimal
solution as the global optimal solution [5].

2 Dynamic Programming Approaches

There are two approaches to compute and store the values in the dynamic program-
ming technique, which are:

2.1 Bottom-Up Approach

This method in dynamic programming first computes the base case, and then builds
further cases till we reach the solution of the mathematical problem [6].

For example, if we have an array, arx, then first, we compute the initial base case
arx[0], and we start our approach to compute higher conditions till we reach our
destination, i.e., arx[n]. We start with the lower cases and build up upon that to reach
the optimal solution.

This is also known as tabulation. It finds the solution of every subproblem even
if we do not need it.

For example, if the next stage is given as

arx[n] = arx[n − 1] ∗ arx[n − 2]
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2.2 Top-Down Approach

This method first calculates the highest state, which is the initial state in this case.
We then compute the lower states till we reach the optimum solution [6].

For example, if we have an array, arx, we first compute the final case, arx[n], and
we start our approach to compute lower states till we reach our desired destination,
which is arx[0]. We start on the higher cases and build up upon to reach optimal
solution.

This is also known as memoization.
An example of this is the calculation of factorial recursively and storing it in a

data structure like array.

2.3 Comparison of Approaches

Tabulation is faster as compared to memoization because we directly have access to
the past values from the data structure, while memoization is slow due to recursive
calls.

All the subproblems have to be solved in tabulation even if they are not needed
while we need not solve every subproblem and solve only the desired ones.

Critical thinking is needed to percept the conditions in tabulation and code get
complicated if there are too many constraints. Whereas, it is relatively easier to
memoize the solution as it requires recursive calling, but we have to be careful in
complex problems as it may lead to overflow.

In terms of space, tabulation needs muchmore space thanmemoization as it needs
to solve every subproblem to arrive at a desired case.

Every problem that can be solved by tabulation can be solved by memoization
and vice versa [7].

3 Analyzing with a Case Study

Let us understand this with the help of a simple program of Fibonacci sequence, for
easy understanding, we will use C ++ in Fig. 2.

Experiment result shown in Fig. 3.
Now here, we can see that the values are precomputed and stored and hence,

accessed by the user.
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Fig. 2 Algorithm of Fibonacci series using dynamic programming

Fig. 3 Computing of seventh Fibonacci number using the above algorithm

On the contrary, if we solve it by recursion, we get Fig. 4,
Experimental result shown in Fig. 5.
It would still give the same output.
But the problem starts here that in recursive solution, the values are computed

again and again. For example, when we know that fifth Fibonacci number is 3, why
calculate again and again?

3.1 Analysis

In recursion, the problem is solved by:
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Fig. 4 Algorithm of Fibonacci series using recursion

Fig. 5 Experimental result

fibo(5)   

/           \

fibo(4)                fibo(3)   

/      \ /     \ 

fibo(3)      fibo(2)         fibo(2)    fibo(1)

/     \ /    \ /    \

fibo(2)   fibo(1)  fibo(1) fibo(0) fibo(1) fibo(0)

/    \ 

fibo(1) fibo(0)
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We can here see that fibo(0) and fibo(1) are calculated again and again [8].
Now, this is where dynamic programming technique comes to the rescue, and it

trades space with its performance.
In terms of time complexity, dynamic programming solution gives a linear

approach and a time complexity of O(n). By precomputing the series, we already
have stored it in an array. Now the user inputs, and he gets the output immediately
which is stored in the array, and now the complexity becomesO(1)which is a constant
approach [8].

4 Case Study 2: Analyzing an Optimization Problem

This problem is featured in the Indian Zonal Computing Olympiad 2014 [9] (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6 ZCO 2014 problem 3
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Constraints are: 1 ≤ N ≤ 5 × 105 (Figs. 7 and 8).

Fig. 7 Solution of this program by coding in dynamic programming (by myself)

Fig. 8 Experimental result
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4.1 Analysis

As we can see from the algorithm, the program needs an optimum solution so as the
seller can make the most profit by setting the price of the smartphone so that many
of the users can buy it and he can make the most profit.

Decoding the algorithm in terms of the experiment,

Input- n=6
People Bidding upon the smartphone: 40 30 20 50 100 42

Sorting it in O(n log n) complexity: 20 30 40 42 50 100
Reversing it: 100 50 42 40 30 20

By Dynamic Programming technique: arx[i]=arx[i]*(i+1)
100*1=100, 50*2=100, 42*3=126, 40*4=160, 30*5=150, 20*6=120

Storing it in an array we have: 100, 100, 126, 160, 150, 120
Sorting it is same way in O(n log n) = 100, 100, 120, 126, 150, 160 

So the maximum element in the array, we get: 160
Which is our answer

In thisway, by dynamic programming,we see that the optimumsolutionwas found
by first storing the values, or the subproblems and then using it once again in dynamic
programming technique, i.e., arx[i] = arx[i]∗(i + 1), the array indexes are updated
and we get a global optimum solution, which is the most desirable solution. Had it
been greedy algorithm, it would have given correct solution for many cases, but
not all, as it gives local optimum solution, and in competitive programming, where
timing is most sought after, the solution would run to a Time Limit Exceeded verdict
in large cases, i.e., large values of n.

5 Conditions of Dynamic Programming

For a problem to be solved by dynamic programming, it must observe the Principle of
Optimality. The Principle of Optimality states that whatever the first (initial) stage is,
the remaining decisions must be optimal with respect to the state following the initial
decision. Dynamic programming computes efficiently by storing all the sub-results.

The original subproblem is decomposed to many subproblems. This division is
done in such an order that the total result of the divided subproblems must be a
polynomial or tends to be a polynomial. This is called Polynomial Break up, and is
quite essential for a dynamic programming solution to be efficient [10].
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6 Comparison with Other Algorithms

As stated before, dynamic programming finds the global optimal solution, whereas
the greedy algorithm focuses more on local optimal solution. Greedy algorithm is
more efficient than dynamic programming solutions. Dynamic programming is only
efficient if there are not many partial results or subproblems to compute. Dynamic
programming uses more space compared to greedy algorithm. Once the results have
been precomputed, they can be accessed very swiftly just by going into the data
structure’s index, i.e., in O(1) time. Being more powerful than greedy algorithm,
dynamic programming has a wider range of applications than the greedy algorithm.

In dynamic programming, the subproblems must have a relation with each other,
means that first the initial result is calculated, and then the further decisions are related
with respect to the initial decision. Then, the subproblems are combined to give an
optimal solution. On the contrary, in divide and conquer algorithm, the subproblems
computed are not related with each other. The result is combined, and the optimal
solution is given [11].

As analyzed from the case study, dynamic programming used more space than
recursion and only calculated a case once, stored it and developed further cases using
the two penultimate and antepenultimate ones. Output was displayed by accessing
the index in the array. So, by precomputing the values, we can get the result in a very
short time. On the contrary, recursion calculates the subproblems again and again
and uses more time but less space.

7 Expediency/Assets

It is no doubt, that dynamic programming is a powerful optimization technique that
is versatile and has a very wide range of applications. A considerable amount of
critical thinking is needed before we can classify a program as dynamic in nature.
The concept of breaking down or decomposing a problem into many subproblems is
a very desirable property of this technique. This idea enables us to reuse the stored
computed results of subproblems as many times as needed, which is a very big
advantage over recursion in which all the subproblems have to be calculated again
and again. Dynamic programming is an essential tool to optimize a very complex
problem by decomposing it to many subproblems, which are easier to solve and
choosing the best-optimized solution.

The main strength of dynamic programming lays in the fact that the results of
the computed subproblems are stored and can be stored for future references. The
lowest answer usually finds out by a very efficient algorithm such as Quicksort, and
it usually makes the run time lesser.

The part which makes dynamic programming attractive is that its rule of Polyno-
mial Break up, which optimizes the performance, makes it more efficient by breaking
down the problem and solving subparts.
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Dynamic programming is such a powerful and promising tool that it is used
tremendously in research in areas like Operations Research, Information theory, etc.
[12].

8 Inexpediency/Limitations

Only optimization problems can be solved by using this technique. Many times, we
need a local optimal solution, in which using a dynamic programming problem is
undesirable. Complex problems are needed to be handled with some critical thinking
toprevent overflowwhen recursive techniques are used, as in the case ofmemoization.
It can be used on only a limited type of problems, like when the subproblems are
not dependent on each other, dynamic programming cannot be used. The scenario
of limited type of problems is due to dynamic programming’s principle of following
“Principle of Optimality” and “Polynomial Break up”.

9 Applications and Research in Dynamic Programming

Dynamic programming is a mathematical concept and a powerful optimization tech-
nique that has a very wide range of real-world applications. It is very versatile and
is used in many decision-making processes under unreliable risky conditions like
optimum allocation of resources, risk management, etc.

Using this optimization technique, we can solve some particular aspects of
domains which are stated below but not limited to:

1. Control Theory [13]
2. Information Theory
3. Competitive Programming
4. Operations Research
5. In Application Software, e.g., TeX typesetting system—calculation right amount

of hyphenations and justifications [14].
6. Economics
7. Query Optimization and Decision-Making
8. Artificial Intelligence, Human–Computer Interaction, etc. [15].

In competitive programming and real-time applications, dynamic programming
technique is used to optimize many problems like:

1. Longest Common Subsequence (LCS problem)
2. Longest Increasing Subsequence
3. Towers of Hanoi Problem
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4. Knapsack Problem
5. Shortest Path Problem

• Like Djisktra’s, Floyd–Warshall and Bellman–Ford Algorithms

6. Manhattan Tourist Problem in Bioinformatics [16].

10 Conclusion and Future Scope

In this paper, we discussed how powerful dynamic programming technique is and
how is it being used tremendously in research in various fields. Coming to conclusion
we can now say that if we have to optimize a mathematical problem and find a global
optimum solution, then dynamic programming is the best choice available in the
optimization techniques.

Even though dynamic programming looks promising and attractive because of its
functioning and advantages, this technique can still be improved by working upon
its limitations, which is currently being done by computer scientists. More accurate
techniques are being developed which will render dynamic programming a vintage.
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